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The University of Edinburgh, Old College Quadrangle 
South Bridge, City of Edinburgh  
 
Archaeological Watching Brief and Excavation: June-October 2010 
 
 
Executive Summary 
 
Addyman Archaeology was contracted by The University of Edinburgh to undertake a desk-based 
(historical and archaeological) assessment and subsequent archaeological investigation of the interior 
courtyard of Edinburgh University’s main building complex, known as Old College Quadrangle prior 
to development.  The site was to be landscaped and paved along the periphery surrounding a centrally 
raised area to be grassed over.  The original courtyard scheme by Robert Adam and William Playfair 
had never been executed, thus Simpson & Brown were commissioned to design a proposal 
sympathetic to original layout and to the surrounding buildings.  
 
Old College Quadrangle is centred on NT 25990 73360, located in the heart of historic Edinburgh and 
the site has a rich and complex history.  The desk-based assessment demonstrated a series of structures 
to have existed on this site from at least the 13th century onwards.1  It is known that this was the 
location of the Church of St. Mary in the Fields dating back to at least 1279.  Having become a 
collegiate church foundation in the later Middle Ages, a series of associated ancillary buildings 
developed, including a provost’s house, prebendaries’ lodgings, and an associated hospital.  This 
hospital was replaced by a mansion house and formal gardens for the Duke of Chatelherault in 1552, 
referred to as Hamilton House.  After 1582-3 the site became home to the collegiate foundation that 
was to become the University of Edinburgh and the original Old College buildings incorporated 
Hamilton House to form a library.  The current buildings on site were constructed in two phases, from 
1789 and from 1819-27.  As part of the building works the quadrangle ground level was lowered 
significantly in 1829, removing many traces of earlier constructions and occupation.   The historical 
development of the site is generally well documented, its later history in particular.

2
 

 
The archaeological evaluation uncovered significant archaeological remains that necessitated a further 
mitigation exercise against the development impact.  The subsequent monitored topsoil strip and 
archaeological watching brief revealed a wide range of significant and well preserved archaeological 
remains.  57 complete inhumations were encountered of which 44 were fully recorded and excavated.  
Structural and infrastructural remains relating to the medieval use of the site and the subsequent 17th 
century college buildings were revealed along the N and E sides of the Quad – often surviving to a 
remarkable degree.  The later history of the quadrangle interior was represented by the foundations of 
William Playfair’s corner stairs, an integral part of his original design for the lowered courtyard, 
demolished in the 1950s, also an ambitious network of major stone-lined drains, and other features.   
 
 

                                                 
1 Addyman Archaeology 2010, Old College Quadrangle, University of Edinburgh, Archaeological Desk-Based 
Assessment: March 2010 

2 Fraser, A.G. 1989, The Building of Old College. Adam Playfair & The University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh 
University Press, Edinburgh 
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1.  Introduction  
 
i.  General  
 
This report comprises the results of the archaeological monitoring and subsequent general excavation 
of Old College Quad undertaken by Addyman Archaeology.  The interior was never completed to the 
plans initially envisaged by Robert Adam, as subsequently re-ordered by William Playfair.  Simpson 
and Brown Architects were commissioned to renovate the sunken interior of the Quad in a manner 
sympathetic to the original designs.  The site is to be landscaped and paved, with a raised, grassed area 
in the centre.  This work led to the archaeological intervention. 
 
Addyman Archaeology were commissioned to undertake the project by the University of Edinburgh 
(contact George Boag,, Works Administration, Department of Estates and Buildings), with the project 
overseen by the Strategic Board for the Old College Quad Landscaping Project (Convenor, Mary 
Bownes, Vice Principal). 
 
This Report comes in two volumes; the first The Data Structure Report establishes and discusses the 
project findings; whilst the second contains the raw data from the excavation itself.  A detailed 
proposal for the post-excavation work will be submitted with, and compliments this report. 
 
ii.  Setting – Location, Topography and Geology: 
 
Old College Quadrangle forms the central area of the University of Edinburgh, surrounded by the 
main university buildings dating to the late 18th and early 19th century.  Located in the heart of 
medieval Edinburgh, the development area comprises the internal courtyard of the Old College 
building, currently used by The University of Edinburgh for offices and lecture theatres.  The 
courtyard consists of a gravel surface used for the parking of vehicles; the central area kept open, lined 
with bollards and benches.  It is situated at NT 25990 73360, bordered to the N by Chambers Street, to 
the E by South Bridge, to S by South College Street and to the W by the small lane of West College 
Street that separates the College building from the Royal Museum building (figure 1). 
 
The present building, constructed in 1789 (Robert Adam) and 1819-33 (William Playfair) is situated in 
the heart of historic Edinburgh.  The site is historically bounded by the Flodden Wall on the S and sits 
on the site of earlier college buildings, The Old College.3  These buildings were preceded by the 
Collegiate Church of St Mary in the Fields and associated buildings. 
 
The underlying geology in this area of Edinburgh consists of drift deposited till of the Devensian – 
Diamicton age overlying Lothians and Fife plagioclase-olvine-clinopyroxene-macrophyric bedrock 
dating from the Dinitian to Westphalian periods4. 
 
A site visit from members of the British Geological Survey provided further information regarding the 
local geology and the origins of the building stones found on the site.  On the whole these were varied 
in origin, but all locally sourced.  This informal report can be consulted as Appendix H. 

                                                 
3 The name ‘Old College’ is now commonly, but confusingly applied to the present building. Gifford, J., 
McWilliam C., Walker, D. 1991, The Buildings of Scotland: Edinburgh, Penguin Books,  Harmondsworth, 
188 

4 http://www.bgs.ac.uk/opengeoscience 
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Figure 1: Site location 
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2.  Historical  Summary  
 
This section is a summary of the findings of the Desk-Based Assessment (DBA) undertaken by 
Addyman Archaeology5 that are relevant to the results of this archaeological exercise (see DBA for 
detailed discussion). 
 
i. Medieval activity 
 
Old College stands to the N of the Flodden Wall.  This was constructed from 1514 to 1560 and thus 
places the site within the city during that period.  The first record of the Church of St Mary in the 
Fields, or Kirk O’ Field as it became known (situated at the SW corner of the present quadrangle), 
dates from 1279, although it may have existed prior to this date.  It was reputedly founded by 
Alexander II (1214-49), and belonged to Holyrood Abbey.  The word ‘Fields’ referred to its lying 
outwith the town wall of 1450, although the route of the 16th century Flodden wall deviates slightly to 
encompass the site, bringing it within the city boundary.  To the E of the church were further buildings 
of the church complex, occupied by a provost, prebendaries and other priests.  N of the church was its 
hospital and it was assumed that there may be associated burials located in the space between church 
and this building.  The E end of Kirk O’ Fields was apparently replaced in the 15th century by a new 
choir.6   
 
Both church and associated buildings were damaged during the ‘Rough Wooing’ of 1544 by King 
Henry VIII of England.   The hospital was demolished and replaced by a mansion for the Duke of 
Chatelherault in 1554, referred to as Hamilton House, and associated with formally laid-out gardens.  
The church buildings were further damaged during the Reformation in 1559, and were left in a ruined 
state.  The building appears ruinous as a low cruciform structure in a sketch of 1567 (figures 2 and 3).  
This sketch is our only contemporary view of the church. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: The sketch of 1567 cataloguing the murder of Lord Darnley 
 
 
                                                 
5 Addyman Archaeology 2010a 
6 RCAHMS 1951, An Inventory of the Ancient and Historical Monuments of the City of Edinburgh with the 
thirteenth report of the Commission, HMSO, Edinburgh, 125. 
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Figure 3: Detailed view of Kirk O’ Fields from the sketch of 1567 (Figure 2) 
 
This sketch was composed in relation to the murder of Lord Darnley in February 1567, an event which 
reputedly took place on site.  The sketch of the murder scene provides a contemporary view of the 
buildings complete with a body being interred adjacent to the Church.  This sketch was used to make a 
reconstruction of the site, seen from the N (figure 4).  Author of the definitive history of Old College 
Quad, Andrew Fraser believes that this image was drawn from the upper storeys of Hamilton House 
itself, explaining the ‘birds-eye view’ and absence of Hamilton House itself from the sketch.7  
 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Reconstruction sketch of Kirk O’ Fields and surroundings in 1567, seen from N.  
Henry F Kerr. Fraser 1989. 

 
The University of Edinburgh was granted its Royal Charter in 1582 by James VI and was founded a 
year later on the site of the Kirk O’ Fields.  The old Provost’s House, shown in the centre of Figure 4, 
was adapted as the house for the Principal of the University. 
 
Hamilton House, the mansion for the Duke of Chatelherault, became the library for the University and 
was demolished by Adam in 1798.  Cartographic research and map regression, based on Fraser’s 
research8 suggested that the footprint of this building would sit underneath the present N range; in its 
NW half (figure 19).   

                                                 
7 Fraser 1989, 47 
8 Fraser 1989. 
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Gordon of Rothiemay’s view of Edinburgh in 1647 (figure 5) shows an idealised view of how the 
college had expanded by this date.  This must be viewed with caution however as it is known that the 
University never achieved the regimented organisation of the courtyards visible here (compare figures 
5 and figures 6 and 7). 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Detail of view of Edinburgh by James Gordon of Rothiemay, 1647.  NLS 
 
The College was surveyed by John Laurie in 1767 in an attempt to raise funds when the first proposals 
for rebuilding on the existing site were brought forward.  His plan gives a good snapshot of the 
University prior to Adam’s works beginning at the end of the 18th century and shows Hamilton House 
surviving at the heart of the complex. 
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Figure 6: Plan of the college in 1767 by John Laurie 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Annotated transcription of Laurie’s plan, (Fraser) 
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ii.  Post-medieval activity  
 
The South Bridge Act in 1785 affected the University site as the new street passed through the 
grounds of the Old College, as outlined by Laurie (figures 6 and 7).  The Council took the opportunity 
to rehouse the College in more suitable and impressive buildings and appointed the architect Robert 
Adam to propose a scheme.  Funding was an issue, as were the difficulties of building a new college 
on the site of the existing buildings, with the need to retain sufficient teaching space.   
 
Apart from Gordon of Rothiemay’s bird’s eye view of 1647 (figure 5), the earliest detailed images of 
the University buildings are associated with fund-raising efforts in the early 19th century.  These show 
how the old buildings were gradually replaced, and the contrast between the condition of the 17th 
century buildings and the neatness of the new is apparent (figures 8, 9, 10, 11 and specifically 14, 16, 
17 and 46).   
 
There follows a number of historic images of Old College Quad, many of which are referred to later in 
the text. 
 

 
 

Figure 8: View of the S side of the High College court by John Sime, early 1815 
 

 
 

Figure 9: External view of the rear of the Teviot Chambers and S side of the High College looking NE 
John Sime, 1815
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Figure 10:  John Sime, view of the interior of the High College court in 1815 looking W (note 1642 
library building to right) 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Early 19th century view of Old College Quad looking NW 
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Figure 12: Diagram of Playfair’s plan of the existing and projected buildings in 1818. Fraser 1989, 45 

 
 

Figure 13: James Skene’s view of the SE corner of the High College court in 1817; showing the 
principal’s house (left, demolished in 1818) and the E end of Teviot Chambers (right).  Looking SSE 
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Figure 14: W.H. Lizars’ view of the Teviot Chambers, 1823 
 
 

 
Figure 15: Reconstructed view, c.1817-18, possibly based in part on Sime’s view of 1817, above and 

in part on the 1823 view of Teviot Chambers; published in the 1860s.  Looking SSE 
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Figure 16: Plan of the College 1823, showing new buildings in paler shading, with Teviot Chambers 
and Old Library in darker shading; by W.H. Lizars.  Edinburgh University Library 

 

 
 

Figure 17: Sketch of the old library, with the new buildings behind. W.H. Lizars, 1823. 
Edinburgh University Library 
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Fraser published two sketch plans of the Old College, one showing the site in 1767 (figure 6) and one 
showing the extent of the Old College in 1818, before the Playfair scheme (figure 12).9  An overlay of 
these sketches onto the current plan of existing buildings shows that most of the original structures of 
the old university were replaced by those constructed by Adam and Playfair in the late 18th and early 
19th century.  It was thought to be only in the NE part and in the NW corner of the courtyard that 
possible foundations of the earlier university buildings might survive (figure 19).  These comprise the 
old library building from 1642 and perpendicular to it, along the E edge of the courtyard, the main 
building dating to 1617, once containing the Common Hall.10  These buildings are recorded as part of 
the historic drawings dating to 1823 mentioned above (figures 14, 16, 17 and 46), drawn at the time of 
construction of Playfair’s works, which also included the addition of associated smaller buildings, 
stairs and revetment walls. 
 
In an attempt to conquer the difficulty posed by the natural topography of the site, Playfair 
significantly lowered the ground level in the Quad c.1830 and inserted nine staircases; one central stair 
for the W elevation; two each along the N and S ranges; and a further four set into each corner.  Only 
the first five of which are visible today.  This ground reduction had a detrimental affect on 
archaeological survival. 
 
iii.  Earlier archaeological activity  
 
There is no formal record of archaeological work having been undertaken within Old College Quad 
prior to Addyman Archaeology’s involvement.  Neither The Royal Commission of the Ancient and 
Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS) nor City of Edinburgh Council Archaeology Service 
(CECAS) have any record of previous archaeological investigation in the Quad.  Likewise there is no 
record of any archaeological work in Discovery and Excavation in Scotland (DES) – an annual journal 
recording archaeological projects across the country and produced by Archaeology Scotland.   
 
However the National Museums of Scotland are in possession of a sherd of imported French pottery, 
recorded as having been discovered by a member of the Edinburgh University Archaeology 
Department during works in the Quad in the 1980s.  This was apparently recovered from a service 
trench in the SW corner of the Old College Quad and is recorded as Beauvais Lead Glazed 
Earthenware: Double Sgraffito.11 Attempts to find further details of this discovery have proved 
unsuccessful.  While generally without survival of significant archaeology, the SW corner of the Quad 
was found to contain a number of service trenches, two of which, (007/0161] and [049/050), contained 
modern intrusion which could be placed in the 1980s.  It must be assumed that this sherd of pottery 
was unstratified and found within the backfilled material of the service trench. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
9 Fraser 1989, 33, 45. 
10 Fraser 1989, 34. 
11 pers. comm.., G Haggarty 
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There is also an enigmatic photograph in the 1983 book ‘Edinburgh University: An Illustrated 
Memoir’ compiled by Ray Footman and Bruce Young. (figure 18)  This book records the history of 
the University in pictures and displays an image of a workman digging a hole and removing bones.   
 

 
 

Figure 18:  Evidence of earlier excavation in Old College Quad 
 
The caption records,  
 
an historical site often reveals elements of the past when construction work is underway, and in the 
late 1970s remnants of human skeletons were found under the Quad, perhaps from the time of the 
medieval Kirk O’ Field, or more recent remains from the Anatomy Theatre of the 1800s’.12   
 
The picture is not referenced and attempts to trace its origins have been without success.  The nature 
of the work depicted could point to the insertion of bollards down the centre of the courtyard, the bike 
racks adjacent to the stairs or indeed work to trace and repair existing drains.  This does not however 
explain the mass of timbers in the background of the photograph.  The picture itself could feasibly be 
somewhere other than Old College Quad and the caption erroneous.  It must be noted however, that 
incorrect or otherwise the existence of this caption does indicate a pre-existing knowledge or suspicion 
that human remains may be encountered within the courtyard area. 
 
iv.  Evaluation (March 2010) 
 
The Desk-Based Assessment placed the known buildings in their historical context and through a 
detailed cartographic regression, produced a plan showing the approximate positions of the now lost 
historic structures in relation to the present buildings.  This document was used in order to place the 
evaluation trenches in those areas most likely to provide answers regarding archaeological survival. 
 
The evaluation was carried out in the courtyard from 29-31 March 2010, targeting areas where 
remains of previous buildings were to be expected.  The trenches confirmed that the ground level in 
the courtyard had been substantially lowered and levelled c.1829 as part of William Playfair’s 
completion of Adam’s existing quadrangle building. A post-medieval stone-lined drain that was 
encountered is part of Playfair’s building works.  Despite the 19th century down-cutting of the 
courtyard area, parts of a pre-existing paved surface and wall footings were identified in the NW 
corner of the site. A small quantity of disarticulated human bone was recovered from an area of re-

                                                 
12 Footman, R. and Young, B. 1983 Edinburgh University: An Illustrated Memoir, Edinburgh, 10 
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deposited subsoil in the South-Central part of the site – later shown to be residual from the medieval 
graveyard of the church of St Mary’s in the Field that formerly occupied much of the Quadrangle area.   
 
Based on the results of the evaluation, CECAS imposed a Watching Brief condition upon any ground 
breaking works on the site.  Subsequent archaeological monitoring during the reduction of the 
gravelled court surface identified numerous archaeological features of varying date.   
 
This necessitated a more extensive mitigation exercise. 
 
v.  Monitored topsoil strip and excavation (June – October 2010) 
 
Over 84 days, from 29 June to 22 October 2010 the entire court surface was exposed and recorded, 
with numerous individual sondages and wider excavation areas opened up to target and investigate 
particular areas, features and deposits. 
 
The excavation clearly showed evidence for the substantial landscaping and down-cutting undertaken 
by Playfair in 1829-30 and indicated the original topography of the site sloping from the SW corner 
both N and E.  This landscaping process had removed all physical traces of the medieval church, 
spreading disarticulated and re-deposited human bone from the associated cemetery across the centre 
of the site.  Where the historic ground surface sloped below the level of 19th century landscaping 
further to the N and E an area of in situ inhumations survived.  However, down-cutting had been so 
extensive that these lay only just below the modern courtyard surface.  Of these a total of 44 were 
disinterred and at least 13 lay at a depth unaffected by the development and were left undisturbed.  
There seem to have been four main phases of burial, with the surviving remains suggestive of a 
general population of medieval date.  The cemetery area appeared to have been bordered by sections 
of walling identified along its N and E sides.  In the SE of the site, early clay-bonded footings and 
apparent robber-trenching may relate to ancillary buildings associated with the medieval collegiate 
church. 
 
The walling identified as delimiting the N extremity of the cemetery also marked the edge of a 
metalled sunken lane, terraced into the natural ground sloping to the N.  This was bordered to the NW 
by a substantial multi-phase structure of medieval date, straddling the current stairs into the Quad.  It 
is known that both the medieval collegiate infirmary as well as Hamilton House were located on, or 
near this spot.  Built in the early 1550s for the Duke of Chatelherault, Hamilton House was a 
prestigious town house and was incorporated along with other existing buildings on the site into the 
new college foundation, later the University of Edinburgh, established by the city in 1582-3. 
 
The excavation uncovered substantial remains of the well documented history of the University such 
as both the 1617 and 1642 ‘library’ buildings.  These structures constituted parts of the E and N sides 
respectively of the new High College Courtyard of the University and were accompanied by a smaller 
courtyard, the Laigh College to the NW.  Excavations in the latter area uncovered the remnants of 
documented stairs descending from the High College N into the Laigh Court as documented, along 
with fragmentary remains of the 17th century cobbled surface. 
 
Further archaeological remains included the foundations of stairs set at 45° into each of the corners of 
the Quad.  These were part of the original Playfair scheme post-lowering of the courtyard and 
survived until the mid-20th century alongside a fountain base in the W end of the Quad. 
 
vi.  Continued monitoring (May 2011 ) 
 
Provision had been made following the completion of the main excavation for the monitoring of any 
further contractors’ works such as the insertion of drainage, that might impact or otherwise expose 
additional archaeological deposits or remains.  In order to make the archaeological presence as 
efficient as possible, the majority of these works were undertaken towards the end of the initial 
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excavation while the archaeologists were concentrating on recording the sunken courtyard and were 
thus also available to monitor the other works as required.  As a result of this, Addyman Archaeology 
were only required to return to Old College Quad during the re-bedding of flags on the lower 
platforms of the four remaining Playfair staircases.  This work was undertaken intermittently over 
three days from 4 to 10 May 2011.  The removal of the existing surfacing within the entrance pend had 
a negligible impact on the archaeology, with a shallow depth of excavation maintained across this 
area. 
 
Archaeological remains were revealed beneath the NW and NE Playfair staircases, the former 
revealing further evidence of Hamilton House, and the latter of the range bounding the N side of the 
sunken court.  These small-scale investigations added to the knowledge and interpretation of the 
history of the site.  No archaeological features were noted or disturbed during work on the SW and SE 
Playfair staircases.  The results of these interventions are included as part of this Data Structure 
Report. 
 
vii.  Excavation of the early Chemistry stores (June 2011) 
 
During the excavations of June-October 2010, a number of large, and deep investigative trenches or 
sondages were opened in order to examine the underlying archaeology.  In two of these (Sondages 2 
and 4) the results proved to be intriguing.  Located within the 1642 library, excavation within each 
ceased at floor level, where a number of glass artefacts and brightly coloured compounds were 
recorded.  Analysis of these compounds undertaken shortly afterwards revealed them to be of a highly 
toxic nature and subsequent excavation in this area was halted on health and safety grounds. 
 
However, during the post-excavation analysis the artefacts recovered were recognised to be of great 
historical and scientific significance and in considerable likelihood related to the activities of the 
renowned Enlightenment chemist Joseph Black.  The importance of these objects induced the 
archaeological team to return the following year, whereupon the density and varied nature of the 
artefacts could be fully appreciated, recorded and sampled. 
 
This work was undertaken from the 14 to 30 June 2011.  Initially considered as a small, but significant 
addition to the initial phase of excavations, the importance of the discoveries has become increasingly 
apparent and is continuing to evolve through detailed analysis.  The results of this phase are to be 
found in an addendum report at the rear of Volume 1 of this Data Structure Report.  The concordances, 
or records and raw data taken on site, follow on from those of the main excavation and are included 
with these in the Appendices of Volume 2. 
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3.  Methodology   
 
Cartographic and documentary research identified that the site of Old College Quadrangle had been 
occupied in the past by a number of important and historically, as well as architecturally significant, 
buildings.  These were plotted, as accurately as possible, onto the modern day layout of the site giving 
a good indication of where archaeological remains might be encountered. 
 
It was initially agreed that Addyman Archaeology would undertake a monitored topsoil strip, or 
watching brief during the initial ground-works in Old College Quad.  The archaeological evaluation 
had shown there to be surviving structural remains in the NW corner of the site and had uncovered 
fragments of human bone from the SW area.13  It was thus decided that these areas should be 
investigated first, allowing time to excavate and assess any archaeology encountered while work 
continued elsewhere on site. 
 
An 8 tonne mechanical excavator was deployed by the contractor, using a 1.7m wide bladed ditching 
bucket to remove the overlying gravel surface of the car park (001) as well as the build-up of hardcore 
material (002) used to support this.  All ground-breaking works were undertaken under archaeological 
supervision, whilst any archaeology encountered was excavated and/or recorded by another member 
of the Addyman Archaeology team.   
 

  
Plate 1: Working shot – Uncovering 

archaeological remains 
Plate 2: Planning a strategy 

 
As archaeological remains were discovered with increasing frequency and density, this working 
arrangement was reassessed and a larger archaeological team was found to be required on site.  
Initially the intention had been to store the excavated material in a bund on the S of the site and 
excavate each half in turn, but this quickly proved to be unworkable and it was agreed that all spoil 
would be removed from site.   

                                                 
13Addyman Archaeology 2010b, Old College Quadrangle, University of Edinburgh, Archaeological Evaluation: 
March 2010 
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As areas of the site were stripped of the (002) make-up deposits, they were then were cleaned and 
planned by the archaeology team.  In those areas to the W of the Quad where the archaeological 
features were found to have been cut into the natural subsoil (0146), these remains were wholly 
excavated.  However the eastern parts of the site were found to retain deeper deposits and these were 
investigated by a series of carefully placed investigative slots, or sondages.  All in situ, skeletal 
inhumations were recorded and if they were deemed likely to be disturbed by the proposed re-
surfacing works, were fully excavated and removed for expert analysis.  Those whose existence was 
likely not to be affected by the development were left in situ.   
 
For ease of recording the site was split into six equally sized areas, divided W-E by the mid-point 
across the Quad and N-S by the natural breaks within the interior, marked by the inside edges of the 
existing stairs set towards each corner (see figure 19).  These areas were assigned names based on 
their location on site; i.e. the North-East Area, or NEA. 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 19: Plan of Old College Quad with divisions of site into and locations of sondages. 

 
 
Towards the end of the excavation it was agreed with the University of Edinburgh that a further week 
of work could be undertaken, removing a large deposit of 19th century overburden at the E of the site 
in order to reveal structural remains beneath.  This was not strictly required by the development and as 
a result was conducted by Addyman Archaeology as a training exercise for student volunteers from 
the University’s Archaeology Department. 
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Further small-scale investigation and monitoring took place in May 2011 during the removal of the 
lower slabs at the base of the existing Playfair staircases.  The Large slabs were lifted by site 
contractors, numbered and placed to the side ready for relaying.  The exposed foundations were then 
cleaned back and any exposed archaeological features suitably recorded.  Each feature was assigned a 
context number that ran consecutively from the sequence established within the main excavations.  A 
number of small sondages were excavated through the upper deposits in order to investigate these 
further. 
 
All contexts on site were recorded on Addyman Archaeology pro forma sheets and drawings 
undertaken in a scale suitable to the nature of the feature.  Levels were taken on all features recorded 
and a detailed survey was undertaken of the site by EDM.  A detailed and comprehensive digital 
photographic record was kept, with significant features also recorded in both black and white as well 
as colour print.  Samples were taken from significant archaeological deposits and from the abdominal 
area of each excavated grave.  These will be subject to flotation and analysis at the post-excavation 
stage. 
 
All archaeological features, structures and artefacts encountered were recorded to Addyman 
Archaeology and Institute for Archaeologists (IfA) standards. 
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4.  Excavation  results  
 
i.  Introduction  
 
A description of all the trenches and the key deposits and features identified is provided below.  For 
ease of discussion, the features are discussed according to the areas in which they were found.  All 
context numbers for layers and feature fills are recorded within curved brackets ( ); structures are 
recorded in irregular brackets { }; and cuts within squared brackets [ ]. 
 
All sondages opened and deposits encountered were done so after the removal of the gravel surface of 
the courtyard (001) and hardcore bedding material (002). 
 
4.1.  South-West Area (SWA) (See figure 19) 
 
a.  General  
 
Cartographic and documentary research indicated that it was in the South-West Area (SWA) of the 
Quad that remains of the Kirk O’ Fields may be encountered should they have survived the 19th 
century landscaping of William Playfair.  In this regard the archaeology was to prove disappointing.  
Little of archaeological significance was encountered in the SWA with the removal of (002) on the 
whole revealing the natural subsoils and/or underlying bedrock strata (0146).  Despite this a number of 
structures and negatively cut features were recorded although these for the most part whole post-dated 
the ground reduction and landscaping works of 1829. 
 
b.  Modern services and features 
 
The latest features on site comprised a series of services with no particular relationship to one another.  
(006) was a degraded and timber-topped electric cable running W-E across the S side of the site; this 
had been placed within [0253] – a sharp-sided cut of 0.20m depth and 0.18m width with a flat base.  
The backfilled material was mottled grey mid-brown silty clay with occasional small stones.  There 
were also two red ceramic field drains (009), part of a series of four running W-E across the Quad.  
Within the SEA, the S example was assigned the cut number [0709] and that to the N [0710].  At the 
W end of the Quad a further service was in evidence as a degraded and unused iron gas pipe (039), 
curving around the existing W Quad stairs.  (039) did not extend into the North-West Area (NWA).   
 
The drain network (007) was found across the entire courtyard, running W-E along both the S and N 
sides, with spurs and offshoots connecting it to the perimeter gulley.  This network, of late 19th or 
early 20th century date, was formed of a series of interlocking, maroon salt-glazed pipe sections, each 
roughly 0.90m in length and 0.14m wide.  A number were stamped ‘Glenboig Coy[company] 
Cumbernauld’.  These were located within [0161], a sharp sided cut of varying depth with a width of 
0.65-0.70m.  The backfilled material within [0161], (0162), consisted of a loose to moderately 
compact mottled mid dark brown silt with orange clay inclusions.  Numbers initially assigned to these 
spurs were later equated with [0161] and (0162).  Thus (048) and (052) became (0162) and [047] and 
[051] became [0161].  In the SWA this network was cut by [049/050), a large machine cut trench 
presumably placed to access and re-work (007).  (050), the cut fill, contained firm to moderately 
compact mottled dark grey and red brown silty clay abundant in small stones and flecks of degraded 
bedrock.   
 
In addition to these comparatively modern services was revealed a series of ten small circular holes 
filled with hardcore immediately W of the existing SW stairs into the Quad.  These, grouped as (053), 
represented the location of bike stands of later 20th century date.   
 
A further series of negative cut features were identified running N-S across the W end of the Quad, 
extending from the SWA to the NWA.  In the SWA these were [0419/0420), [0421/0422), 
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[0423/0424), [0425/0426) and [0427/0428).  All were between 0.05m and 0.22m deep and averaged 
c.0.50m in diameter with sharp sides and a roughly flat base.  [0423/0424) was found to cut through 
the Playfair drainage system [043/044) (see below) and on this basis they were clearly dated to the 
post-1829 period.  While their function remained unclear, they may represent the location of earlier 
bollards.  This alignment of negative cut features continued across the site into the other areas; the 
similarities and limited archaeological significance of these features merits no further description. 
 
c.  Fountain plinth (c.1886) 
 
In the NE part of the SWA a small platform or plinth was revealed; this lay on the W-E centreline of 
the quadrangle.  Measuring 2.32m N-S by 2.40m W-E and recorded as {035} the platform constituted 
the remains of a water fountain within the courtyard.  Known as the ‘Cumming Fountain’, this was 
placed in 1886 and removed in the 1920s.14  It was constructed of large, stacked, irregular stone slabs 
of 0.05-0.08m depth, varying in size from 0.10m2 to 0.80m by 0.30m.  The whole construction was 
lime mortar bonded and was fed by  an associated, and now defunct, lead water pipe - (036); a ceramic 
waste pipe, akin to (007), had extended southwards to join with (007) its remains embedded within the 
plinth - (037); also recorded was a small steel stop-cock atop bonded hardcore to the W – (038).  In 
photographs this plinth is visible with a cast-iron drinking fountain placed on top (see figure 20).  
 
 

 
 

Figure 20: Old College Quad 
looking E in 1900.  Note the 
Cumming Fountain in the 

foreground.15 

 
Plate 3: Old College Quad during excavation.  Looking NW 
with the plinth {035} in the foreground and the network of stone-
lined drains behind.  {035} constitutes the remains of the 

Cumming Fountain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
14 Fraser 1989, 293 
15 Ibid. 
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d.  Corner stair footing (c.1833) 
 
In the SW corner of the Quad the foundations of William Playfair’s original corner stairs survived 
intact.  These were originally installed in 1833 as a compromise after Playfair’s initial scheme for a 
stair running around the entire perimeter of the Quad had been rejected on financial grounds.  Along 
with another three sets of identical staircases, set into each of the other corners, this stair had survived 
into the 1950s.  The stairs appear in a number of early views and photographs and in detail upon the 
Ordnance Survey town plan of 1852 and upon a plan of 1895 in the university archives.16  The stairs 
were of identical detail to their surviving counterparts although narrower; each contained a straight 
flight with lower paved platform flanked by balustrades culminating at square terminal piers at their 
lower ends. 
 
The stair foundations, assigned context number {046}, survived to only a single course of lime mortar-
bedded large sandstone blocks.  Set into the SW corner at a 45° angle (see plates 4 and 5), the 
foundations are c.3m square with projecting stones on the N and E sides, the bases of the terminal 
piers.  Some areas also show evidence of cement work.  A large masonry block revealed within the 
foundation, {094}, was found to be coeval with the construction of {046} though its purpose was 
unclear.  The cut for the construction of the {046} foundation was [0729]; (092) and (091) were the 
fill deposits within.  (091) consisted of compact black silty clay which was found to be overlying part 
of {046} and (092).  (092) was very firmly compacted pink and grey mixed clay - re-deposited natural 
material within the foundation area.   
 

 
Plate 4: Aerial view of stair foundations {046} – 

looking NE 

 
Plate 5: Oblique view of the W end of Old 
College Quad showing stair foundations 

{046} (foreground), {011} (centre left, at base 
of existing stairs), and {003}set into the far 

corner 
 
 
 

                                                 
16 Andrew Fraser, Fig 9.17, p 296 
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e.  Axial stair footing (c.1833) 
 
Coeval with {046} was a further stair foundation, visible where it projected from beneath the existing 
western staircase of the quadrangle.  This stair was contemporary with those set into the corners of the 
Quad, but was rebuilt to provide a more open stair, without balustrades and stepped on three sides, in 
1958.17  The earlier stair foundations, {011}, lay on the W-E centreline of the Quad.  The foundation 
itself was overlain by two contexts, (083) and (0221).  (083) consisted of a concrete spread laid when 
wet across the S end of {011}; (0221) was the fill of [0220] - the construction cut for {011}, 
consisting of a moderately compact dark black brown silty sand with areas of a more orange hue; it 
contained occasional to frequent small to medium angular stones.  The [0220] stair construction cut 
was found to be shallow with gradually sloping sides and a roughly flat base; it varied in width from 
c.0.30m to negligible, a length of 7.05m and a depth of <0.10m. 
 
The {011} footing itself survived to one course of predominantly white sandstone rectangular blocks 
bonded with rough yellow brown sandy mortar that incorporated many flecks of shell.  These blocks 
average 0.60-0.70m by 0.40m with a depth of <0.10m.  The footings themselves formed a hollow 
rectangle in plan, with the further extensions running eastwards from the SE and NE corners, these the 
foundations for terminal balustrade piers. 
 
f.  Stone-lined  drains  (c.1833)  
 
An extensive network of stone-lined, or ‘cundy’ drains occupied much of the W end of the site.  In the 
SEA these comprised a main N-S drain {004} with spurs {040} running W just S of {011} and {045} 
aligned ESE towards the base of the existing Playfair SW staircase.  All of these stone-lined drains 
were initially given different contexts, but were subsequently recognised to form parts of the same 
network.  They were constructed of large roughly hewn sandstone slabs (averaging 0.40m by 0.55m 
by 0.15m) capping rectangular block sides atop a rough slab base.  {004} proved to be of the same 
build as {040} and {045} (cap-stones), with the sides of the drains comprising of {0103} and {097} 
respectively and the base {0109}.  In the NWA {004} was also found to be the same as {010} and 
{008}, whilst {0103/097} corresponded to {0123} and {0213}.  The cut for {004} et al was recorded 
as [096], [0102] and [0153].  The spurs in the NWA had cut numbers [063] and [0216].  The cut itself 
had sharp, near vertical sides with a flat base.   
 
These drains were clearly placed after the lowering of the courtyard and construction of Playfair’s 
staircases.  Both {040} and {010} in the NWA clearly respect the foundations of {011}, the staircase 
inserted by Playfair after the centre of the Quad was lowered, curling around the foundations and 
sweeping onwards to the E, and forming a straight line once clear of {011}.  Interestingly {040} is 
only c.2.5m long, terminating at its junction with {004}.  The line of {040} continues however, the 
sweeping alignment almost exactly mirroring that of {010}.  This was given the number [043/044).  N 
of {010} and S of [041/042) were further W-E orientated linears, mirroring one another in position 
and with similar fills and dimensions to both each other, and [041/042).  The northernmost was 
[0773/012) in the NEA whilst that to the S was [043/044).  All three linears were shallow with gradual 
sloping sides and roughly flat bases, although both [043] and [0773] were noticeably shallower.  The 
deposits therein comprised mixed moderately compacted grey to mid brown silty loam.  On account of 
their clearly planned layout and that they mirror the plan of the existing drain system these linear 
features were interpreted as incomplete and unfinished drain tracks, apparently intended as part of the 
wider network of stone-lined drains, but found to be unnecessary.  It is also well attested that the 
development of Old College Quad was carried out under difficult financial circumstances and it is 
possible that the network of drains was never completed as a result of this.   
 

                                                 
17 Fraser 1989, 330 
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Excavation of the E end of the site uncovered the ‘stub’{0776} of a stone-lined drain on the same 
alignment [041/042) (see Section 4.8 – The sunken courtyard – training exercise).  This drain lipped 
up, and connected with the cobbled courtyard surface (0119), clearly constructed after the courtyard 
and utilising this surface to assist drainage.  This stone-lined drain was described as {0776}, but was 
in all likelihood akin to [041/042), never completed and built into the cobbles (0119) as a stop-gap 
measure.   
 
The investigative slots placed through the network of stone-lined drains demonstrated them to be 
contemporary with one another, but also revealed a quantity of water-borne waste.  As would be 
expected this consisted of dark coloured fine grain silts variously described as (098), (099), (0104) and 
(0155); in the NWA these were recorded as (0124) and (0214).  All of these contexts are of similar 
nature and character and could have accumulated at any time after the placement of the capstone. 
 

  
 

Plate 6: Intersection between stone-lined drains {010} and 
{004} showing the two to be contemporary 

 

Plate 7: {0126} – displaying a much 
better quality of workmanship than 

{010} et al. 
 

Located beneath the corner stairs {046} a further stone-lined drain was encountered – {0126}.  It was 
recorded curving around beneath the stairs and disappearing underneath the raised walkway of the 
Quad.  As with the drain network discussed previously, this feature was initially ascribed numerous 
context numbers.  In addition to {0126}, the capstones of the drain were recorded as {093} and 
{0736}.  The sides of the drain were recorded as {0164} and {0168}, whilst the base was {0165}, 
{0167} and {0721}.  The cut was recorded as both [0125] and [0166].  The major factor that 
differentiates stone-lined drain {0126} et al from the network including {004} and {010}, is the skill 
of construction and larger, ‘grander’ nature of the finished piece (compare plates 6 and 7).  The 
capstones {0126} of roughly hewn sandstone slabs measuring 0.50m by 0.60m by 0.10m were better 
worked than {004}, but not in the same scale as the rest of the drain.  The walls {0164} consist of 
finely hewn sandstone blocks, gently curved to fit them into the required position.  Whilst the 
capstones were placed upon {0164}, the sides themselves were bonded with lime mortar to each other 
and the base {0165}.  {0165} is as finely worked as {0164}, but is gently tooled to form a concave 
channel in which the waste would run.  The cut [0125] has sharp sides and a flat base.  This drain 
structure is interesting and paralleled in both the NW as {0181/0197/0198} and NE corner as {0474}.  
Limited excavation was undertaken in the SE corner, but it must be presumed that a grand stone-lined 
drain may exist there too.  These clearly predate the insertion of the corner stairs and it is worthy of 
further consideration that they may indeed be stone-lined drains inserted by Robert Adam.  Their 
existence beneath Playfair’s stairs of 1833 and grander nature may indicate they were put in place 
during Adam’s period in charge of the Quad’s renovation, constructed prior to the financial difficulties 
caused by the Napoleonic Wars.  A number of carved and inserted cuts on {0197} in the NWA 
indicate these may even be re-used stone from an earlier building to have occupied the site.  
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g.  Redeposited  material  
 
In the E parts of the SEA the natural subsoil (0146) became notably ‘grubbier’ and was found to 
contain significant quantities of human charnel material (see plate 9).  Generally of a moderately 
compact mottled mid grey and red brown silty clay, this represented churned and re-deposited natural, 
recorded as (0148).  (0148) extended northwards into the NWA and E through the SCA toward the 
SWA, see figure 20 and plate 8.   

 

 
 

Plate 8: View from roof of Old College Quad looking E and showing area of re-deposited natural 
(0148) outlined in red, with out-cropping geology immediately below and to the left (N).  

 
Upon encountering this deposit, machine excavation was suspended and the remaining c.0.15m of 
material requiring removal for the development was undertaken by hand.  This was done in order to 
protect, retrieve and record the human remains within (0148).  Charnel material was collected 
according to 5m2 areas as defined by the site grid.  Each individual bag will be analysed and it is 
hoped individual skeletons can be re-created according to the recorded location of their remains.   
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Figure 21: Plan of Old College Quad showing the location of re-deposited natural (0148) and the 
interpreted quarry 

 
The need to understand nature of deposit (0148) necessitated the placement of an investigative 
sondage. 
 
i.  Sondage  10  
 
a.  Strategy  
 
The findings within Sondage 5 (to be described subsequently) initially suggested the possibility that 
parts of the footprint of the robbed-out walls of Kirk O’ Fields Church might have survived the early 
19th century down-cutting within the W part of the site along the S perimeter area.  As a result of this 
possibility CECAS requested the placement of a further test trench, Sondage 10.  Orientated W-E (at 
right angles to Sondage 5) Sondage 10 ran across the width of the area where charnel was encountered 
at the surface (0148), and straddling the boundary where this met the (0146) deposits further to the E; 
and to the edge of outcropping bedrock visible to the W.  Initially opened by machine under close 
supervision, the sondage measured 12.5m W-E by 1.7m N-S. 
 
b.  Description  
 
Stratigraphically the most recent feature in Sondage 10 was (0730), consisted of a series of segmented, 
maroon salt-glazed red stone-ware pipes likely of late Victorian date.  In N-S alignment the (0730) 
piping had been laid within a 0.40m wide cut, this with sharp sides with a roughly concave base – 
[0589].  The fill (0590) was a hard to moderately compact mid brown with occasional small stones.   
 
(0730) was cut into (0148), an extensive deposit that covers a significant proportion of this part of the 
site.  (0148) was a firmly compact mixed and mottled mid grey and orange red brown silty clay with 
frequent small to medium angular stones.  The remarkable feature of (0148) was the density and 
frequency of human charnel encountered.  At the E end of the sondage a linear feature was 
encountered running NNE-SSW across the trench.  The fill of this linear [0554] was (0555) – a very 
similar deposit to (0148) and exceptionally difficult to differentiate from this, although without the 
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same density of human remains.  (0555) was a moderately compact orange brown clay silt with a 
significant degree of crushed grey bedrock at the base.  [0554] is an irregular feature of 1.41m depth 
with a vertical face to the E, slightly more stepped to the W and a flat base cut into the natural 
bedrock.   

 

 
 

Plate 9: Pre-excavation shot of the area around Trench 10.  The deposit visible is (0148) and the 
white tags plot the existence of human remains visible from the surface. 

 
[0554/0555) had been cut through a very substantial level of deposition designated as (0552).  Like 
(0555), (0552) was of very similar character to the overlying (0148), consisting of a moderate to hard 
compacted mottled grey brown silty, gritty, clay-rich fill with c.10% small broken grey bedrock 
fragments.  After 0.80m depth of (0552), a division was discernable in section between this deposit 
and one underlying, (0553).  (0553) was in turn c.0.70m deep, of moderate to hard compacted mottled 
grey and orange brown sandy, silty clay and occasional large stones.  These two deposits proved to be 
the fills of [0718], a very large feature cut deep in to natural and encompassing almost the length of 
Sondage 10 (overall for about 7m) and stretching N across much of the Quad.  At the W end of 
Sondage 10, these fill levels were excavated as one deposit and given the joint number of (0603), but 
(0603) is accepted as the same as (0552) and (0553).  However, excavations at the E end of the 
sondage were able to go deeper due to the W-E sloping nature of the natural bedrock.  At this end a 
further deposit was encountered beneath (0603) (i.e. (0553)) - (0717).  (0717) was a moderately 
compact dark brown organic silt, 0.20m deep with occasional small stone inclusions.  This sat directly 
atop natural bedrock (0146).  A banded series of deposits (0671), (0672) and (0673) at the E end of 
Sondage 10, through which [0554] was cut, were accepted as natural (0146).  The difficulty in 
assessing the nature of deposits in this sondage necessitated the excavation of a box section 
encompassing the natural subsoil at this end of the trench. 
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c. Summary and Discussion: 
 
All contexts encountered in Sondage 10 could be equated with deposits previously recorded in nearby 
Sondage 5.  Both sondages contained the same features and thus the same interpretations. 
 
The most recent feature encountered in Sondage 10 was part of the drainage network which covered 
much of the site – (007).  (0730) was a spur from the main network and ran N-S across the site to the 
fountain plinth {037} in the centre of the W end of the site.  Initially it was not certain that this spur 
met the main (007) pipe network and as a result was given the numbers [0589] for the cut, (0730) for 
the pipe and (0590) for the fill.  These were later equated with existing numbers, becoming [0161], 
(007) and (0162) respectively.  This drainage network cut through (0148). 
 
Deposit (0148) was at first not obviously different from (0146) and this was a continual problem with 
the features in Sondages 5 and 10.  Virtually all archaeological deposits in this area contained re-
deposited natural material to some degree and the differences between the individual layers were not 
always clear.  (0148) is residual material from the Kirk O’ Fields cemetery – either a result of the 
landscaping undertaken in the courtyard, probably the lowering of the ground level in 1829, or the 
quarrying that took place in this area. 
 
The linear feature [0554] was the same as feature [0293] in Sondage 5, although two fills were visible 
in Sondage 5, (0300) and (0294), but only (0555) was visible in Sondage 10.  The difficulty in 
identifying such similar deposits in this area of the site makes it likely that (0555) contains both (0300) 
and (0294) even though these were not recognised on site.  The linear [0554/0293] does however 
remain enigmatic.  It was judged that this feature was relatively late in date as it cut through the larger 
feature [0718] and fragments of pottery of 19th century date, were recovered from within its fill 
(SF0448).  However its function remains unclear, but it is surmised that this may have been some form 
of service cut on account of the nature of the cut itself.  Its W side presented some confusion initially, 
but it became clear that the sides of [0554/0555) had slumped into (0603/0552/0553) to the E (plate 10 
and figure 21).  This is presumably due to the volume of heavy traffic passing overhead and the less 
compact nature of the in-filled material to the E. 
 

 
 
 

 
Plate 10: N facing section of [0554] 

 
Figure 22: Digitised drawing of N facing 

section of [0554] 
 
The very large vertically-sided cut feature into which (0603/0552/0553) and (0290) from Sondage 5 
were deposited was initially thought to relate to the medieval St Mary’s church.  The Desk-Based 
Assessment had shown that the church had existed in this area of the site, and to find a deep, enigmatic 
deposit very rich in human remains spread across the SW of Old College Quad seemed to indicate this 
was the remains of the Kirk – possibly a deeply cut foundation trench robbed of all stone.  However 
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excavation of the fills of [0718] (equated with [0289] in Sondage 5) showed this to be unlikely and a 
different interpretation has now been advanced.  Neither fills (0717), (0603), (0553), (0552) nor 
(0290) from Sondage 5 revealed any evidence for placed stones or mortar residues.  None of the debris 
(such as mortar or stone fragments) reminiscent of the contents of a ‘robber trench’ (see Sondage 2) 
was encountered and the deposits remained on the whole sterile of important archaeological finds.  
Conversely the stone fragments encountered were on the whole fractured and broken sherds of 
bedrock.  Work at the W end of Sondage 10 revealed the thick band of bedrock visible on the surface 
to slope steeply E, with a clear ridge visible midway down.  Through discussion with members of the 
British Geological Survey it was concluded that the disturbance [0718/0289] was in all likelihood a 
large quarrying pit, with the rock sheared off in slabs following the natural inclined beds sloping from 
W-E.  It was noted by the BGS team that this, or similar, stone had been used as building material in 
various places around the courtyard (see Appendix H).   
 

 

  
 

Plate 11: Working shot in Sondage 10.  
Excavation of [0554] looking S (Photograph 

1188) 

 
Plate 12: W facing view of the natural bedrock 
slabs sloping into Sondage 10 (Photograph 1502) 

 

 
 

Plate 13: S facing section of Sondage 10 (quarry pit area) (Photograph 1501) 
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The dating of this quarrying activity is currently unclear but it can be surmised that this occurred after 
the destruction of the Church, likely to have taken place after the foundation of the University in 1582-
3.  It is known the Kirk was already ruinous following the ‘Rough Wooing’ of the 1540s and is shown 
as a ruin of the 1567 depiction of the site already discussed (figures 2 and 3).  This diagram also shows 
victims of the explosion associated with Darnley’s death being interred in the cemetery, so it is 
assumed the latter was still in use in 1567, and thus not available to quarry for some time afterwards.  
The Teviot Chambers were built on the site of the Kirk, along the S side of the High Court between 
1660 and 168518 and demolished in the 1820s.  Thus it is clear that any quarrying on this site must 
have occurred between the cemetery falling out of use post-1567 and the construction of the Teviot 
Chambers on, or nearby, this spot between 1660 and 1685.  The only other option is that this quarrying 
activity is very late and occurred during the construction of the current edifice itself after the Teviot 
Chambers had been demolished post-1823.  In this scenario the structural remains of the Teviot 
Chambers would both underlie the current building and have fallen victim to the lowering of the Quad 
by Playfair.  The small finds may assist in dating the quarrying event.  SF0566 leans towards the 
quarry pre-dating the Teviot Chambers.  Recovered from (0148), preliminary analysis records this 
artefact as a James VI post-Union copper twopence (1623 issue) or Charles I copper turner, first 
(1629) issue.19  The coin is in a degraded condition and whilst it does not preclude either the potential 
16th or 19th century date, the evidence which also includes a total absence of finds of more recent date, 
suggests the former. 
 
The existence of context (0717) is interesting as a final footnote to the discussion on the quarry.  
Discovered at a depth between 0.80-1.10m, resting atop the bedrock (0146) at the base of the feature, 
(0717) was moderately compact dark brown silt with an organic composition.  This was interpreted as 
being an indication that the quarry had lain open for a time, allowing the organic matter to accumulate. 
 
It should be noted that because of the difficulties in interpreting the deposits in Sondage 10, and the 
problematic nature of the features therein, many of the finds uncovered may have been assigned to 
(0148) when in actual fact they originated in (0603) or (0552).  On the whole these consisted of 
fragments of human bone.  This is, however, less problematic as all contexts were re-deposited and 
accepted as originating from the same source – the levelling of Kirk O’ Fields cemetery within the 
western parts of the site area. 
 
 
4.2.  North-West  Area  (NWA) (See Figure 19) 
 
a.  Introduction  
 
The NWA of the Quad was where the evaluation had encountered significant archaeology within 
Trench 6 in the form of fragmentary structural remains of apparently early character located 
immediately W of the existing NW stairs.  However removal of (001) and (002) in the areas evaluated 
indicated that most of the NWA had been reduced to the natural subsoil, leaving little else of any 
significance.  The important nature of the remains encountered in the evaluation and the proximity of 
the natural subsoil (0146) to the surface across the W of the site meant it was decided that no 
investigative sondages were required and all structural remains in the NWA would be excavated.  In 
the area of the NW angle both the structural remains and associated deposition proved to be of greater 
extent and to extend to much greater depth than initially anticipated.   
 
 
 

                                                 
18 Fraser 1989, 37 
19 Holmes, N. – Specialist report in  Addyman Archaeology 2011, Old College Quadrangle, University of 
Edinburgh, Post-Excavation Project Design (PEPD): April 2010 
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Plate 14: The archaeological remains as encountered within Trench 6 during the evaluation phase 
 

Major structural remains immediately W of and extending beneath the existing staircase proved to the 
in situ lower parts of Hamilton House, known to have occupied this area from historical sources.  At 
the NW angle further structural remains related to the footings of a corner stair of early 19th century 
date, see section c, below.  The deposits associated with Hamilton House, and the remains of the 
structure itself, are discussed subsequently in sections k and l, but the existence of other features in the 
NWA will be described first. 
 
b.  Later  services  
 
In common with much of the rest of the site, the NWA had been impacted by a series of service 
trenches.  Parts of both the salt-glazed, segmented, red ceramic drainage (007) and the electric cabling 
(009) systems seen elsewhere were present.  Also encountered were parts of Playfair’s c.1833 stone-
lined drainage system (for more detailed discussion see Section 4.1, SWA).  The main stone-lined 
drain {004} ran from N-S across the very W end of the Quad, while a large W-E drain {010}, arcing 
around the Playfair stair foundations {011} and ran E.  A smaller spur {008}, contemporary with the 
network, ran NE from {004} towards the upstanding Playfair stairs, terminating just short where it was 
truncated by (007/0161].  {008} is the number assigned to the capstone of the drain, consisting of 
large, flat, rough-hewn sandstone slabs averaging 0.45-0.55m by 0.50m by 0.10m in size.  These were 
placed upon {0213}, rough hewn sandstone blocks of varied size sitting upon {0215}.  The latter 
consists of sandstone blocks of similar shape and size to {008}.  Within the drain channel was a fine 
silty water-borne waste (0214).  This structure was built within [0216] and measured 6m SW-NE by 
<0.55m width with a depth of c.0.30m. 
 
c.  Corner stair (1833) 
 
Set into the NW corner at a 45° angle was {003}, the foundations of the corner stairs inserted by 
William Playfair in 1833.  These form a set alongside {046}, {086} and {0248} and have been 
discussed in detail above (see Section 4.1, d).  Measuring almost 4m SW-NE by c.4.5m NW-SE, 
{003} was constructed of roughly hewn white and red sandstone blocks or varying sizes.  {003} was 
constructed within a cut, [0105], and (0106) packed around the foundations and filling the cut.  This 
cut was through the late levelling and demolition deposits (including (0158)) that were placed post-
1790 after the destruction of Hamilton House and the 1642 library.  The interior of {003} was filled 
with a  rubble deposit (0149), a hard to moderate sandy brown gritty silt abundant in stone inclusions.  
This demolition material dates to the late 1950s when the stairs were removed. 
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d.  Earlier drainage (?1790s) 
 
Beneath {003} a further stone-lined drain was uncovered – {0181}.  This mirrored {0126} in the 
SWA in both shape and style, curving around the NW corner of the Quad and cut by W-E stone-lined 
drain {004} to the E where the two met the wall of the raised walkway around the Quad.  A similar 
drain was also noted in the NEA – {0474}.  {0181} was the number assigned to the capstones of the 
drain.  These were slabs of roughly hewn sandstone bonded by lime mortar and measuring roughly 
0.80m squared with a depth of c.0.10m.  The walls {0197} were of finely tooled, lime mortar bonded 
sandstone blocks c.0.20m wide by 0.35m deep.  A number of these had evidence of being re-used, 
with at least three displaying carved slots that did not relate to their function as part of the drain wall.  
The base of the drain, {0198}, was also formed of finely tooled sandstone slabs, these 0.80m wide by 
0.05m deep.  A gulley had been hollowed down the length of each base stone, facilitating the free 
movement of the waste collecting therein.  The drain fill, (0203), as with the other deposits within the 
stone-lined drainage system, comprised a soft to moderately compact fine black silt.  (0203) can be 
accepted as roughly contemporary in date, but certainly in ‘function’ as (0171) within {0126} in the 
SWA and (0563) within {0474} in NEA.  This drainage system had been built within cut [0182], 
cutting through the demolition material (0158).  The function and date of these impressive stone-lined 
drains has been discussed above (see Section 4.1, f.), but they certainly predate Playfair’s drainage 
system and may represent a drainage network put in place by Robert Adam in the 1790s.   
 
However, if put in place by Adam, the placement of the drains would have occurred prior to the 
lowering of the central courtyard and would have been initially dug at considerable depth.  It could 
thus also be argued that these drains are contemporary with Playfair and the landscaping of 1829-32, 
while the poorer quality version elsewhere were inserted later in the 19th century. 
 
An investigative slot beneath stair foundation {003} and drain {0181} revealed a lens of redeposited 
hard brown clay (0206), sitting atop (0218).  This comprised of very firmly compact mottled clay of 
banded red gray and orange with occasional small stone inclusions.  This was recorded as a possible 
surface, but may equally have been the natural subsoil.  The restrictions of digging within the stair 
foundations made understanding these deposits problematic.   
 

e.  Demolition deposits (1790s) 
 
The drainage network {0181} was built within a series of demolition and levelling deposits dating to 
the removal of Hamilton House and the other Laigh College buildings at the end of the 18th century.  
These deposits (0150), (0151), (0152), (0158), (0180) and (0227) were all coeval and consist of, on the 
whole, moderately compact gritty sands and limestone mortar with occasional to frequent fragments of 
crushed sandstone and building rubble.  The depth of these deposits was <1m.   
 

f.  Cobbled surface within the Laigh College court (?mid 17th century) 
 
Removal of these demolition deposits and specifically (0158) and (0180), revealed a fragmentary and 
much disturbed cobbled surface (0163).  The cobbles lay immediately W of wall {0113}, with a 
further patch to the NW, extending beneath stone-lined drain {0181}.  The cobbling, consisting of 
rounded black, diorite setts, (0163) was laid in an irregular manner sloping gently down to the NW; it 
incorporated part of a V-section gully drainage channel.  It was noted by the British Geological Survey 
that these stones were not from the two areas that historically supplied this kind of stone for setts – the 
Crags in Arthur's Seat and the Corstorphine Hill area.  One possibility was that they had been obtained 
within the immediate vicinity (the geological map shows an igneous dyke/sill extremely nearby to the 
Old College, beneath the westernmost corner) or from another of the many intrusions that exist in and 
around the city.20  The cobbles, which had been extensively robbed, were placed atop (0287), a 
moderate yellow brown fine grain sand with occasional flecks of charcoal – clearly the bedding 
material for (0163).   

                                                 
20 See Appendix H 
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This cobbling, (0163), formed part of the surfacing within the SE corner of the old Laigh College 
court of the early university, as visible on James Gordon of Rothiemay’s map of 1647 (figure 5) and 
the John Laurie’s plan of the University in 1767 (figure 6). 
 

 
 

Plate 15: View of the SE corner of the Laigh College court looking S.  The patches of cobbled surface 
(0163) are self-evident while the fragmentary remains of staircase up to the High College court, 
{0225/0265}, are located just above the ranging poles.  The finely-carved stone-lined drain {0181} 
curves around the right of the picture and wall {0113} on the left abutting {0116} in the bottom left 

corner. 
 

g.  Jossie’s stair and associated walling (1640-44) 
 
To the S of the (0163) bedding material, in what would have been the SE corner of the Laigh Court, 
were revealed the remains of a straight flight of stairs {0225/0265}, the staircase leading down from 
the High College court.  These too can be seen in plate 15.  This flight of steps had been put in place 
by James Jossie between 1640 and 1644 in order to provide a link between the two courts.  Jossie 
made great efforts to renovate and upgrade the University buildings and oversaw the construction of 
most of the Laigh Court.21  Perhaps the {0113} short section of walling extending between Hamilton 
House and the stair, can also be dated to this phase, closing off the now-completed Laigh Court.  The 
material overlying the stairs was (0227), apparently demolition material contemporary with the 
removal of Hamilton House and the associated levelling.  Evidence remained for two fragmentary 
‘steps’, an upper one to the S {0265}, and lower to the N {0225}.  {0225} consists of flat stone slabs 
0.20m by 0.10m by 0.02m placed on stepped natural clays and bonded with lime mortar.  It is aligned 
W-E and measures 0.40m by 3m.  The lower ‘step’ {0265} is much more degraded and consists of the 
lime mortar bedding and small levelling stones for the robbed stone, showing the imprint of their 
previous locations; one tread fragment of polished ashlar survives in situ at the W end.  Overall the 
surviving remains of the structure measured 3m W-E by 1.50m N-S, with a depth of 0.30m.  A deposit 
of disturbed and tumbled stones immediately to the NW and overlying {0225}, (0227), represents the 
remains of the stairs themselves combined with disturbed cobbling synonymous with (0163).  The E 
side of the stair had been cut through by the {004} stone-lined drain. 

                                                 
21 Fraser 1989, 36 
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Plate 16: Cobbles (0163) abutting {0113} and 

{0116} – Looking S 

 
Plate 17: View of steps {0225/0265} looking S 

 
It is possible that cobbles (0163) post-date the construction of the stairs {0225} and {0265} with 
(0163) running up to them, but no relationship is directly discernable between the two.  It can likewise 
be assumed that wall {0113} is contemporary with {0225/0265}, as it too formed a side of the 
courtyard and was abutted by (0163).  {0113} is a N-S orientated wall of lime bonded sandstone 
blocks and filled construction cut [0402] (see plate 16).  0.70m wide by c.1.75m long, {0113} formed 
retaining between the High and Laigh College courts; it cut through the cobbled surface {0112} to the 
E.   
 

 
 

Plate 18: Post-excavation view of structural remains in the NWA, looking S.  The cobbles (0163) are 
clearly visible to the right of the picture and cobbled surface (0112) lie in the centre of the 

photograph, just S of slabs (0118) recorded in the evaluation. 
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Figure 23: Digitised plan of the ‘Hamilton House’ structures in the NWA showing contexts 
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h.  Deposits and surfacing to the E of the {0113} walling (?16th and 17th century) 
 
E of and apparently cut by {0113}, deposit (0110) consisted of a moderately compact mid to dark 
brown gritty silt with occasional small to medium stone inclusions and a depth of <0.15m.  Beneath 
(0110) were (0111), (0194) and (0195) consecutively.  These were lenses of black ash and clay 
deposits.  All these layers lay directly atop cobbles (0112), an irregular surface of mixed stone types 
from grey white to yellow orange sandstone – all of varying size and shape.  As with cobbles (0163), a 
V-shaped drain runs roughly W-E at the surviving S extent of the feature.  (0112) was impacted by the 
insertion of late 20th century services [0161/007), but a further fragment survived a short distance 
further E at the base of the existing Playfair stairs.  This was initially recorded as (0120) and 
considered separate from (0112).  On closer assessment it was noted that this was almost certainly part 
of the same, with the line of the V-shaped drain from (0112) continuing into (0120).   
 
i.  Masonry  stair on S side of Hamilton House (?16th century) 
 
At the foot of the Playfair stairs a mass of lime-bonded sandstone rubble masonry {0121} ran W-E for 
a distance of 7.0m.  Its W end retained a short section of facings and at this point a fragment of the 
(0120) cobbling appeared to abut.  Elsewhere the feature had been very substantially impacted by the 
excavation of services and, in particular, its entire southern side, facings, etc. had been cut through by 
the (007) pipe trench.  The masonry appeared to be of early character and evidently had not been built 
as a footing for the stair, which was demonstrably later in date (its foundation trench cut the {0121} 
masonry).  Located well to the S of the S gable of Hamilton House, this feature had evidently formed a 
part of the base of a masonry stair that is shown on Laurie’s 1767 plan of the university buildings.  
That the footing projected well in to the area early metalled roadway that ran at the same angle as the 
Hamilton House gable suggests that the stair was erected after the roadway went out of use, most 
likely at some stage following the foundation of the college in the early 1580s. 
 
 

 
 
Plate 19: Masonry {0121} looking W 

 
Plate 20: Location shot of walling {0121} looking NNW  

 
The remains of the stair footing may well be coeval with a cluster of negative cuts and apparent stone 
settings, including [018/0353), [019/0358) and {0362}, that were recorded in the NCA (see below – 
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Section 4.3, a.).  The latter correspond to the position of a southwards returning lower flight of steps 
that is depicted by Laurie at the E end of the external stair projection; this part of the stair may have 
been of timber (possibly canopied?). 
 
j.  Early stone-lined drains 
 
In a small investigative slot at the N end of the NWA and immediately W of {0116} revealed (0413) – 
a fairly compact mottled dark grey clay silt, <0.05m thick.  (0413) was evidently a temporary working 
surface associated with the construction of the cobbles (0163) and levelling layer (0287).  Beneath 
(0413), was a moderately compact dark grey silt sand varying in depth from 0.09-0.16cm, (0381).  In 
the investigative slot this deposit was found to directly overlie a further stone-lined drain, {0327}.  
{0327} ran roughly NW-SE, curving around to the E beneath, and within wall {0113} the perimeter 
retaining wall at the S end of the E side of the Laigh College court described above.  To the E {0327} 
passes below cobbled surface (0112) and returns to the N below masonry {0121} as {0792}. 
 
{0327} was constructed of yellow sandstone blocks and slate bonded with lime mortar.  It had a 
flagstone base, stone walls and slab capstones shaped where they are built over by {0113}; the drain 
lay within cut [0400].  The material backfilled around {0327} and filling the gaps up to [0400] was 
recorded as both (0401) and (0417) – this material a moderately compact dark grey sandy silt.  It 
seems probable that {0327} is a continuation of the W-E aligned drain {0315} (see Section 4.3, iv, g., 
below) recorded in the NCA, a feature of comparable depth and alignment, although the insertion of 
the existing Playfair stair has truncated any junction between {0315}, {0327} and also {0792}.  If 
these do form parts of the same system this would date the drainage network to be either contemporary 
with, or later than {0114/0187}, the S wall of the mid 16th century Hamilton House; supporting this is 
the absence of a visible cut for the construction of {0187} (i.e. either the cut was removed by the 
drains insertion or they were constructed at the same time).  As shall be discussed, masonry 
{0114/0187} could also be much earlier, built as part of the early church site and remodelled 1n the 
16th century if so the drain would likely relate to this earlier phase.  Drain {0327} is incorporated 
within, and built over by, the lower parts of the {0113} boundary wall.  This clearly demonstrates the 
drain predates the insertion of {0113}.  {0113} was probably built at the same time as Jossie’s stair of 
c.1640-44 as it is known this wall was built to connect Hamilton House with the structure on the S side 
of the Laigh College, enclosing the Laigh Courtyard. 
 
In the small investigative slot, it was apparent that {0327} had impacted  and cut through an earlier 
stone-lined drain {0444}, aligned N-S, of which fragmentary remains survived.  This makes it more 
problematic to assume {0327} is the same as {0315} as the insertion of {0113} in the 17th century 
may have involved the replacement and re-working of an earlier system {0444} which had initially 
connected with {0315}.  On balance however, it does seem likely that {0327} and {0325} are 
synonymous. 
 
The initial deposit encountered that pre-dated {0327} was (0383), interpreted as a demolition deposit 
associated with the replacement of {0444}.  This was a loosely compacted grey brown sandy silt and 
lay within and around {0444}.  Constructed of sandstone, clay bonded blocks only the W side of 
{0444} remained in part, although the cut [0382] was very clear and the impressions for the E side 
stone partially discernable.  Due to the sloping nature of overlying cobbles (0163), it is likely that the 
W side was truncated by landscaping prior to their placement.  The remainder to the S has been 
truncated by {0327/0400].  The clay bonded nature of {0444}, indicates this could be an early feature, 
possibly associated with an earlier phase of the  hospital structures on the site. 
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Plate 21: View looking S, of early stone-lined drain {0444} as cut by [0327] 
 
Both {0444} and subsequently {0327} cut through deposit (0414), a layer of re-deposited natural light 
brown clay.  The space restrictions of the sondage and much-truncated nature of (0414) made any 
accurate analysis of its date and function impossible.   
 
It seems likely that after the placement of stone-lined drain {0327}, cobbles (0112) were laid over the 
top.  A fragmentary deposit of cobbles N of (0112) was interpreted as an earlier surface, truncated by 
[0400/0327} and the damage made good by the placement of (0112).  This earlier surface was 
recorded as (0119) and the stones are slightly rougher and larger than (0112).   
 
k.  Destruction deposits within Hamilton House 
 
Within Hamilton House itself destruction deposits (0151) and (0152), dating to the time of its 
demolition (c.1790), directly overlay the surviving walling of the structure and the masonry floor 
make-up (the floor surfaces themselves seem generally to have been robbed).  These destruction 
deposits, encountered within  two rooms as defined by walls {0116} and {0114/0115} (see figure 23), 
almost wholly consisted of demolition rubble – rubble stone and larger pieces of mortar within a 
matrix of crushed mortar.  
 
l.  Remains of Hamilton House - its SW angle 
 
The southwest angle of the building known as Hamilton House lay within the excavation area.  The 
remains revealed were of two principal phases.  In summary the earlier consisted of the westernmost 
parts of its massively built S wall {0114}; and the later elements consisted of parts of a chamber 
formed within the earlier structure (its SW corner revealed within the excavation), {0115}, a passage 
or cellar access on its W side, and most of the base of a westwards-projecting external stair tower, 
{0116}.  The stair tower corresponds to a feature in this position delineated by John Laurie in 1767 
(figure 6).   
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Constructed of sandstone rubble bonded with gritty, creamy lime mortar and some 1.2m in thickness 
{0114} clearly predated the walling of {0115} and {0116} and lay on a marginally different 
orientation (slightly WNW - ESE).  A clear continuation of the same wall line, {0187}, was recorded 
in Sondage 4 on the E side of the existing Playfair NW stairs.  This walling, as discussed subsequently 
(see Section 4.3, iv., j.), was the earliest structural feature within this part of the site, either 
representing the earliest phase of Hamilton House (c1550) or part of an earlier structure incorporated 
within it, possibly a remnant of the collegiate hospital. 
 
The S side of {0114} appeared to have been refaced or partly rebuilt, the secondary masonry, {0116}.  
The latter extended westwards beyond the W termination of {0114} and, at a short dog’s-leg, was 
apparently contiguous with the fabric of the stair tower (thus also assigned {0116}).  The S side of the 
stair tower was aligned W-E; its walling then angled NW and again to the N before disappearing into 
the N baulk.  These visible remains indicated {0116} would likely have formed a semi-octagonal 
projecting tower - thus corresponding well with both the cartographic evidence of Laurie and Gordon 
of Rothiemay’s somewhat idealised view of 1647.   
 
Within the S part of the tower interior there survived the remains of paving (0156) and, on its N side, 
the mortar impression of a lowermost robbed-out stair key – the base of a turnpike stair.  The stair had 
risen clockwise and at this level had been supported upon a central wall, parts of which remained in 
situ and had clearly extended northwards (see plate 26).  Proper inspection of the continuation of this 
walling was hindered by the close proximity of the existing Playfair perimeter drainage construction.  
Later drainage works had caused considerable truncation of {0116}, which only generally survived to 
one course of around 0.30m in height.  The exterior wall of the stair tower measured some c.0.30m in 
thickness and had been constructed within cut [0415], a distinct feature with vertical sides where 
partly revealed on the exterior W side.  A fairly loose mid brown sandy silt (0416) had been backfilled 
in the gap between the [0415] cut and the {0116} masonry within.     
 
At its E side the (0156) paved area at the base of the stair terminated at an entrance, {0117}, whose 
lower jambs remained intact on both sides (to a height of 0.50m to the N and 0.72m to the S), the 
dressings being detailed with a chamfered surround and door rebate within (on its E side).  The S jamb 
also preserved a large iron pintle or creuk upon which the door would hang.  Sockets for robbed-out 
steps survived on either side of the threshold slab, which itself remained in situ.  The overall width of 
the entrance was 1.08m, with the projecting jambs reducing this at the threshold to c.1.04m.   
 
Further walling {0115} abutted the internal (N) side of the {0114} S wall of Hamilton House.  This 
gradually increased in thickness further E; in contrast to the alignment of the earlier wall, the new N-
facing wall face lay on a truer W-E alignment.  At its western end the new walling had been formed to 
a northwards return, 0.75m in thickness, that extended into the N section.  The {0115} masonry was 
formed of squared sandstone blocks and rubble bonded with a hard, gritty, creamy lime mortar.  
{0115} corresponded to {0189} in Sondage 4 (see Section 4.3, iv., i.).  The {0115} masonry as 
revealed in this area defined the SW angle of what had been a vaulted chamber.  The surviving upper 
termination of the W wall preserved the impressions of vault springing stones and the face of the S 
wall the silhouetted outline of part of the vault itself, this partly defined by limewash residues on the 
un-plastered wall face below. 
 
The entrance at the base of the stair had provided access to a northwards-running chamber, perhaps a 
passage, that was bounded on its E side by the northwards return of {0115}.  Measuring some 1.4m in 
width, the passage extended into the N section.  Internally the upstanding S and E walls of the passage 
retained a harl-like surface finish. 
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Plate 22: The imprint of stair treds 
for the spiral staircase within 

{0116} 

 
Plate 23: View W through doorway {0117} into the stair tower 

as defined by {0116} 

 
 

 
Plate 24: N jamb of {0117}.  Compare the weathering of this 

example with S jamb in plate 25 

 
Plate 25: S jamb of chamfered 
doorway {0117} looking SW.  

Note the Fe pintle 
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The floor surfaces touched upon above were located within the rooms and either side of the {0117} 
entrance.  (0156), the paved area at the foot of the stair, to the W of {0117}, was overlain by deposit 
(0157), while to the E remains of paving, (0183), were overlain by deposit (0184).  (0156) consisted of 
heavily degraded sandstone cobbles and rough slabs of varying dimensions, this covering an overall 
area measuring 2m W-E by 1.5m N-S.  Above this was an in situ occupation deposit, trampled into the 
cobbles, (0157), a moderate black gritty silt with frequent charcoal and coal fragments surviving up to 
0.04m deep.  The paving to the E of {0117}, a cobbled surface of comparable character to (0156), was 
overlain by a similar deposit, (0183), a moderately compact dark brown black gritty silt abundant in 
coal and charcoal.  Both (0183) and (0156) contained glass and Fe fragments.  
 

 
 

Plate 26: Cobbled surface (0156) within stair tower {0116}, looking N.  Note doorway {0117} in the 
right of the picture 

 
A possible posthole (0336) recorded beneath cobbles (0183) was subsequently judged to have been a 
stone socket left by the removal of one of the larger cobbles. 
 
m.  Early features and deposits on the S side of Hamilton House 
 
S of {0116} and located outwith Hamilton House a complex series of deposits were encountered in a 
small investigative trench placed S of {0118} in an attempt to facilitate understanding of this 
enigmatic feature.  {0118} is an alignment of eight elongated slabs 0.50-0.70m in length by 0.20-
0.25m wide running roughly W-E, set against the edge of wall {0116}.  This was the feature recorded 
in the evaluation (plate 14).  The alignment of slabs curved slightly SW at its W end and the space 
created between this and {0116} was infilled with a series of small, rough irregular cobbles.  This 
feature was recorded in the evaluation and was initially presumed to be the truncated remains of a 
flagstone/cobbled floor, but its function and purpose are now unclear.  Suffice to say it is some form of 
surface located outside of Hamilton House, perhaps unfinished or patching in an existing surface.   
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The investigative slot did reveal the existence of [0368], a cut for {0118}.  S of {0118}, removal of 
deposits (0364) and (0365), a mid brown re-deposited natural and moderate light brown grey sandy silt 
respectively, did little to clarify the situation and these are accepted as either levelling, or bedding 
material for now-removed cobbles, possibly {0119}.  (0366) and (0369) lay successively beneath 
(0366) a consisted of thin spreads of moderately compacted dark brown sandy silt.  Along with (0367) 
which was much lighter in colour with occasional charcoal inclusions, these can be accepted as 
levelling or occupational deposits. 
 
(0377) can clearly be equated with an occupational deposit, as this loosely compact dark grey brown 
silty sand of 0.02-0.10m thickness overlay cobbled surface (0296/0378/0384).  This surface was 
numbered three times, but will be categorised as (0378).  (0378) is a surface of varying sized sub-
angular stone cobbles set within a deposit of dark brown black silty clay.  It directly overlies (0385), a 
similar surface of sub rounded and sub angular close set stones pressed into the natural subsoil 
beneath.  On site it was assumed the deposit below (0385) was not natural and this was recorded as 
(0386).  However, it is now clear that this is in actual fact undisturbed clay (0146), possibly slightly 
mottled due to the nature of (0385) being pressed down into it. 

 

  
 

Plate 27: (0378) in investigative slot S of linear 
slabs {0118} 

 
Plate 28: (0385) – cobbled surface beneath 

(0378) 
 
The location and appearance of both (0385) and (0386) is interesting as subsequent work across the 
site (including Sondages 1 and 15) would indicate these deposits to be the same as (0160) and (0159) 
respectively.  As will be discussed in detail subsequently, these layers represent the primary deposits 
within the sunken lane running up the hill from the area of what is now South Bridge to Hamilton 
House and, presumably, beyond. 
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n.  Removal of slabs at the base of the NW Playfair stairs 
 
The stair slabs were removed with the exception of the central slab which proved too heavy to move 
and was left in situ during the excavation.  The upper deposits revealed within the foundations of the 
stair were recorded as (0804) and comprised a mix of redeposited soils and clays with some dark silt 
inclusions.  This silty contamination had filtered through the steps and, following the removal of the 
slabs, was found to be capped with a spread of construction debris, rubble mortar and bedding sand.  
 
Within the E half a large solid deposit of dumped/poured hard greyish lime mortar was noted and 
broken away within the fill.  This was different to the mortar of the stair foundations which was a 
fairly soft brownish lime mortar, this was also very similar to a spread of mortar (083) noted within 
the W stair foundations {011}.   
 
Following the removal of (0804), both in situ underlying archaeology was exposed across the trench, 
and the masonry of the 19th century stair foundations – {0803}.  The latter were formed from rough 
uneven slabs of sandstone laid flat to form two linear foundations about 0.30m wide upon which were 
bedded the front and rear ends of the removed slabs.  These slabs were bonded with a soft to hard 
brown lime mortar and sat directly upon the underlying masonry. 
 
The exposed archaeology comprised from W to E; mottled sandy silty clay (0791), mortared drain 
capstones {0792}, and a masonry mass {0793}.  The drain capstones {0792} follow the approximate 
line and angle of the W end of the early fore-stair to Hamilton House - according to cartographic 
evidence as well as the location of masonry {0121} recorded along the S side of the later stair in the 
main excavation.  Aligned N-S, this drain comprised two visible capstones, with possible evidence for 
a third to the S.  Each capstone was aligned W-E and measured c.0.90m in width.  These matched up 
very well with a similar long stone capping the drain noted in the main excavation, {0181}. 
 

Upon the capstones were the remains of cream lime 
mortar – this suggesting the masonry of the early 
stairs was constructed directly over the capstones.  
To the E lay a solid mass of cream mortar-bonded 
rubble masonry of early appearance{0793}.  A small 
sondage was cut through the E half of the {0803} 
19th century foundations to try and expose the 
exterior face of Hamilton house and its relationship 
with {0793}. The latter was indeed found to abut the 
masonry of the S wall of Hamilton House, part of 
which was exposed within the excavation area.  No 
edges or faces to the {0793} masonry were seen 
within the trench and the feature appears to have 
been reduced down to a level for the 19th century step 
construction.  However this is almost certainly the 

base of the early stairs for Hamilton House and {0793} is doubtless part of the same feature as {0121} 
recorded previously.  Had this phase been undertaken concurrently with the main excavation, these 
two areas of masonry would have been seen to be the same. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 24: Detail of Laurie’s map of 1767 
showing the external staircase attached to 
Hamilton House (indicated) 
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Plate 29: NW stairs post-removal of (0804) 
looking E (note {0792} in foreground 

(beneath small scale) 

 
Plate 30: Post-excavation shot of E half of NW 
stair looking E,  showing {0794} (faced walling to 
the left), abutted by {0793} 

 
The surviving S walling of Hamilton house {0794} was exposed exactly in line with the previously 
exposed parts to the W and E – {0114} in the NWA and {0187} in Sondage 4.  The masonry 
{0121/0793} of the early stairs abuts Hamilton house and is not tied through, indicating the stairs were 
a secondary construction to the house. 
 
A mixed and mottled deposit, (0791) lay to the W of {0792} and was cut by [0798/0792} as well as 
the 19th century stair construction [0797/0803}.  A small sondage was excavated through these to 
investigate the underlying deposits.  (0791) was found to extend to a depth of up to 0.25m and 
comprised a mix of mid to dark brown silty soils with some lighter lumps of clays.  Numerous bones, 
shells and pottery fragments were recovered from this, evidently a large quantity of midden material 
was mixed through this fairly homogenous deposit. 
 
Following removal of (0791), a deposit of solid clay, apparently in situ natural, was exposed to the N.  
This formed a near vertical edge to (0791).  Within the N facing section of this were two large rounded 
sockets apparently for removed cobbles, these possibly part of an upper cobbled surface exterior to 
Hamilton House.  Underlying the (0791) at the base of the slot a level of small rounded whin cobbles 
(0796) was exposed.  These appeared to have been an earlier cobble surface relating to a lower ground 
surface, similar to that seen in the main excavation.  Whilst the slot excavated was very small and not 
physically linked to the main areas of excavation of 2010, it seems likely that (0796) represents a layer 
on the sunken roadway, possibly akin to (0160), although there remains some uncertainty in this. 
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Plate 31: Section through (0791) showing 

cobbles (0796) at base and natural clay (0146) 
to left.  Compare with Plate 32. 

 
Plate 32: E facing section of Sondage 15 showing 
cobbles (0160) running up to natural clay subsoil 

(0146).  Note similarities to Plate 31. 
 
 
4.3.  North-Central Area – NCA (See Figure 19) 
 
a.  Introduction  
 
The central part of the NCA was dominated by the presence of the large N-S aligned trench cut for a 
services tunnel [0418/025), this infilled by comparatively modern hardcore.  The S portion of this area 
comprised undisturbed compact natural subsoil (0146), all overlying deposits having been scoured 
away in the 1830s courtyard reduction, whilst to the N was an area of much looser mortar-rich rubbly 
deposits.  The two areas were defined by a sharply-defined line orientated WNW-ESE.  To the W this 
boundary was marked by the presence of the lower course of a mortar-bonded wall {017}.  As shall be 
seen subsequently, this wall almost certainly represented the northern boundary wall of the medieval 
cemetery associated with the church of St Mary’s in the fields.   
 
b.  Features to the S of the {017} boundary wall 
 
A series of in situ graves were identified to the S of the {017} wall line, these described in Section 4.7. 
whilst the ground to the N appears as demolition rubble. Other than the inhumations, a number of 
negative cut and other features were recorded S of {017}.   
 
Forming no real discernable pattern in plan, six small features were recorded immediately S of {017} 
and the existing Playfair staircase in the NW of the site (see figure 24).  These are [018/0353), 
[019/0358), [0237/020), [021/0354), [022/0357) and [023/0359).  Although each is slightly different, 
on the whole the fills consists of moderately compact silt clay with a frequent angular stone inclusions.  
The dimensions vary from a diameter of 0.44m to 0.34m with depths of 0.05-0.14m.  All are roughly 
circular, with concave sides and roughly pointed base. 
 
In addition to the six negative cut features described above, {0362} and {0363} formed part of this 
series.  Both were small dry-stone ‘pads’ or settings, of three stones in the case of {0363} and four in 
{0362}.  {0362} measured 0.55m W-E by 0.45m N-S and had a depth of 0.12m.  {0363} was smaller 
with dimensions of 0.40m W-E by 0.30m N-S with a height of 0.08m.  Neither feature had evidence of 
a cut and it seems they were pressed down into the natural subsoil (0146).   
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Figure 25: Location of assorted features possibly related to external staircase 
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The two stone ‘pads’ {0362} and {0363} and all the negative cut features [018]-[023] are located in an 
area where it is known from Laurie’s plan of 1767 that an external staircase had existed that evidently 
provided access to the upper level of Hamilton House during the latter’s life as part of the early 
University of Edinburgh college buildings.  The negative cut features have the appearance of postholes 
and the fact the stone ‘pads’ are pressed into the natural clay may indicate this to be the last vestiges of 
the southwards return at the E side of this stair structure.  The western parts of the stair were of 
masonry, whose remains, {0121}, were recorded along the base of the existing NW Playfair stairs (as 
described above – Section 4.2, i.).   
 
i.  Sondage  1  
 
a.  Strategy  
 
Sondage 1 was the first investigative slot to be excavated on site with work beginning on the 09/07/10.  
The discovery of articulated human remains at the E end of the NCA raised the possibility that these 
formed part of a much larger cemetery.  The surface area to the N of the skeletons was noticeably 
different and, during the removal of the gravel surface (001) and hardcore bedding material (002), was 
left slightly higher due to a dense spread of disarticulated bone visible therein.  Investigation of this 
charnel material indicated both disarticulated animal and human bone, raising the possibility that this 
area contained further graves.  Sondage 1 was placed in order to ascertain whether the series of in situ 
inhumations visible to the S continued further N, whilst also attempting to understand the charnel 
deposit and provide an initial general indication of the stratigraphy of this part of the site.  The 
excavation measured 2m2 and reached a depth of 1.15m – refer to figure 25 and plates 33 - 36. 
 

 
 

Plate 33: Working shot looking E, showing location of Sondage 1 adjacent to the cemetery (right).  
Note the W perimeter wall of the sunken courtyard {026} in the background (Photograph 0510) 
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b.  Description  
 
The charnel-rich deposit (064) visible at the surface following the general strip-back of overburden 
consisted of moderate to firm, mid grey brown, fine grain silty clay with abundant small to medium 
fractured angular stones.  This deposit was abundant in archaeological debris such as shell, ceramics 
and small flecks of charcoal, intermixed with the general the spread of human and animal bone.  It had 
a depth of 0.08m.  Very quickly natural clays (0146) were encountered running W-E along the S side 
of the sondage.  As excavation proceeded it became apparent a cut [0236] existed through the natural 
(0146), raising the possibility that the sondage may be located within a midden or pit of some 
description.   
 
After removal of (064), deposits within the S end of the trench became noticeably different.  In the N 
half was (0264), whilst to the S lay a deposit mainly characterised as dissimilar to (064) on account of 
the absence of charnel and other finds.  This deposit, (0263), comprised a friable mid reddish brown 
clay silt with occasional charcoal flecks and fragments of mortar present.   
 
Whilst the interpretation and nature of the deposits in Sondage 1 did not become absolutely clear until 
its completion at 1.15m, it facilitates understanding to describe the subsequent deposits in reverse-
chronological order as series of events. 
 
It was clear from both the W and E facing sections that [0236] was a cut through (0264) to the N and 
natural subsoil (0146) to the S, and was filled by (0263).  This also indicated that (0264) must in turn 
have been placed within a cut in the natural (0146) at some earlier juncture, with physical evidence for 
this event eradicated by subsequent cut [0236].  (0263) was visible as the upper fill of [0236] and had 
a depth of up to 0.32m.  Directly below, and thus pre-dating (0263) was an equally friable dark grey 
brown clay silt (0138) 0.36m deep, with frequent charcoal flecks and frequent to occasional small to 
medium stones.  Another layer was visible beneath (0138).  Around 0.31m deep, (0261) was a friable 
dark grey brown clay silt with frequent fragments of mortar, charcoal and small to medium rounded 
and sub-angular stone inclusions.  This dark grey brown clay in turn was located atop the primary and 
thus earliest fill of [0236], a compact mid red brown silty clay with frequent mortar inclusions and 
small to medium stones of varying rounded and sub-angular shapes - (0211).  Upon removal of 
c.0.22m of (0211), the shape of cut [0236] was clear.  Linear and orientated WNW-ESE, [0236] had 
near vertical sides with an overall depth of 0.99m and a roughly flat base.  It contained the four fill 
deposits as described above.  The length of the cut was unclear – it extended into the E and W sections 
-  but a width of 0.67m was recorded. 
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Plate 34: W facing section of Sondage 1.  Note the clear ‘robber trench’ [0236] to the right and gully 
[0260] 

 

 
 

Plate 35: S facing section of Sondage 1 
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Plate 36: E facing elevation of Sondage 1 
 
The N side of [0236] had been cut through a number of deposits visible beneath the overlying (064)   
Along the N side, but not extending across the whole of Sondage 1, was (up to 0.10m in depth) loose 
to moderately compact white yellow, rough sandy mortar with occasional flecks of charcoal – (0264).  
Towards the S of the sondage, (0264) tapered out and was shown to be lying atop (0100), this a friable 
mid brown grey clay silt with frequent charcoal flecks, occasional pieces of mortar, frequent small to 
large rounded and sub-angular stones.  This deposit was 0.44m deep.  Below (0100) on the E side of 
the sondage, a thin deposit was visible, petering out very quickly.  This subsequently weathered in the 
W facing section and was assigned the context (0561), importantly tying the deposit into those 
encountered in later sondages.  (0561) was loosely compacted clay sand with occasional small sub-
angular stones.  It survived to a depth of c.0.05m and tapered out very quickly; Sondage 1 had caught 
the edge of what proved to be a larger deposit.   
 
(0107) was located beneath (0561) and consisted of a friable dark greyish brown clay silt with 
occasional small flecks of charcoal.  There were also abundant small to large stones of varying shapes, 
with the whole deposit up to 0.43m in depth.  At the SW corner of Sondage 1 there existed two 
deposits lying on top of (0210).  (0210) was visible at this point across the remainder of the sondage, 
and shall be described subsequently.  The first of the localised deposits (0262) was friable pale grey 
brown clay silt with very frequent mortar and charcoal flecks with occasional small to medium 
rounded stones.  The depth of this deposit was 0.11m.  Beneath this was the smaller (0259) – a 
compact mid brown grey silty clay with frequent charcoal flecks and occasional small rounded stones.  
As discussed, these were directly atop (0210), which extended across much of the sondage.  (0210) 
was compact pink, red sand with a very frequent occurrence of small-large stones and occasional 
bright orange crumbly segments of sandstone.  Beneath (0259), (0210) stretched across the whole of 
Sondage 1 accepting the disturbance of [0236] described above.  (0210) was up to 0.33m in depth and 
as such an obviously noticeable deposit, served as a stratigraphic link because of its presence in other 
sondages – allowing layers of cobbling to be tentatively grouped together.  Below this was (0217), an 
undulating silty clay of up to 0.41m in depth.  (0217) was moderately compact and of mid brown clay 
colour with frequent small to medium sub-angular and rounded stones, pieces of mortar and 
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occasional small pieces and flecks of charcoal.  Visible at the very base of (0217) was a rough line of 
metalling or cobbling, consisting of small to medium rounded stones – (0560).  This surface dipped 
down into (0223) below, a compact, pink red silty clay, with lenses of pale orange – absent from the 
extreme NW corner of the sondage.  This deposit contained occasional small to medium sub-angular 
stones, and dipped noticeably into a linear cut running W-E across the base of the trench, alongside 
and parallel to cut [0236].  This linear was assigned the cut number [0260], noted to have a depth of 
around 0.18m with a concave base. 
 
Sondage 1 was completed at this level on natural clay (0146). 
 

 
 

Figure 26: E, S and W facing sections of Sondage 1 respectively.  The N facing section consisted of 
natural subsoil (0146) (Drawing 080) 

 
c.  Summary and Discussion 
 
Sondage 1 was the first investigative slot placed in on the site, and as a result was not fully understood 
until sometime after its completion.   
 
It is clear that the most recent event in Sondage 1 consists of the spread of charnel material and debris 
of a more domestic nature across the top of the sondage – (064).  Closer examination intimated that 
this deposit spread across the whole of the sondage, and comprised mixed residual material including 
cemetery soil, and other debris, likely dumped during general ground works associated with the 
construction of the early college. 
 
Beneath (064) lay the top of the [0236] cut and its associated fills.  This cut proved to be a ‘robber 
trench’ for dismantled walling and the four fills consecutive backfill tipping layers.  The stone had 
evidently been extracted for reuse, with the resulting linear robber trench then backfilled.  All traces of 
the walling within had been cleanly removed; however remains of walling on precisely the same ESE-
WNW alignment survived further W - {017}, at the W end of the NCA, defined after the removal of 
(002).  While in situ remains of walling were absent from Sondage 1, but both the (0211) and (0261) 
fills contained large quantities of mortar and stone fragments, and the upper fills (0138) and (0263) 
contained lesser amounts of similar material.  These mortar and stone fragments represent the dross 
from the dismantling of the wall.  (0211) was primarily re-deposited natural material, likely disturbed 
as the stone from wall {017} was removed.  The fact that no in situ inhumations were identified on the 
N side of this wall line (whether within this sondage or anywhere else), makes it likely {017} 
constituted the northern boundary of the cemetery area. 
 
It also became clear from work in other investigative sondages (including Sondages 12 and 13W), that 
wall {017} itself also formed the SSW boundary of a sunken trackway, this composed of multiple 
levels of rough metalling interspersed with deposits of soil.  Only one deposit of cobbles, (0560), was 
recorded at the base of Sondage 1; the rough nature of these ‘surfaces’ and the density of stones 
present in the layers, particularly (0107), do not mean we can assume further surfaces did not exist.  
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(0560) was also recorded in Sondage 12, and these may correspond to (0160) in Sondage 2; (0668) in 
Sondage 13W; (0720) in Sondage 14; and possibly (0385) in the NW area.  In neighbouring Sondage 
12, (0559), a further thin deposit of dark silty clay containing a very high proportion of cobbles was 
noted above (0560), and this was subsequently interpreted as another cobbled layer.  This was not 
visible in Sondage 1 but, as noted above, this does not necessarily mean this was not present.  The 
nature of a roughly metalled road surface must also take some consideration, with areas being churned 
up repeatedly, patched or mended as required and not necessarily in any uniform manner – i.e. there is 
not necessarily the same number of cobbled layers across Sondage 1 as visible in other areas.  Indeed 
those cobbled layers that do exist may be rough and degraded to the point of obscurity.   
 
In other trenches placed on the site (e.g. Sondages 1 and 15) it was clear that the initial metalled 
surface did not actually run directly up to the cemetery boundary wall, but stopped c.0.20-0.30m short.  
Extrapolating from these, within Sondage 1 it seems likely that the ‘linear’ cut [0260] which ran 
parallel to the boundary wall ‘robber trench’ [0236] may represent the run-off channel from the 
roadway, weathered differently due to the lack of a cobbled surface.   
 
The build-up of varying deposits within the northern half Sondage 1, excluding (064), were interpreted 
as very rough layers of metalling, levelling or raising related to the roadway (to be discussed in greater 
detail below, see Section 4.3, v. and vi. and Section 4.4, iii.) 
 
ii.  Sondage  2  
 
a.  Strategy  
 
Sondage 2 was opened on 15/07/10.  Measuring 5m N-S by 1m W-E, the intention was to confirm the 
position of the eastwards continuation of major walling revealed by surface cleaning at the NW corner 
of the NCA, {0188/0397} - an area that would itself subsequently see formal excavation as Sondage 4, 
see below.  Sondage 2 was positioned so that its S end would meet the line of the WNW-ESE 
orientated wall footing, {017}, already described in the NWA, above.  At its northern end Sondage 2 
was intended to assess the nature and depth of rubbly deposits in that area – presumed demolition 
rubble from the dismantling of a 17th century range on the site – the library of 1642, illustrated in a 
number of historic sources.  The {0397} walling was considered likely to constitute part of the S wall 
of this range. 
 

 
 
Plate 37: Working shot of Sondage 2 looking NNW and showing removal of (0186) (Photograph 0456) 
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b. Description 
 
The following descriptions should be viewed in conjunction with figure 27 below. 
 
The most recent event recorded in Sondage 2, was the insertion of 20th century electrical cables 
(0128/0129].  These sat just below hardcore overburden (002) and were swiftly removed. 
 
Even prior to ground-breaking it was clear the location of the trench was divided down the middle by 
the W-E orientated drainage system [0161/007).  Consisting of a series of segmented, salt-glazed 
maroon red stone ware pipes, this system is likely late Victorian in date and bore the impressed mark 
‘Glenboig Coy Cumbernauld’.  The trench cut [0161] had sharply cut vertical sides with a roughly 
concave base.  The backfill of this system, (0162), consisted of mixed and mottled mid to dark brown 
fine grain silt with areas of re-deposited orange clay, 0.45-0.70m in depth and 0.70m wide.  In 
Sondage 2, [0161/007) coincidentally lay at the point of a major change in the pre-existing 
stratigraphy; the location of these services forms a suitable division with which to separate the 
deposits either side.   
 
To the S of the service cut, the initial deposit was noticeably different to that N of (007).  Categorised 
as (0122), this material was fine grain silt, mottled dark brown with occasional areas of orange/grey 
clay and patches of white mortar.  There were abundant flecks of stone with occasional angular 
fragments and it was noted as ‘very mixed’ with frequent flecks of charcoal.  No construction cut for 
{017} was visible through (0122), which was 0.15m deep. 
 
Beneath (0122) was a very rough cobbled or metalled surface of irregular rounded stones or cobbles – 
(0159).  These varied in size from small pebbles to larger examples c.0.25m by 0.20m by 0.08m and 
were within a sparse spread of mottled brown silt, this apparently parts of the overlying (0122) deposit 
having percolated through the stones.  Directly beneath <0.17m of (0159) was a more regular metalled 
surface, (0160), this wholly consisting of smaller stones.  (0160) had been pressed into the undisturbed 
natural subsoil (0146) and was up to 0.13m in depth.  Neither level of cobbles/surfacing ran up to the 
base of {017}, but stopped c.0.38m short.  It was unclear whether they had been cut into (0146) or 
pressed down, but [0758] was assigned to this event. 
 

 
 

Plate 38: View of Sondage 2 from the W with (0159) (right) overlying (0160) (left) (Photograph 0340) 
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As stated, (007/0161] cuts across the middle of the sondage, and none of the cobbled surfaces 
continued N beyond this.  To the N a very substantial build-up of demolition rubble was encountered.  
The first recorded level was (0185), a moderate to firmly compacted dark brown silt with frequent 
small to large stone inclusions and fragments of slag to a depth of 0.05m.  Beneath this was (0186), a 
major deposit of pale yellow matrix of crushed lime mortar abundant in large angular stones 
amounting to around 50% of the fill.  Close to the (007/0161] drainage (0186) was 0.45m in depth, 
this increased to 1.10.m in depth overall by the N section.  To the S (0186) directly overlay the 
eastwards continuation of wall {0397} whose line lay just N of (007/0161].  {0397} is a W-E 
orientated lime bonded walling of mixed red sandstone rubble masonry.  It consists of roughly dressed 
rectangular and stone slabs with a rubble core, measuring 0.80m in width and, excluding footings, 
survived to over 1.0m in height at this point.  Its N face survived to a height of 0.5m or more, this 
retained well preserved areas of internal wall plaster.  To the N of the {0397} wall line the (0186) 
rubble deposit directly overlay (0205), a surface of dark brown and black fine grain sandy silt with 
abundant flecks of mortar, facing plaster and occasional small stones.  (0205) abutted the {0397} 
walling on its N side. 
 

 
 

Figure 27: E facing section of Sondage 2 (Drawing 70) 
 
 

c.  Summary and Discussion 
 
Sondage 2 provided an informative cross-section across the N area of the site, although it is 
unfortunate the service trench (007/0161] obscured a key junction of pre-existing stratigraphy.   
 
The sequence of deposits S of (007/0161] can be seen to mirror those found elsewhere across the site.  
Multiple phases of metalling were encountered across Sondages 12, 13 and 14, while other evidence 
was encountered in Sondage 15, and as described in Sondage 1.  In Sondage 1, the cobbled layer 
(0560) stopped short of where {017} would have been situated, and although here the ground dipped 
as [0260], this could just be the result of the irregular nature of the roadway.   
 
(0122), (0159) and (0160) represent the bottom of the same series of surfaces and levelling as the main 
deposits (incl. (0560), (0107) etc.) in Sondage 1.  The greater depth these lie in Sondage 1, indicates 
the difference in the early topography, suggesting that further overlying layers could have been 
removed from the area of Sondage 2 during landscaping and ground lowering works.  The most 
remarkable thing about (0122) was the volume of artefacts recovered.  The deposit was very rich in 
butchery material with occasional fragments of pottery, glass and Fe.  This was initially interpreted as 
a dump of waste material, but subsequent investigations in Sondages 12, 13, 14 and 15 revealed this to 
be a common deposit lying atop a metalled surface – likely accumulated debris and artefacts within the 
material used for levelling. 
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The presence of services (007/0161] rendered it impossible to determine the stratigraphic relationship 
between these metalled surfaces and wall {0397}; however, on the basis of evidence further E (see 
Sondage 14) it seems clear that the wall had been cut through the metalling and associated make-up. 
 
Investigations in the embryonic Sondage 4 uncovered the stub of wall {0188}, and the alignment of 
this did not match with the wall visible in Sondage 2.  However as shall be discussed subsequently, 
further excavation in this Sondage 4 revealed {0188} to be underlying a further wall, {0397}, which 
built up against it, and ran in the correct direction to meet up with the wall in Sondage 2.  This wall 
indeed proved to be the S wall of the building built between 1642 and 1646, and known as the 1642 
Library, and the same as {0325} from Sondages 3 and 12, as well as {0640} in Sondage 7.  The rich 
dark floor surface (0205) remained unexcavated due to safety and depth concerns, but likely represents 
a floor surface within the cellarage of the building.  Both (0185) and (0186) are demolition rubble 
from the building itself, used to bring the level of the ground up after the building was levelled in the 
early 19th century. 
 
iii.  Sondage  3  
 
a.  Strategy  
 
Initial guidance from the consultant engineers indicated that loose demolition rubble (incl. (0185) and 
(0186)) along the N and E edges of the Quad would be removed by the contractor as this was 
unsuitable as a base for the development.  Sondage 3 was placed at the N side of the NCA (to the E of 
the services tunnel [0418/025)), running c.5.65m N-S in order to investigate this area, confirm the 
continuation of the {0397} wall line and assess whether these deposits could be machine excavated.  
The sondage was 1m wide and work began on 29/07/10, continuing intermittently until 25/08/10. 
 

 
 

Plate 39: Working shot of Sondage 3 looking S.  Note the mortar-rich deposits being removed 
(Photograph 613) 
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b.  Description  
 
The deposits encountered in Sondage 3 generally confirmed the expectations for the trench and 
demonstrated the N side of the site within the 1642 Library to consist of a series of demolition 
deposits.  These likely all originated from the building itself. 
 
The latest event was the installation of the (007) drainage piping, this running W-E across the S end of 
Sondage 3, set within cut [0161] and backfilled with (0162).  The only variation between the details of 
the piping within this sondage as opposed to elsewhere across the site was the existence of (0322) – a 
concrete deposit atop a join of (007). 
 
(007/0161] aside, the uppermost deposit removed from Sondage 3 was (0319), with the lens (0320) 
located within.  A compact dark brown silt clay with stone inclusions, (0319) was 0.35m at its thickest 
point and sloped from S-N, at its deepest point as the trench terminates.  The deposit beneath was 
assigned separate contexts (0318), (0321), (0323) and (0324) but in retrospect these were judged to be 
a series of lenses and tipping layers within one homogenous deposit.  These contexts will be 
categorised as (0318) and on the whole consisted of a series of sloping deposits - loose to moderately 
compacted mottled brown and white crushed lime mortar, abundant in large angular stone inclusions.  
Within (0318) were also occasional patches mixed with mid brown clay, likely re-deposited, re-used 
and very mixed natural subsoil.    
 
Beneath (0318) at the S end of the sondage a substantial wall footing was encountered, {0325}, this 
running W-E and consisting of angular stones bonded with lime mortar – the clear continuation of the 
S wall of the1642 library building.  N of this, and abutting {0325} was (0326), a moderately compact 
dark grey black silt clay mixed with charcoal with occasional fragments of limestone and building 
debris. 

 

 
 

Plate 40: W-E running wall {0325} in Sondage 3 – looking S (Photograph 711) 
 
 
 
 
c.  Summary and Discussion 
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The deposits in Sondage 3 can all be confidently associated with contexts already discussed under 
Sondage 2.  As both sondages were made up of a series of tipping layers and demolition deposits from 
the destruction of the 1642 library, the contexts were mixed, mottled and whilst not identical, to place 
them together is acceptable.   
 
(0319) and (0320) can be related to (0185) in Sondage 2, whilst the series of contexts assigned as 
(0318) are akin to (0186).  The wall {0325} matched the expected alignment of {0397}, and although 
once again not adequately investigated due to safety and space constraints, surface (0326) is likely to 
be the same as surface (0205) noted in Sondage 2.  {0325} can also be equated with {0640} in 
Sondage 7. 
 
iv.  Sondage  4  
 
a.  Strategy  
 
Machine stripping in the NW corner of the NCA at the E side of the existing Playfair stairs, revealed 
structural remains immediately beneath and even partly within (002).  These were investigated and 
cleaned very early on in the process, but it was not until the potential depth of the surviving 
archaeology in this area was understood (because of work in Sondage 2) that this excavation area was 
squared off and formalised into a trench c.5m N-S by 6.20m W-E and assigned Sondage 4.  The 
deposits located in the general excavation area just S of the initial boundary of the Sondage were 
shallow and related to the archaeology in Sondage 4 and their analysis is consequently included within 
this section.   
 

 
 

Plate 41: Post-excavation view of Sondage 4 looking S 
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The stratigraphy encountered in the area of Sondage 4 proved to be of considerable complexity and for 
ease of description will be divided into a number of areas, the principal divisions being formed by the 
major structural remains encountered.  The latter included the walls defining the SE angle of Hamilton 
House, and the S wall of the 1642 library, which ran eastwards from the SE angle of Hamilton House.  
Thus three principal areas were defined – the interior of Hamilton House, the interior of the 1642 
library range on its E side, and, on the S side of both of these, the exterior area. 
 
b.  Later services and other impacts 
 
After the removal of the (002) overburden the first deposit, stratigraphically, was (0131).  This deposit 
was the fill of cut [0132] and consisted of moderate to firm mottled orange to mid brown silt clay with 
flecks of grey and an abundance of small stones.  A corroded and disused iron pipe was encompassed 
within (0131).  (0131) wholly filled [0132], a N-S aligned cut feature running across site with varied 
edges, a roughly flat base, width of up to 0.35m and a depth of <0.30m.  This feature seemed to cut 
drainage system (007/0161].   
 
Aligned NW-SE across Sondage 4, (007) consisted of a series of red segmented, salt-glazed ceramic 
pipes, a branch of the (007) drainage system as seen and described elsewhere on site.  (007) was 
located within fill (0162) and cut [0161].  (0162) was loose to moderately compact mottled and mixed 
dark brown orange fine grain silt with areas of re-deposited clay and fragments of white gritty mortar.  
On the whole [0161] has steep, near vertical sides and a roughly flat base, varying in width between 
0.65-070m with a depth of >0.50m. 
 
At the re-entrant angle formed at the junction of the SE angle of Hamilton House [0187] and the 
overlapping S wall of the 1642 library [0188/0397] was revealed the cut of a squared pit, apparently of 
comparatively recent date, measuring 1.10m N-S by 0.65m W-E and dug to a depth of 0.65m.  The 
cut, which was assigned [0136], had near-vertical sides with a level base (the base actually 
constituting the top of a much earlier stone-lined drain – see [0312], below).  It was filled by (0135), a 
moderate medium brown silt with <10% small to medium stone inclusions.  The top of the cut lay at 
the surface revealed beneath the (002) overburden; relatively recent dating was also suggested by the 
presence of foil present towards the base of the fill.  The purpose of this cut remained unclear. 
 
c.  Demolition deposits within the 1642 library 
 
Like Sondage 2 a short distance to the E, the deposits in-filling Sondage 4 were predominantly 
backfilled rubble.  (0185) consisted of a moderate to firmly compact dark brown silt, c.1.09m deep and 
abundant in small to large stone fragments and copious amounts of iron slag.  As in Sondage 2, this 
lay atop (0186), a moderate to loose brown yellow crushed mortar abundant in small to very large 
stone fragments; in this area deposit (0186) was c.0.07m in depth.  Both (0185) and (0186) lie in the E 
of Sondage 4, in the area defined by W-E running walling {0187/0397} and N-S walling {0189/0190}, 
the E end of Hamilton House. 
 
d.  Late occupation deposits within the 1642 library 
 
Beneath (0186) was a loose to moderate dark grey and black ashy silt with a high proportion of ash, 
charcoal and small stones – (0208).  This was spread atop (0209), a moderately compact surface of 
mottled black, grey and brown fine grain sandy silt with areas of clay strewn with crushed mortar.  
(0209) is accepted as synonymous with (0205) in Sondage 2.  A number of notable glass objects, 
ceramic fragments and samples of chemical compounds of varying colour were recovered from this 
area (including SF0237 and SF0259 – see plates 56 - 60), these evidently part of the contents of the 
chamber (the cellar of the 1642 library) at the time of its demolition in the 1820s (for a more detailed 
discussion see the Addendum Excavation within the 1642 building: the early chemistry stores, Data 
Structure Report at the end of this Volume).  The presence of possibly poisonous compounds, 
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evidently chemical laboratory materials, precluded further excavation in this area on health and safety 
grounds.  Subsequent precautionary analysis of these materials indeed revealed them to be hazardous – 
including the presence of arsenic, mercury and cobalt.22 
 
e.  Remains of the 1642 library building 
 
The line of the S wall of the library building had been established within Sondages 2 and 3.  Its 
western end, at its junction with the SE angle of Hamilton House, was fully explored within Sondage 
4.  Except at its W end the masonry of the S wall was well constructed and of a consistent width of 
0.80m, {0397}.  {0397} is a W-E aligned lime bonded wall of mixed red sandstone rubble and 
masonry.  It is roughly faced with rectangular slabs and a rubble core.  It has a width of 0.77-0.80m 
and a surviving depth of >1m.  The N elevation is plaster-faced. 
 
On its S side a clearly apparent cut for the construction of the {0397} wall was recorded, [0298].  
(0299) was the uppermost fill of the cut, this a very loose sandy silt with c.70% large sandstone rocks 
and c.20% small fragments of shale.  Its visible dimensions were 1.10m in length by 0.19m in width 
(the width of the cut top) with a depth of 0.55m.  This overlay (0269) – a hard compacted clay silt with 
rare stone inclusions and a depth of 0.30m.  Beneath (0269), on the S edge of [0298] a deposit of 
stones was located.  These are predominantly sandstone blocks with lime mortar inclusions and are the 
primary fill of construction cut [0298] after the insertion of {0397}.  [0298] had vertical sides, a 
roughly flat base and ran for the visible length of {0397} as exposed within the sondage. 
 
f.  Structural intervention at the SW angle of the 1642 Library range 
 
At its W end the {0397} S wall of the library ran into a baulk of masonry of notably different character 
and of different date, {0188}.  {0188} was constructed of large, roughly rectangular red sandstone 
blocks and smaller rubble masonry, with small angular pinning stones used along with lime mortar to 
bond and fill the gaps.  This wall was a roughly square baulk measuring 1.06m c.N-S by 1.10m c.W-E 
with a further 0.40m overlain by {0397} to the E.  Its alignment was slightly off that of {0397}, lying 
somewhere between W-E and WNW-ESE.  {0188} is somewhat wider than {0397}, projecting 
beyond its line to the S by some 0.2m – 0.3m.  {0188} clearly abutted the {0187} SE corner of 
Hamilton House to the N.   
 
The construction cut for {0188} was [0464] and the backfill material, (0463).  [0464] was a linear cut 
with a sharp break of slope on the surface and vertical sides, the side of the cut being very tight to the 
face of the {0188}.  It measured >1.08m W-E by 0.09m N-S whilst the depth was not fully revealed 
because of space constriction, the limit of excavation (LOE) being at 0.32m by which depth the gap 
between cut and wall face had decreased to 0.05m.  Backfilled material within the cut, (0463), was 
loosely compact light yellow medium sand, found throughout [0464].   
 
Recorded at higher level against the S of {0188} towards it E end, (0284) consisted of a small 
remaining area of a deposit cut on its own S side by the [0161] pipe trench.  This was a moderately 
compact dark brown silt clay with small to medium sized stones making up c.15% of the fill.  This 
appears to have been a comparatively recent deposition, perhaps infilling the void following removal 
of the stones at the SE angle of the {0188} masonry baulk. 
 

                                                 
22 Pers. Com. Scottish Environmental Technology Network 
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Plate 42: Detail of S facing elevation of {0188}.  Note the poor finish to this face – never meant to be 
seen above ground (Photograph 1116) 

 
The exact stratigraphic relationship of {0397} to {0188} was difficult to determine.  However it was 
finally concluded that {0188} was secondary.  The western end of {0397} appeared to be embedded 
within {0188} and, although its orientation was more akin to that of the S wall of Hamilton House 
{0187}, was judged to be of relatively late date.  Certainly its construction seems to have impacted the 
{0312} stone-lined drain encountered at deep level at the foot of the Hamilton House wall.  The 
surviving  remains of {0188} evidently lay well below the associated courtyard ground surface.   
 
In summary the {0188} feature appears to have been a footing, perhaps necessary as an underpinning 
exercise for the support of the W end of the S wall of the 1642 library.  Its masonry was tightly built 
within its vertical cut with little attempt at pointing up its face.  Two possibilities might account for its 
construction.  The first may have been because of a poor tie-in between that SW angle of the library 
with the SE angle of Hamilton House – underpinning may have been necessary as structural 
movement had been observed above.  An alternative possibility is that some form of consolidation 
may have been required in this area following the demolition at the end of the 18th century of Hamilton 
House.  The library was retained for a further quarter century thereafter; its newly-exposed western 
end must have required new construction in order to form either a new gable wall or a major 
consolidation of the pre-existing masonry (the interior face of the E gable of Hamilton House) if the 
latter was retained.     
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Figure 28: Field drawing (Drawing 131 at 1:20) of walling {0188} set within the stone-lined drain 
{0312} 

 
g.  Deposits and features on the S side of the junction of Hamilton House and the 1642 library 
 
At the base of the Playfair stair and extending beneath it existed deposit (0489) a localised area of 
loosely compact light brown orange clay sand with rare to occasional small stones and 0.30m of depth.  
This ran up to and abutted the S side of the SSE-WNW aligned S wall of Hamilton House {0187}.  It 
may have been associated with the laying of the gully-gutter slabs flanking the stair, these of late 19th 
century date.   
 
In the SW area of the sondage, on the S side of the {0187} wall, removal of the (002) overburden 
directly revealed a 0.10m thick deposit of medium brown silty sand with moderate small stone 
fragments and charcoal flecks that extended over an area of c.1.30m by c.1.40m (0133).  This had 
been truncated above, along its S side by service trench cut [0161], to the W by services cut [0132], 
and to the E by trench cut [0136], all already described.   
 
The (0133) deposit directly overlay a well-preserved area of neatly formed cobbling, (0134), 
consisting of flat or rounded stones of varying size ranging from 0.07m by 0.06m to 0.30m by 0.46m.  
This ran up against the base of wall {0187} for a length of 1.20m, extending S for a distance of 1.45m.  
The cobbling was truncated to the W, S and E by the same cuts that affected (0133). Overall they have 
a depth of c.0.06m.  The (0134) cobbles were laid on to a bed of re-deposited very hard compacted 
mid brown clay with small stone inclusions and flecks of charcoal – (0286).  This extended 1.50m N-
S, 1.70m W-E and lay to a depth of 0.40m.   
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Figure 29: Post-excavation plan of Sondage 4 
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Plate 43: Location shot looking N of {0188} and {0397} (Photograph 778) 
   

To the S, close to the edge of the [0161] drainage pipe cut, the (0286) make-up deposit (re-deposited 
clay beneath cobbles (0134) clearly directly overlay the edge of a broad cut running parallel to the 
Hamilton House wall, some 1.40m from it – [0462/0312], the cut for a stone-lined drain, {0311/0315}, 
described below.  Within the area of the cut (0286) overlay (0468), its upper fill, a moderately 
compact mid-dark brown silty clay with 35% medium to large angular stones, a N-S width of c.1.2m 
and a depth of 0.30m.  This was the last fill of [0462] which in turn lay atop (0486), a firmly compact, 
light brown silty sand with patches of clay and c.5% small sub-angular stones.  This had a depth of 
0.60m.  Beneath (0486) was (0461) - a moderately compact mid brown silty clay with rare small to 
medium sub-angular stones and charcoal flecks.  This has a depth of 0.30m.   
 
(0468), (0486) and (0461) were the fills of [0312/0462] atop {0311/0315}, the stone-lined drain at the 
base of the cut.  The drain was aligned ESE-WNW and had been constructed against the foot of the S 
wall of Hamilton House {0187}.  It had been sealed with capstones consisting of large, sub-
rectangular sandstone slabs {0311}; The channel itself was formed of dry-laid sandstone 
blocks{0315} that had been lain directly onto the natural clay forming the base of the cut [0312/0462].  
The drain channel measured 0.50m in width and 0.25m in height.  The [0312/0462] drain cut 
measured of 1.35m – 1.40m in width; it had steep to near vertical sides with a roughly flat base. 
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Plate 44: View facing S and 

looking vertically down into base 
of {0315} 

 
Plate 45: E facing section of slot through (0316) et al. 

 
(0316), the water-borne sediments within drain {0315/0311}, consisted of loose green/brown water-
logged fine grain silt with flecks of charcoal and shale.  It has a depth within the stone-lined drain of 
0.05m with a width of 0.43m.  It was unclear when this material would have accumulated and 
stratigraphically it can only be stated this occurred after the placement of cap-stones {0311}.   
 
h.  Pre-existing  deposits  
 
(0488) is moderately compact mid brown clay silt with c.5% angular stones.  It has a depth of 0.12m 
and is located in the small area between [0312] - the cut for stone-lined drain {0315/0311} and W-E 
aligned drain (007/0161].  This deposit thus measures 0.35m N-S and 1.4m W-E.  It sits directly atop a 
cobbled surface (0334).  This is a thin line of rough metalling, visible running W from Sondage 4 
within the S facing section of emptied cut [0161].  It consists of medium sized stones set into natural 
clay (0146).   
 
i.  Secondary construction within the interior of Hamilton House 
 
The interior of the SE angle of Hamilton House, as revealed within Sondage 4, also preserved remains 
of a major secondary construction, the rubble masonry walling of the SE angle of an inserted vaulted 
cellar.  The well preserved remains of parts of the S and E walls of the cellar survived to vault-
springing height, {0189} with a localised section of the vaulting itself still extant springing westwards 
from the E wall {0191}.  The cellar walls lay at a different orientation to that of the {0187} S wall of 
Hamilton House, lying very close to W-E and N-S respectively.  The S wall of the cellar lay on 
precisely the same alignment as the {0115} cellar walling seen emerging on the W side of the Playfair 
stair, already described. 
 
In the cellar interior at the NE corner of the sondage back-filled destruction deposits (0490) and (0176) 
were partly excavated within the area enclosed by the {0189} walling.     
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(0490) was a moderately compact dark grey medium sand encompassing c.20% medium to small 
angular stones, with a depth 0f 0.20m and was confined to a small area in the NE of Sondage 4.  This 
directly overlay (0176), a moderately compact mid brown silt with areas of clay and abundant in 
medium to large stones.  A 1.10m by 0.50m sondage was excavated at the internal angle of the cellar 
in an attempt to locate floor level within.  Stratigraphically beneath (0176), within this sondage, lay 
(0193) a small deposit of loose mid brown sandy silt with a very high concentration of charcoal and 
rare in stones.  The dimensions of (0193) are 0.70m N-S by 0.70m W-E and 0.15m deep.  The deposit 
is located in the SW corner of this area within the re-entrant angle of the {0189} cellar walls.  (0192) 
was the predominant deposit beneath (0176), but was located beneath the small deposit of (0193) in 
the SW corner of {0189}.  (0192) is moderately compact grey brown clay silt with infrequent 
inclusions of small to medium stones accounting for c.10% of the deposit.  Space and safety 
restrictions meant that the full extent of (0192) lay beyond the sondage LOE; excavation was ceased at 
0.90m. 
 
The cavity between the S side of the {0189} cellar wall and the {0187} S wall of Hamilton House had 
been in-filled with rubble deposit (0147).  This was a loose much mixed deposit of stone and mortar 
consisting almost wholly of large stone inclusions.  Stratigraphically beneath (0147) was (0572).  This 
context charts an event rather than a deposit, structure or a cut, and records the destruction of basin 
{0465} within the wall {0187}.  All that can be deduced is that this event occurred after the 
construction of {0187}, and prior to (0147) being backfilled within this area.  The basin was sheared 
off from the N facing elevation of {0187}. 
 

 
 

Plate 46: View looking E of the architectural void formed by the insertion of {0189} (left) and filled by 
(0147).  Note the rough nature of the S facing elevation of {0189} – this face was never meant to be on 

display (Photograph 548) 
 
The fills of these two defined areas – both (0147) and those in the NW corner of Sondage 4 including 
(0192) – are stratigraphically above the construction of wall {0189}.  {0189} clearly cuts, and is thus 
later than {0187} to the S.  The construction cut for {0189} is [0243].  This is visible N-S and W-E 
along the ‘L-shaped’ plan of {0189}, has vertical sides and was not wholly excavated due to space 
constraints.  Wall {0189} is contemporary with {0191} - the remnants of vaulting originally heading 
W from the top of {0189}.  {0189} itself a wall of rubble, sandstone masonry and large irregular 
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stones faced on its N facing elevation.  The wall is lime bonded and the constituent parts are of 
varying size from small to medium (i.e. 0.40m by 0.30m by 0.20m).  As shown in plate 41, the S 
facing elevation is very rough and untidy, with no uniform facing or attempt to present a smooth 
surface.  After construction of {0189} within [0243], the remaining area was backfilled within (0242).  
This is loose yellow sand silt with rare medium stones. 
 

 
Plate 47: Detail of vaulting {0191} looking SE 

(Photograph 451) 

 
Plate 48: Location of vaulting {0191} looking S 

(Photograph 486) 
 

 
 

Figure 30: Field drawing (Drawing 135 at 1:20) showing vaulting {0191} atop {0189} 
 
The {0189} cellar walling cut through a number of deposits and features further E, within the area of 
the interior of the Hamilton House kitchen fireplace as defined by wall {0187} to the S and to the E by 
wall {0245} (see figure 29).  Deposits (0224) and (0244) were encountered in this area.  (0224) was a 
moderate to firmly compacted black charcoal, ash and soot abundant in small fragments of coal; it 
extended over an area of 1.69m by 1.55m with a depth of 0.10m.  Within (0224), a deposit was 
defined as (0244), this an individual lens of loose grey silty clay with occasional small stone 
inclusions, this lying to a depth 0f 0.03m within the surrounding (0224).  Both (0224) and (0244) 
sloped up against the edges of the walls that surround them.  Beneath (0224) was a paved surface 
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(0233), although both walls {0245} and {0247} sit atop this surface, they have no physical 
relationship to one another.  {0245} is a lime bonded, sandstone wall aligned N-S and consisting of 
large blocks of sandstone with smaller packing stones.  The wall is 0.45m wide, 1.64m long and 0.35m 
deep.  Midway along the wall there is a gap between two stones, interpreted as a likely flue.  {0247} is 
a rough sandstone walling used to block the archway {0190} to the W.  This shall be discussed 
subsequently.  {0247} is a rough lime bonded stone structure made up of various sizes and shapes of 
un-worked stone.  At its widest point, {0247} is 0.38m wide, c.1m long and c.1.02m in depth.  This is 
clearly cut by masonry {0189}.  The paved area, (0233), that these rest upon consists of fractured and 
heat affected sandstone paving slabs, broken to the extent they give the appearance of rough cobbling.  
There is no evidence of bonding and the area of paving measures 1.69m N-S by 1.55m W-E. 
 
(0233) abuts both {0246} to the N and {0235} to the S.  These are both short sections of walling of 
similar height, running W-E along the edges of the paving.  {0246} consists of lime mortar bonded 
sandstone blocks of varying shapes and sizes.  It is stepped in construction, with an offset midway up 
its height and measures 1.05m W-E, 0.30m N-S and 0.85m deep.  {0235} sits a little apart from 
{0187}, with the gap between the two filled with (0234), a loose to moderate yellow brown sandy silt 
with occasional small stones and frequent bone fragments.  {0235}, like {0246}, is of lime bonded 
sandstone construction measuring 1.80m W-E, 0.30m N-S and 0.50m deep.  The height of {0235} is 
roughly the same as the off-set in {0246} on the opposite side of the paving (0233).   
 
j.  The early masonry fabric of Hamilton House (collegiate hospital?) 
 
Aligned WNW-ESE {0187} constitutes the massively constructed lower parts of the S wall of 
Hamilton House where it emerges on the E side of the Playfair stair; it represents the eastwards 
continuation of the similarly constructed {0114} walling recorded in the NW area, already described.  
{0187} was formed of lime bonded sandstone rubble masonry whose facings often consisted of larger 
blocks of sandstone roughly tooled.  This walling extended for a visible length of 3.90m within 
Sondage 4; it measured 1.20m in width and survived to a maximum recorded height of 1.6m at the 
internal wall face (although floor level was not reached at LOE).   
 
Visible internally (N side) built into the fabric of {0187} was {0465}, a slop-sink (an intramural basin 
and drain), this already discussed in relation to its destruction (0572).  {0465} was formed of a large 
hand-worked red sandstone block hollowed to create a basin that partly projected from the wall, but 
was subsequently broken off at the wall face, and partly set into a recess within the {0187} masonry.  
The recess and the associated channel leading to an external drainage point were subsequently rather 
crudely blocked with mortared rubblework.  There was no evidence for the sheared-off basin fragment 
within the backfilled material (0147).  The surviving fragment within the recess measured 0.64m W-E 
by 0.24m in depth. 
 
Contiguous with the {0187} masonry were two northwards returns - {0190} and {0245}.  {0190} 
consisted of the projecting fragment of an archway (noted previously); this was aligned N-S, springing 
northwards from midway along the visible remnants of {0187}.  Of the arch only the springing and 
two voussoirs now remain.  These dressings were of a neatly tooled hard fine-grained sandstone, the 
lower western angle detailed with a chamfer.  The northern parts of this arched opening were broken 
away in order to allow construction of the secondary walling {0189}.  The remaining space behind 
{0189} and beneath the arch-stump was blocked by {0247}.   
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Plate 50: View looking E of {0190}, with infilled 
masonry {0247} below and secondary structural 
re-modelling {0189} cutting both to the left.  Note 
the rubble fill (0147) at the base of the trench 

(Photograph 499) 

 
Plate 51: Detailed view of broken ‘slop-sink’ 
{0465}, set within the N facing elevation of 
{0187}.  {0465} is located just W of {0190}. 

 

 
 

Figure 31: Field drawing (Drawing 156 at 1:20) of wall {0189} showing basin {0465} 
 
{0245} consisted of a 1.95m long, 0.42m wide section of mortared rubble walling running northwards 
from the SE angle of {0187}.  This formed both the E end of the Hamilton House structure and the 
rear wall of the large kitchen fireplace the remains of whose arched opening, {0190}, have just been 
described. 
 
A well preserved area of fire-reddened coarse flag paving occupied much of the 1.6m deep fireplace 
interior, {0233}. 
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k.  Earlier deposits further S 
 
S of service trench (007/0161], a series of deposits were recorded that did not have any direct 
relationship with those N of the (007/0161] pipe trench.  The uppermost of these was (0285), this a 
moderately compact friable clay silt with frequent small to medium stone inclusions and a depth of 
0.05-0.10m.  Underlying this was (0295), a moderately compact deposit consisting of c.65% dark 
brown clay silt and c.35% small to medium sub-angular stones, 0.05-0.15m deep.  These deposits in 
turn overlay (0159), a series of irregular rounded stones and cobbles roughly laid and compacted.  
These varied in size from small pebbles to larger irregular stones of 0.25m by 0.20m by 0.08m.  These 
in turn overlay (0160), a similar deposit of small irregular pebbles and slightly larger stones, that had 
been laid upon and had partly sunk into the natural subsoil (0146).  This sequence of deposits 
evidently related to the makeup of the early roadway across the site at this point. 
 

 

Plate 52: Working shot – planning 
Sondage 4 (Photograph 841) 

 

Plate 53: Working shot – excavating Sondage 4  
(Photograph 562) 

 

l.  Remains within Sondage 4 - Summary and discussion 
 
Sondage 4 provided a fascinating insight into the development of those buildings that predated the 
development of the current Old College Quad.  The structures and walls in this area represent a 
number of major structural and architectural phases in the life of the site, and can be clearly related to 
the structural remains encountered in the NWA.   
 
The earliest structural remains within Sondage 4 are represented by the wall {0187} and the remnants 
of archway {0190}.  {0187} is orientated roughly WNW-ESE and is the same as {0114} in the NWA.  
Projecting from {0187}, the roughly NNE-SSW aligned fractured and broken archway {0190} is 
contemporary with {0187}.  Likewise the broken ‘basin’ set within the N facing elevation of {0187} 
shows no signs of insertion and must be considered contemporary with the construction of the wall.  
These remains together constitute what has been interpreted as the remnants of a large kitchen with the 
archway forming a monumental fireplace.  In this context the area to the E of {0190} (i.e. outwith the 
kitchen itself) immediately becomes clear as the base of a chimney on the gable of the structure.  
Black ashy and charcoal rich fills (0224) and (0244) are thus the remnants of fires lit within the 
chimney.   
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Plate 54: View looking W of structural phases within chimney base (Photograph 310) 
 

 
 

Plate 55: Fire-cracked flagstones (0233) in base of chimney 
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Despite this, the structural remains constituting the chimney - {0235}, {0245} and {0233} - are 
secondary, presumably replacements for the originals after these became worn and burnt out due to 
continual use.  Likewise the N wall for this ‘chimney’ {0246} is presumably secondary, but has no 
discernable relationship visible with the other remains.  The shelved areas of {0235} and {0246} 
provided areas near the fire for the heating of food or liquids.  It is challenging to deduce much more 
relating to this structure from the small area of surviving remains, but {0247}, the blocking of this 
fireplace requires further discussion.  This event clearly preceded the construction of {0189} and 
subsequent infilling of the ‘kitchen’ room (0147).  It is difficult to accurately pinpoint why the 
fireplace, with associated chimney stack behind would have been blocked up while the building 
remained in use.  Only educated assumptions can be made in this regard, but it must be presumed that 
this related to a significant change in function for the ‘kitchen’ room.  It is possible the fireplace was 
blocked completely, but it is also feasible that {0247} represents a reduction in the size of this feature 
and perhaps a smaller fireplace continued to function in the centre of {0190}.  In either case this 
would likely have led to the ‘kitchen’ ceasing to function as such and becoming used for another 
purpose, perhaps basement storage.  This hypothesis is supported by the removal of the basin {0465}.  
Had this been broken by the deposition of (0147) during the infilling of the void created by the 
construction of {0189}, then it may perhaps be expected that the broken fragment would be recovered 
from (0147) during excavation.  This was not encountered during removal of (0147).  The destruction 
of the ‘basin’ (0572) and blocking up of the great kitchen fireplace (0247) removed two of the 
important features of the functioning kitchen.  This would seem to support this area becoming utilised 
for other purposes. 
 
{0189} constitutes a realignment, reworking and possibly replacement of the earlier structure 
discussed above.  Wall {0189} is the same as {0115} from the NW area and it is unfortunate that 
almost all of this building lies underneath the current Old College Quad buildings and primarily the 
upstanding NW staircase.  In Sondage 4, only a short length of W-E aligned walling is visible, before 
turning N for an even shorter stretch.  At the very top of {0189}, {0191} survives as the fragmentary 
remnants of vaulting.  The spring of the vault steps back a couple of inches from the wall face, to hold 
vault framing during construction.  The height of this vaulting indicates that this new room created by 
{0189} would have been deeper than the ‘kitchen’ that predated it.  Indeed, due to space and safety 
constraints, no in situ archaeological deposits were encountered that related to {0189}.  {0189} was 
well dressed and faced on its N, W and E facing elevations, but was very rough to the S.  This is due to 
the fact that this wall face was never meant to be seen, with the gap formed between {0187} and 
{0189} becoming an architectural void, filled with rubble and stones (0147).  This does however raise 
the question as to why the E facing elevation was well dressed when it seems to have also been 
invisible within the now disused chimney stack.  Very few explanations present themselves.  It may be 
a structural reason, providing strength to the wall required as a result of the vaulting {0191}.  Or it 
could perhaps be speculated that the chimney breast may have been removed, and some or all of 
{0189} visible above ground in this area. 
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Figure 32: Plan of Structures in NWA and Sondage 4 showing building alignment 
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These two phases of development to the same building, or site are important.  It is known that 
Hamilton House was constructed c.1562, located on or near the Collegiate Hospital associated with 
Kirk O’ Fields.  It is also accepted that Hamilton House survived in the guise of the University of 
Edinburgh until 179023, providing little scope for further development on the site.  It is possible that 
other unrecorded structures predated Hamilton House or were constructed close by subsequently, but it 
seems logical to accept that the two major phases encountered within Sondage 4 represent the 
Collegiate Hospital kitchens, and later Hamilton House buildings. 
 
The stone-lined drain {0315/0311} located S of {0187} is likely to be contemporary with this 
structure.  The alignment is the same and it is cut by {0188} to the E.  It is also possible that the now 
destroyed ‘basin’ {0465} within the ‘kitchen’ fed this drainage channel, allowing liquid kitchen waste 
to be disposed of.  This drainage system is continued in the NW Sondage as {0327}. 
 
{0188} is an interesting stump of walling attached to the S elevation of the E end of {0187}.  The 
alignment of {0188} is akin to that of {0187}, roughly WNW-SSE, but has wall {0397} running W-E 
from its E elevation.  {0188} is clearly abutting {0187}, while {0397} obviously overlies {0188}.  As 
shall be discussed, {0397} is understood to be S wall of the 1642 building and it was initially assumed 
{0188} represented the stump of an earlier structure, demolished and replaced by the 1642 structure.  
Further investigation however proved this is unlikely to be the case.  The construction cut for {0188}, 
[0464] was visible cut into the natural subsoil (0146).  When this was excavated and (0463) removed, 
it was noted that this cut did not extend E beyond the surviving wall fragment and the undisturbed 
natural stood as testament that no further walling had existed.  It must be noted however, that any 
continuation of {0188} may have continued at a higher level, with the surviving ‘stump’ forming a 
deeper anchor on {0187} at the W end.  This made understanding {0188} problematic, but it is now 
proposed that {0188} was a buttress contemporary with, or built just prior to the erection of the 1642 
building in order to solve the issue of connecting two building on slightly different alignments.  One 
other suggestion is that {0188} formed part of the external staircase noted as having existed to the rear 
S of Hamilton House.  The series of small features [018] – [023], {0362} and {0363} described above 
(Section 4.3, b.) are all interpreted as being part of this structure. 
 
This new 1642 building {0397} is well documented and further remains were encountered in 
Sondages 2, 3 and 7.  In Sondage 3 its S wall was recorded as {0325} and in Sondage 7 this was 
{0640}.  Where exposed in Sondage 2 the walling was assigned the same number as that used in 
Sondage 4.  The in situ archaeological deposits S of {0397} were shown to be heavily contaminated 
and remained unexcavated within Sondage 4.   
 
Within (0208) and (0209), the occupation deposits within the interior of the 1642 library cellar, a 
number of brightly coloured compounds were uncovered and sent for analysis.  One of these – a red 
solid - was found to contain 20% mercury, whilst another – pink in colour contained 19% arsenic and 
17% cobalt,24 all thus highly toxic and dangerous.  They were discovered alongside a number of 
ceramic and glass items (see plates 50-54), apparently chemistry apparatus (for detailed discussion see  
Excavation within the 1642 building: the early chemistry stores: Data Structure Report (August 2011) 
– appended within this volume) 
 
 

                                                 
23 Fraser, 1989, 32 
24 Peter Anderson BSc (hons) PhD CSci CChem MRSC, Senior Analyst, Contaminated Land Assessment & 
Remediation Research Centre (CLARRC) & Scottish Environmental Technology Network (SETN), School of 
Engineering, The University of Edinburgh 
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Plate 56: SF0237 and SF0259 
 

Plate 57: The chemical compounds uncovered in Old College 
Quad, Photo by Lilly Hunter/SETN 

 

         
 

Plates 58 - 60  glass tubing, one with ground stopper, and vessel glass with chemical residues 
 
It is known that the chemistry department of the University was located to the rear of the 1642 
building from 1781 to 1820 within Printing House Yard and, as Andrew Fraser notes in The Building 
of Old College, in 1800 Thomas Charles Hope, the successor as Professor of Chemistry to the great 
figure of the Scottish Enlightenment, Joseph Black, ‘stored Black’s old chemical apparatus in the 
basement of the 1642 building’.25  It is thus possible that the chemistry equipment and materials 
recovered within Sondage 4 relate to Black’s own laboratory.  The 1642 building itself is no on record 
as having ever been used as the chemistry department by the University and if this material was stored 
here in 1800, it may well have still been in place during demolition in 1820 and simply buried during 
demolition. 
 
On the S side of {0187} a number of cobbled surfaces were apparent to varying degrees of survival.  
The uppermost deposit (0134), is likely to be coeval with {0112} or {0134} in the NWA and has been 
interpreted as patching or repairs to the cobbled street surface after the insertion of the stone-lined 
drain {0315/0311}.  A further metalled deposit (0334) was visible beneath (0134), with deposit (0488) 

                                                 
25 Edinburgh City Archive, bundle 16, shelf 36, bay C in Fraser 1989, 44 
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in between the two.  This presents the issue as to whether the drain is contemporary with {0187} as 
initially thought, thus making the road very early, or indeed the drain is a later insertion or has been 
accessed and reworked at some point.  Unfortunately the relationship between the other road cobbles 
and {0187} was not recordable. 
 
v.  Sondage  12  
 
a.  Strategy  
 
Sondage 12 was opened to provide a section across the confusing and varied series of deposits 
revealed in the NE area after the removal of the charnel deposit (064), as discussed in Sondage 1.  The 
density of human remains in (064) had necessitated removal by hand, but the deposits revealed 
beneath were difficult to interpret and, it was initially thought, might be required to be removed for the 
finished level of the Quad.  Preliminary cleaning in the area that was to become Sondage 14, a little to 
the E of Sondage 12, revealed the existence of another wall {0580} running parallel to and somewhat 
to the N of the alignment of the cemetery wall {017}.  Sondage 12 was extended northwards from the 
NW corner of Sondage 1, thereby allowing a full section across the zone between the two walls to be 
combined from the E facing section of Sondage 1, and W facing section of Sondage 12.  The sondage, 
it was hoped, would allow further investigation of the {0580} walling.  Sondage 3 was located just N 
of Sondage 12, although not on quite the same alignment.  In the end the two sondages did connect as 
Sondage 12 was extended N.  Sondage 12 was 1.0m wide.  
 
b.  Description  
 
After the removal of (001) and (002), stratigraphically the most recent deposit in Sondage 12 was 
(0162).  As seen elsewhere across site, (0162) was mixed and mottled mid to dark brown fine grain silt 
with areas of re-deposited orange clay, 0.45-0.70m in depth and 0.70m wide.  This was the fill of 
[0161].  [0161] has sharp sides and a roughly concave base.  As elsewhere the drainage pipe within, 
(007), was composed of a series of segmented, salt-glazed maroon red stone ware pipes aligned W-E, 
bearing the stamp ‘Glenboig Coy Cumbernauld’.  Atop (007) was (0322), a slab of concrete as seen in 
Sondage 3. 
 
The character of earlier deposition in the trench was notably different on either side of the drainage 
trench.  At the N end lay (0321), the same large destruction deposit as seen in nearby Sondage 3, this 
of loose to moderately compacted grey brown mortar rich gritty silt abundant in lime mortar and 
angular stone inclusions.  This deposit is visible to the N of (007/0161], but not apparent to its S.  The 
deposit lay to a depth of over 0.9m.  It overlay the much-truncated footing of the S wall of the library 
range, {0325} (the same as {0397} further W), and extended down below the LOE on its N side.  The 
0.75m – 0.80m wide footing was encountered beneath the [0161] cut and a little to its S; as elsewhere 
it was constructed of angular stones bonded with lime mortar. 
 
The deposit (064) encountered S of (007/0161] was the same as that encountered in Sondage 1 and 
consequently removed by hand across this area because of the high density of human remains.  In this 
area (064) was a moderate to firmly compact mid grey brown fine grain sandy silt/clay abundant in 
small to medium angular stones and archaeological debris; including shell, ceramics and bone.  After 
removal of (064) a varied collection of deposits were visible on the surface as revealed.  These were 
very difficult to interpret and their nature often did not become clear until a thorough clean and 
analysis of the sections. 
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Figure 33: W facing section of Sondage 12.  The concave dip in the top of the section was the location 
of (0398) (Drawing 0217) 

 

 
 

Plate 61: W facing section of Sondage 12.  Note the proximity of Sondage 1 to the SE (Photograph 
1283 and 1284 stitched) 

 
One of the first deposits to be removed was (0493).  Orientated NNW-SSE, (0493) was a loosely 
compact brown red silt sand abundant in sub-rounded cobbles, 0.23m in depth with a width of 0.90m.  
This band lay across the middle part of the Trench.   
 

 
 

Plate 62: Concentration of charnel within (0398) (Photograph 967) 
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Immediately N of (0493) lay another band of material, aligned roughly NW-SE, (0398); this was a 
firm, dark grey brown clay silt with frequent sub-angular stones and with a high proportion of human 
bone.  Another deposit visible across the sondage was (0445), running W-E beneath (0398).  (0445) 
was a firm, dark brown grey clay silt with occasional small angular stones.  It has a width of 0.97m 
and a depth of 0.12m and slopes towards the N.  Beneath this in turn was (0494), a loosely compacted 
pale yellow, mortar rich slightly silty sand abundant in angular stones sloping to the N.  This deposit 
was 0.34m wide and 0.19m deep.  A further deposit beneath (0494) was (0471), a firmly compacted 
orange brown sandy clay with rare flecks of bone and charcoal – 0.90m wide and 0.47m deep.  This 
lay atop (0492), a mid-soft orange grey brown slightly silty clay with very frequent large angular 
cobbles, frequent bone and charcoal smears; (0492) was 0.26m deep and 0.74m wide.  Both (0471) 
and (0492) also sloped down to the N where, along with (0445) and (0494), they were truncated by the 
pipe cut (007/0161].   
 
(0492) proved to be the primary fill of a cut feature visible and recorded as [0615].  Only the S side of 
[0615] was visible due to truncation by (007/0161], but it had steep sides, levelling midway to a 
slightly more gradual gradient and an irregular base on top of (0581).  Orientated W-E, [0615] was 
>1.24m wide, >1.1m long and >0.82m deep.  As stated (0581) formed the base of [0615] and was a 
very firmly packed pale yellow white gritty sand and mortar with occasional rounded stones – 
evidently the last vestiges of dismantled walling.  It had a recorded width of 1.2m and stretches across 
Sondage 12. 
 
S of [0615] and its associated fills was a further sequence of deposits, all stratigraphically earlier than 
[0615].  (0556), the topmost of these, was a firm mid brown grey slightly clay sand with frequent to 
abundant angular cobbles.  This was 0.88m in depth by >1.85m N-S and >1.90m W-E (as it appears in 
immediately adjacent Sondage 1).  Beneath (0556) was (0557), a moderately loose dark grey brown 
slightly clay silt sand covering most of the area S of [0615].  Abundant in angular and sub-angular 
stones, (0557) contained frequent animal bones and directly overlay (0726).  (0726) was a rough 
metalled surface of rounded and sub-rounded cobbles around 0.10-0.20m in length, pressed amongst a 
mid brown sandy clay.  This surface lay directly on top of a firm layer of red, orange brown clay silt 
with frequent angular stones of 0.05-0.20m in length.  With a depth of 0.25m, (0558) extended across 
most of Sondage 12 S of [0615].  (0559) was located below (0558), and consisted of a hard compacted 
dark brown grey silty clay, 0.05m deep and abundant in rounded cobbles of 0.05-0.15m in length.  
This in turn lay atop a further metalled surface (0560), a series of firmly set, un-worked rounded 
cobbles packed into the natural subsoil (0146).  The majority of these stones had a diameter of c.0.05-
0.10m, although occasional larger flat angular stones of up to 0.30m in length were present.  The 
dimensions of (0560) are unclear, yet it terminated c.0.40m short of [0615] to the N.  Upon removal of 
(0560), the undisturbed natural subsoil (0146) was present. 
 
c.  Summary and Discussion 
 
The existence of the drainage network (007/0161] was to be expected, this in line with that 
encountered in both Sondage 2 and Sondage 3.  The only addition to the stratigraphic matrix was the 
concrete deposit (0322), possibly an addition to fill (0161), but more likely a repair to a broken 
segment or joint of (007).   
 
(0321) was a lens within (0318) from Sondage 3 and akin to (0186) in Sondage 2 and 4.  This 
demolition rubble from the destruction of the 1642 building overlies the remnants of the wall itself (as 
also seen in Sondage 2).  {0325} was the S wall of the 1642 building and the same as {0397} in 
Sondage 2 and 4, and likely to be the same as {0640} in Sondage 7. 
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(064) was discussed in relation to Sondage 1, and has been assessed as a deposit of bone and other 
detritus, dumped from work in the cemetery area – either during the cemetery’s life or indeed during 
one of the many phases of levelling to have occurred in the Quad since.  If the latter is the case, then 
this deposit could be viewed as synonymous with (0148), the charnel-rich levelling deposit 
encountered in the SW of the site and within Sondage 5 and 10 in particular.  It is likely that the 
charnel rich dumping deposit (0398) was also associated with this episode. 
 
As indicated by their N sloping nature, deposits (0445), (0494), (0471) and (0492) were backfilled 
dumped deposits, filling cut [0615].  These deposits, (0494) aside, were not particularly rich in mortar 
and wall debris, although all contained a quantity of oyster shells which could be interpreted in this 
manner.  [0615] itself was a ‘robber trench’ akin to [0236] in Sondage 1.  Whilst [0236] marked the 
removal of {017}, the S boundary of the sunken lane, [0615] was a visible testament to the removal of 
the N boundary, {0580} – whose actual surviving remains were visible further E in Sondage 14.  In 
Sondage 12, almost all of {0580} had been removed and only (0581) survived.  (0581) was the mortar 
footing for {0580} - the survival of mortar deposited within the construction cut for {0580} upon 
which the wall was built.  Those that dug [0615] and removed all the valuable, re-usable stone from 
{0580} halted upon reaching (0581), presumably as its possible uses were limited.  In Sondage 13W 
this trench is also visible, although not to the same depth.  The numbers assigned there equate [0774] 
with [0615] and (0562) with (0494).   
 
The actual relationship between {0580/0581) and {0325} in Sondage 12 is tenuous and difficult to 
interpret.  What evidence there was available pointed to {0325} cutting {0580/0581).  While this is 
what was expected as {0325} is understood to be the wall of the 1642 library and {0581} the N limit 
of an earlier roadway, this could not be deduced in Sondage 12 with full certainty.  However in 
Sondage 14 this interpretation was confirmed (see Section 4.3, vi.). 
 
The existence of the ‘robber trench’ [0615] further obscured this relationship in Sondage 12.  The 
deposits (0556), (0557), (0726), (0558), (0559) and (0560) have on the whole been equated with 
contexts visible in Sondages 1, 2, 13 and 14 and it is thus known where they should occur 
stratigraphically, but from the section in Sondage 12 this cannot be said with certainty.  However it 
was accepted from elsewhere in the site that this area of Sondage 12 had formed part of a sunken 
roadway bordered by {0580} to the N and {017} to the S, and this series of metalled, occupational and 
dumped deposits built up steadily in the space between the two, abutting each wall.  However, due to 
[0615] in Sondage 12, no relationship can be discernable between the wall remnants (0581) and the 
build up of deposits, commencing with (0560).  As a result the matrix for Sondage 12 (Appendix J), 
may appear contradictory to the final site matrix. 
 
(0556) is an extensive dumping and levelling layer and can be equated with (0100) in Sondage 12 and 
(0742) in Sondage 13W.  Within (0556) there were frequent angular cobbles, possible remnants of 
cobbled surfaces, disturbed, or unrecorded during excavation.  The nature of this deposit in Sondage 
12 requires some discussion.  The layer was c.0.30m in depth across the sondage, but dived to the N, 
terminating on (0146) immediately S of [0615].  This is problematic if the series of deposits in this 
area are all accepted as successive metalled surfaces, depositional layers and levelling layers.  If this 
was so, why would (0556) dive so abruptly and fill a large hole that would have been present between 
wall {0580} and underlying (0557)?  (see figure 33)  This can possibly be explained if the nature of 
the sunken trackway is considered.  It is known from elsewhere on site (including Sondage 1, 2, 13W 
and 14) that these deposits are complex and uneven; possibly representing the piecemeal repair of the 
cobbles as they are churned up, or worn away by the passage of time.  It was noted between these 
sondages that the cobbles did not continue all the way to the walls, instead leaving what was 
interpreted as a ‘run-off’ area, or gulley, at either side.  If this is accepted, then it could be argued that 
this space required periodic cleansing due to a build up of detritus from the road and wall.  The slump 
of (0556) into this space could represent a cleaning of this area prior to the deposition of a further 
cobbling or levelling layer.  This interpretation could be substantiated by the fact that this slump in 
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(0556) clearly consists mainly of large boulders.  The absence of this slump and fill elsewhere across 
the trackway is more difficult to explain, but not impossible if the piecemeal nature of the cobbling 
and patching is taken into consideration.  To accept this analysis would require the creation of a 
further cut number to be placed prior to the insertion of (0556), but no cut was recorded on site and 
thus this has been left absent. 
 
The deposit beneath, and possibly cut by, (0556) was (0557).  This deposit was equated with (0107) in 
Sondage 1 and (0584) in Sondage 13W.  As with overlying (0556), these were viewed as dumping 
layers above the cobbled surfaces beneath.  The frequency of small to medium angular and sub-
angular stones however, did once again raise the suggestion that (0557) may represent fractured, rough 
and disturbed metalling.  (0726) however was itself clearly roughly metalled surface, likely to be the 
same as (0635) in Sondage 13W. 
 
(0726) lies atop a very important deposit for the understanding of the development of the sunken 
roadway.  (0558) is very recognisable as a thick band of red brown gritty clay silt and can de seen in 
each sondage investigating this level of the trackway.  In Sondage 1 it is (0210); Sondage 9 (0588); 
and in Sondage 13W it is (0585).  (0558) is also the context used in Sondage 14.  The existence of this 
recognisable band of soil allows the deposits and metalled surfaces both above and below to be 
identified across the various sondages with greater accuracy, facilitating our understanding of these 
deposits and the roadway as a whole.  (0558) itself is likely to be a levelling deposit prior to the 
deposition of further metalling. 
 
In Sondage 12, a deposit (0559) was encountered that could not initially be matched with any similar 
deposits elsewhere.  This was a thin layer of dark silty clay and was interpreted as a trampled 
occupational deposit with a very high proportion of cobbles therein.  It seems likely, however, that 
(0559) was in actual fact a secondary cobbled deposit overlying the primary layer.  If this is the case, 
(0559) would be synonymous with (0159) in Sondage 1; (0741) in Sondage 13W; and possibly (0700) 
in Sondage 14 and (0378) in the NWA. 
 

 
 

Plate 63: Post-excavation view of Sondage 12 looking S, with wall {0325} visible in the foreground 
and cobbled surface (0560) at the S end of the trench 
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The primary cobbled or metalled deposit in the sunken roadway was (0560).  This can feasibly be 
equated with (0160) in Sondage 2; (0668) in Sondage 13W; (0720) in Sondage 14; and possibly 
(0385) in the NWA.  These were the initial cobbled deposits at the base of the sunken roadway 
construction and consist of a rough metalling pressed into (0146), the natural subsoil.   
 
vi.  Sondage  14  
 
a.  Strategy  
 
Preliminary results from Sondage 12 instigated the placement and excavation of Sondage 14, aligned 
W-E to the E of the N end of 12.  Sondage 12 had revealed the existence of two walls on slightly 
different orientations at its N end.  As {0580} proved to be almost wholly robbed, Sondage 14 was 
placed to follow the stump of wall visible after removal of (002) and assess the character and nature of 
{0580} while investigating its relationship with {0325}, the S wall of the 1642 library.  Initially 
aligned N-S and rectangular in shape, Sondage 14 measured 1.40m N-S by 2.55m W-E and reached a 
depth of 1.20m.  This was then extended off the NE edge by a further 1.50m N by c.0.80m and from 
the SW edge by 0.50m S, giving an irregular shape in plan.  The NE extension was to assess the 
continuation of wall {0325}, whilst in the SW this was to further examine the cobbled surfaces 
encountered in Sondages 12 and 13. 
 

 
 

Plate 64: Sondage 14 during excavation looking SW;  
sondage 12 lies beyond, with Sondage 1 to its left (covered by a board) (Photograph 1508) 

 
b.  Description  
 
As with Sondages 12 and 13, Sondage 14 contained a large number of deposits and contexts, but the 
stratigraphic matrix was comparatively simple with the relationships between the relevant features 
clear (see Appendix J). 
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As across much of the site, the most recent series of deposits encountered were the drainage network 
(007) with associated cut [0161] and fill (0162).  These deposits are the same as those encountered 
across the site and was located running W-E across the N annex to Sondage 14. 
 
This feature cut through (064), the charnel-rich deposit encountered across this area of the site and 
hand-excavated in its entirety prior to excavation of Sondage 14 because of the high density of human 
remains.  The matrix of (064) was a moderate to firmly compact mid grey brown fine grain sandy silt 
and clay abundant in small to medium fractured angular stones and archaeological debris, and 
extended to a depth of c.0.10m. 
 
As in neighbouring Sondage 12 to the W, the next series of deposits were all associated with the 
insertion of the ‘robber trench’ [0615].  In Sondage 12 this W-E aligned cut was deep and had 
removed almost all of {0580}, but in Sondage 14 the feature did not stretch E across the whole of the 
trench, appearing in the E facing section as quite shallow and petering out before reaching the W 
facing section.  In Sondage 14 the sides of [0615] were more gradually inclined and the base gently 
concave.  The primary fill of [0615] was (0492), followed by (0471), (0494) and (0445).  (0492) 
consisted of mid-softly compact orange grey brown silty clay with 30-40% large angular stones.  
(0471) was firm orange brown sandy clay with charcoal flecks.  (0494) was a loosely compact pale 
yellow mortar rich silty sand with >50% angular stone inclusions.  The final deposit within [0615] and 
located directly beneath (064), was (0445) – a firmly compact dark brown grey clay silt with <5% 
small angular stones in its make up. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 34: E facing section of Sondage 14 showing the ‘robber trench’ [0615] terminating on wall 
{0580} (Drawing 290) 
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Plate 65: N facing section of Sondage 14 (Photograph 1608) 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 35: N facing section of Sondage 14.  The break represents a 0.50m ‘step’ in the sondage, with 
the segment on the right stepped back (Drawing 291) 

 
The uppermost pre-existing deposit impacted by the [0615] cut was (0493).  This was a layer of 
loosely compact brown red silty sand abundant in sub-rounded cobbles consisting of c.50% of the 
whole.  The deposit sloped from S to N had a depth of 0.15-0.35m.  This lay atop (0556), another S-N 
sloping deposit of firm mid brown grey slightly clay sand incorporating 40% of angular cobbles.  
Below (0556) was (0557), this too a S-N sloping fairly loose dark grey brown clay silty sand abundant 
in angular and sub-angular stones.  It overlay (0678) at its N end, this a metalled surface of sub-
rounded cobbles approximately 0.06-0.12m in depth.  This cobbling abutted wall {0580}, the latter 
running approximately WNW-ESE on a parallel course with the {017} wall line further to the S.  
{0580} consisted of lime mortar bonded, irregular sandstone blocks, 0.80m in width and with a 
surviving height of 0.30-0.58m, running WNW-ESE across Sondage 14.  About seven stone courses 
survived, all roughly finished.  This wall sat directly atop a deposit of firmly compact lime mortar 
(0679/0581), a possible construction surface associated with {0580}.  This deposit measured 0.07-
0.13m in depth.   
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These features cut through (0684) – a metalled surface of sub-rounded cobbles of c.0.02-0.10m in 
diameter.  Stratigraphically beneath (0684) was (0688).  This was a deposit hard against (0581) and 
slightly overlying (0558) to the S.  (0688) was moderately compact mid grey brown sandy silt with 
40% small sub-angular and rounded stone inclusions.  (0558) is firm red orange brown clay silt with 
frequent angular stone inclusions of diameter 0.05-0.20m, c.30% of the total.  (0558) overlay (0700), a 
further metalled surface of drystone sub-rounded cobbles of 0.02-0.10m in diameter.  (0700) was 
pressed into (0713) – a moderate to firm compacted off white mortar rich gritty sand with c.20% small 
stone inclusions and a variable depth of 0.05-0.10m.  This deposit did not run up to {0580}, but 
stopped c.0.80m to the S.  It overlay (0719), a moderately compact deposit of dark grey brown clay silt 
with occasional small sub-rounded stones and a variable depth of between 0.01 and 0.05m.  Beneath 
(0719) was the last episode of cobbling or metalling excavated in Sondage 14.  (0720) was a surface of 
sub-angular stones of approximately 0.03-0.10m in diameter.  Beneath (0719), (0754) was a firmly 
compact mid light yellow brown silty clay with occasional small to medium sub-angular stones and 
flecks of charcoal. 
 
c.  Summary and Discussion 
 
On the whole the deposits within Sondage 14 mirrored and confirmed those within the other 
investigative slots – predominantly Sondages 12 and 13W.  As discussed in relation to Sondage 12, 
[0615] and associated contexts represent a ‘robber trench’ dug to take and re-use the stone from wall 
{0580}. 
 
{0580} formed the N boundary of the sunken road, with {017} replicating this role to the S.  {0580} 
itself differs from {017} in width, but also that it appears to be secondary to the initial phases of 
metalling; it may have been erected as a retaining wall when the roadway surfacing was successively 
raised.  No cut as such was visible for {0580}, but it was clear that one must have existed as the shape 
of underlying (0581) indicates it set within a linear cut after having been poured.  This liquid mortar 
would have been poured within the construction cut to form a base for {0580} to be built atop, 
allowing (0581) to set around the new wall.  However the cut had been obliterated above this point by 
subsequent deposits and the ‘robber trench’ [0615].   
 

 
 

Plate 66: View of {0580} looking N.  Note the mortar (0581/0679) lying atop the primary cobbling 
layer (0700) (Photograph 1462) 
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It was apparent that {0580} was constructed after the sunken roadway was already in use.  There were 
metalled surfaces such as (0720) which clearly underlay the bottom course of {0580} and are located 
on a level where (0581) filled the construction cut discussed above.  This raised two possibilities.  It is 
possible that the construction of {0580} was undertaken in order to replace a pre-existing wall which 
had become unstable or unfit for purpose.  There was however, no direct evidence for this earlier wall.  
It could also be argued that no wall existed prior to the erection of {0580}.  The natural topography 
slopes down to the N and E and the trackway was clearly cut deeply into the natural on its S side, with 
{017} required to retain this face and prevent collapse.  Initially the ground to the N may not have 
required much support, and perhaps it was not until continued use and development on the site caused 
ground levels to raise that {0580} was required for retaining after the placement of metalled surface 
(0684).  Subsequent surfaces were installed after {0580} was in position.   
 
The irregular and S-N sloping nature of (0493), (0556) and (0557) indicate these to be levelling 
deposits from work undertaken to the S, pushed into the sunken trackway in order to level it at the 
same height as the cemetery area.  This must have occurred prior to the construction of the 1642 
building.   
 
Subsequent deposits can be correlated with those in other Sondages.  (0679) is equated with (0581) in 
Sondage 12.  The red mortar-rich deposit (0558) was the easily recognisable deposit visible across the 
investigative slots into the trackway.  This could be equated with (0210), (0585) and (0588).  
Identification of (0558) permits the associating of further deposits.  (0700) was tentatively equated to 
(0159), (0559), (0700) and (0741).  (0560) was roughly akin to (0160), (0668), (0720) and possibly 
(0385).   
 

 
 

Plate 67: View directly onto cobbled surface (0700) (Photograph 1517) 
 
(0688) was interpreted as a deposit filling the ‘gutter’ at edge of {0580}.  (0754) was recorded as re-
deposited natural, but in all likelihood was actual in situ natural subsoil (0146).  Those marks recorded 
as flecks of charcoal may be degraded stone and iron panning. 
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vii.  Sondage  15  
 
a.  Strategy  
 
Sondage 15 was the last to be opened on the site and was begun initially on 15/09/10 as a 1m2 box 
section aligned N-S at the point where the E end of wall {017} terminated in the large N-S aligned 
service trench [0418/025), this in the mid area of the NCA.  This wall did not continue E of this 
disturbance, appearing as robbed of all stone in Sondage 1.  By placing a small sondage at the last 
point this was visible, it was hoped to gather as much information relating to the wall as possible by 
viewing it at its surviving deepest point. 
 
b.  Description  
 
After machine removal of the (002) overburden, stratigraphically the most recent deposit encountered 
was the fill of the large N-S aligned tunnel service trench that cuts the site in two.  This was located 
across the E edge of Sondage 15.  Numbered (025), this was a modern deposit of moderate to firmly 
compact mottled dark black and red brown clay, sand and type one hardcore mixed with occasional 
modern detritus.  This deposit was of undetermined depth and filled the N-S service cut [0418], likely 
repeatedly used and stretching the width of Old College Quad, with a width of c.3m.  Alongside this, 
was a functioning lead water pipe aligned NNW-SSE, possibly running into [0418] thus subsequently 
following its route S.  The cut for this pipe was [0731], the pipe itself (0733) and the backfilled 
material (0732).  [0731] had steep, concave sides with a flat base, while (0732) was mixed orange 
brown and dark grey brown clay, silt and sand with occasional small to medium stone inclusions. 
 
 

 
 

Plate 68: Post-excavation view of Sondage 15 looking W.  Note cobbled surface (0160) to the right 
and W-E wall {017} cut by service trenches [0731] and [0418] 
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[0731] cut through (0747), the most recent archaeological deposit surviving in the Sondage.  (0747) 
was moderately compact dark brown grey silt with abundant small to medium stones (largest 
measuring 0.15m by 0.17m by 0.07m), bone and occasional sherds of pottery.  It was 0.21m deep.  
Beneath this was (0746) a 0.17m deep deposit of moderate to hard compacted mottled brown grey silt 
clay with flecks of stone and charcoal visible throughout.  This too was rich in charnel material and 
pottery fragments.  (0746) directly overlay a rough cobbled or metalled surface synonymous with 
(0159) from Sondage 2.  In turn beneath (0159), was the surface (0160) from Sondage 2.  Both lay 
within possible cut [0758].   
 
(0746) abutted cemetery wall {017} to the S, but as in other sondages across site and Sondage 1, there 
was no direct physical relationship between {017} and (0159/0160).  A space of undisturbed natural 
material (0146) measuring c0.35m in width and with a level surface separated the two and no cut for 
{017} was visible within this (rather {017} had been built directly upon its surface).  However S of 
{017}, a cut was visible, [0570], with (0569) noticeable as the backfilled material within.  Likely to be 
re-deposited natural, (0569) was moderately compact orange mid brown sandy clay and, alongside 
{017}, filled the entirety of construction cut [0570] – up to 0.25m in depth.  {017} survived to four 
short courses in Sondage 15 (0.33m in height).  The {017} walling gradually reduced further W, to 
one course in Sondage 2, and disappearing altogether not long afterwards.  It was a lime-bonded 
rubble wall of irregular and roughly worked and faced stones a varying sized, 0.55m wide and 
surviving to 8m length visible above ground (i.e. W of (025/0418]).   
 
c.  Summary and Discussion 
 
Sondage 15 confirmed the findings from Sondage 2 whilst providing a better analysis of the boundary 
wall of the cemetery and sunken road {017}.  As in Sondage 2, no cut was visible to the N of {017}, 
but in Sondage 15 this was detected to the S of the wall.  The [0570] construction cut was dug into the 
side of the natural slope, providing the flat surface of the sunken roadway initially metalled by (0160).  
Wall {017} was constructed and the space between the wall and the surface of the natural subsoil 
(0146) to the S backfilled with re-deposited material (0569). 
 
The placement of {017} slightly set apart from the cobbled surface corresponded to evidence from 
elsewhere (see NCA Sondage 2, NCA Sondage 13W etc.) and the existence of two deposits above the 
bottom sets of cobbles (0159) and (0160), illustrated the effect of landscaping with only one deposit 
visible in Sondage 2 to the W, and significantly more in the sondages to the E.  Indeed it is highly 
likely that (0746) was in actual fact the same as (0122) noted in Sondage 2; the placement and 
descriptions of the deposits are so similar this seems almost certain.  The equivalent of (0747) will 
have been landscaped away within Sondage 2 and could not be tied in with any accuracy to those 
deposits in sondages to the E.  (0747) may be a relatively localised build-up of material. 
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4.4.  North-East Area (NEA) (See figure 19) 
 
a.  Footings of the NE corner stair (1830s) and associated features 
 
The initial mechanical removal of (002) in the NEA uncovered little of obvious archaeological 
interest.  However, soon revealed set into the NE corner of the Quad was a further example of William 
Playfair’s corner stair foundations, the stair superstructure having been demolished in the mid-20th 
century.  The foundations for this stair were assigned contexts {086} - {089} and {0169} relating to 
its constituent parts, but for present purposes they are grouped as {086}.   
 
The foundations on the whole were much deeper and thus better preserved than those elsewhere on 
site.  This depth was undoubtedly the result of their construction upon the backfilled loose demolition 
material (0405) and (0406) at this end of the Quad, whilst both {003} in the NW corner and {011} in 
the SW were constructed onto the firm underlying natural (0146) to one degree or another.  {0248} in 
the SEA, whilst more substantial than {003}, was still not as well preserved as {086}.  {086} followed 
the pattern in plan of {003} (see Section 4.2, c.) and was constructed of large, lime mortar bonded 
blonde and red sandstone blocks surviving to three courses in height.  These were of varying shapes 
and sizes and the whole foundation measures 4.2m NE- SW by c.5m NW-SE.  
 
A curious feature was located running off the front, W corner of these stair foundations.  {090} was 
initially assumed to be a stone-lined drain, yet excavation revealed it to be a single course of flat, lime 
mortar bonded square to rectangular sandstone slabs running W from this corner (see plate 69).  The 
feature seemed to abut {086} and was of unknown function.  On site it was hypothesised that these 
may have represented the foundations of a sweeping balustrade, similar to that which Playfair 
constructed either side of the Quadrangle entrance pend, but no further evidence came to light to 
suggest this was planned or executed.  It seems unlikely that this would have had anything to do with 
drainage due to its height in the Quad, whilst the fact it abutted {086} would seem to rule out any 
interpretation as part of the temporary stairs installed in the late 1820s. 
 
Both of the features described overlay above the levelling and demolition material of the late 1820s 
and obviously post-date that event.  Localised deeper level assessment of the footings of {086} 
revealed pre-existing upstanding walls and features beneath.  These were defined and properly 
recorded in investigative slots, Sondage 7 and Sondage 9. 
 

 
Plate 69: View looking E to {086} with linear feature 
{090} visible running W-E in the foreground 

 
Plate 70: Post-excavation shot looking SW of 
{086}.  Note the existence of {0473} – the E 
wall of the 1617 building visible beneath 

{086}  
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i.  Sondage  7  
 
a.  Strategy  
 
The cartographic and pictorial evidence indicated the location of the re-entrant between the western 
frontage of the 1617 building and the S wall of the 1642 library range.  Sondage 7 was placed in the 
NE area, aligned N-S immediately E of the existing Playfair NE stairs in order to examine this 
intersection.  Initially measuring 6m N-S by 2m W-E, subsequent discoveries led to the trench being 
extended westwards at its S end. 
 
b.  Description  
 
The make up of the E end of the site after the removal of (002) was very different from that of the 
western parts of the site.  Here there were no natural clays visible, re-deposited or otherwise and the 
deposits had the appearance of backfilled material - (0405).   
 
Two service trenches were visible cutting through the topmost deposit of (0406).  Both the ubiquitous 
drainage system (007) and a lead water pipe (0587) were present, with the latter being the most recent.  
The SSE-NNW aligned lead water pipe (0587) was live and identifiable with one found in the SE 
sector of the site – (0573).  [0446] was the cut for (0587).  With a surface width of 0.50m and steep, 
almost vertical sides [0446] had a concave base and a variable depth up to 0.45m; the pipe itself lay at 
0.35m in Sondage 7.  The backfilled material consisted of moderately compacted dark brown grey silt 
with c.20% small to medium stone inclusions.  The maroon red, segmented stone-ware drain (007) 
was present running NW-SE across the N of the sondage and running W-E across the S.  This W-E 
aligned drain was part of the main line across the site, while the NW-SE alignment was a spur running 
to drains at the perimeter of the court.  The cut of (007) was [0161] with the fill of (0162).   
 
These deposits were cut through (0406) – a fairly compact mottled dark grey and black silt with 
around 15% small to medium stone inclusions.  (0406) overlay a ‘cundy’, or stone-lined drain {0374}.  
{0374} was constructed of sandstone slabs bonded by lime mortar and aligned NW-SE.  It was cut 
through to the W by [0161/007) and thus incomplete.  This was laid into a construction cut [0657] – 
NW-SE aligned linear with vertical sides, and a flat base.  The deposit backfilled around {0374} and 
within [0657] was a loose to moderately compact light yellow sandy silt consisting of c.15% small to 
medium stones. 
 
The ‘cundy’ drain {0374/0657] was cut into a very substantial layer of mortar rich loose to moderately 
compact yellow to mid brown sandy silt with frequent small to large stones.  1.02m deep at its deepest 
point, (0405) filled much of Sondage 7.  It clearly represented the destruction and levelling material 
from a major episode of demolition – likely that of the 1617 building that occupied much of the area, 
demolished c1827. 
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Figure 36: Post-excavation plan of Sondage 7 (Drawing 203) 
 

Directly overlain by (0405) were a number of features and deposits of which were not related 
stratigraphically.  These will be described in relation to the W-E running 1642 library wall {0640}, the 
N-S running 1617 building wall {0373/0375} and a cross-wall within the 1617 library, aligned W-E in 
the N half of Sondage 7, {0376} (figure 36).  These features will be described here in the context of 
the sondage but will be described more generally below (see Appendix J). 
 
The {0373/375} wall was N-S orientated and constructed of varied rectangular blocks of red sandstone 
bonded by lime mortar.  It has a plaster finish on the N facing side, indicating this to be the interior of 
the structure.  {0376} was a cross wall, built after {0373/375} and abutting it on its E facing side, with 
the facing plaster of {0373/375} visible between the two.   
 

 
 

Plate 71: E facing section of Sondage 7 showing the {0376} walling abutting {0373/0375}.  Note build 
up of demolition material (0405) and atop this (0406) (Photograph 1180) 
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{0376} was constructed of varied blocks of sandstone bonded by lime mortar, with a width of 0.41m 
and a visible depth of >0.40m – at least two courses.  {0640} also abutted {0373/375}, running W-E 
into its W-facing side, and was at one point tied in; however {0640} was certainly secondary.  The 
wall {0640} itself is orientated W-E and was also constructed of varied sandstone blocks bonded with 
lime mortar.  It preserved the plastered lower ingo area of a window opening, this splaying to the 
interior to the N.  {0640} abuts, and is clearly cut into, {0375}. 
 

 
 

Plate 72: View W across SW area of Sondage 7 showing the {0640} wall footing (right, beneath the 
pipe) and the (0372) paving, (left) (Photograph 1180) 

 
In the SW corner of the trench, S of wall {0640}, was revealed a cobbled surface edged to the E and N 
with a band of flagstones, (0372).  (0372) abutted both{0373} (the 1617 building wall) to the E and 
the {0640} 1642 library wall to the N.  These continued both W and S into the respective sections, but 
are cut to the N by [0161/007).  There were two full flagstones revealed within the trench area, these 
measuring 0.56m by 0.51m and orientated W-E, with a third visible disappearing into the W section.  
The cobbles were located to the S of these flags and consist of a series of rough angular cobbled stones 
disappearing into the N facing section.  {0372} lay atop (0670), a hard, dark grey clay.   
 
N and atop {0640}, yet stratigraphically unrelated to (0372), was (0442).  (0442) was a loosely 
compact white brown deposit of crushed mortar and plaster abundant with chunks of painted plaster, 
varying in size.  Beneath this two deposits were revealed, neither with any relationship to the other.  
Directly atop {0640}, (0469) was a spread of loose compacted crushed pink sandstone filling an area 
within {0640} that would have originally been the window ingo.  The second deposit to the N of 
{0640} and abutting it, was a loosely compact mottled black and grey, ashy silty charcoal rich deposit, 
abundant in fragments of charcoal and occasional small stones – (0470).  (0470) was 0.05m deep and 
overlay (0542) the fill of a cut [0541].  (0542) was a hard compacted dark brown re-deposited clay 
with occasional small to medium stones.  This was the fill of the construction cut for the wall [0541], 
but little more can be said about [0541] as it remained unexcavated.   
 
E of {0375} and beneath (0405) was a series of deposits which cannot be related to those W of the 
wall.  Midway along Sondage 7 lay {0376}, an W-E aligned cross wall inserted into the 1617 building 
after the construction of the outer wall {0375}; it abutted the plastered wall face of the earlier wall.  
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The deposits N and S of {0376} were markedly different. 
 
N of {0376} and E of {0375} a well stratified sequence of deposits was encountered.  The first deposit 
beneath (0405) was (0411), a loosely compact light to dark grey ashy silt mottled with specks of a 
whiter hue, occasional small stone inclusions and a depth of 0.02-0.03m.  This lay above (0476), a 
0.05m deep moderately compact white brown crushed mortar consisting of c.15% small fragments of 
mortar.  Beneath (0476) was (0475), a moderately compact dark grey black charcoal rich silt with 
occasional flecks of stone and fragments of red bricks.  Stratigraphically the next two deposits (0478) 
and (0479) seemed to be contemporary with one another.  (0478) was a loosely compact deposit of off 
white crushed plaster with frequent fragments of painted plaster 0.07m deep.  Further dimensions are 
unrealised.  It merged with (0479), a loosely compact pink crushed sandstone and silt with very 
frequent small to medium sandstone fragment inclusions.  These account for <20% of the total.  The 
next deposit visible was (0480), a fairly loose grey silty sand with around 5% small stone inclusions, 
0.06m at its deepest point.  This overlay (0481), a loose orange brown silty sand of c.0.01m depth, 
above (0482).  (0482) was a loosely compact pink sandy silt with c.10% of small stone inclusions.   
 
S of {0376} and E of {0375} two contemporary, or near contemporary deposits were revealed below 
(0405).  (0407) covered almost the whole of the area S of {0376}, yet petered out just S of that wall.  
(0407) was a loose compacted dark grey sandy silt with occasional small stones and fragments of lime 
mortar 0.03-0.04m in depth.  (0408) was a thin deposit, moderately loose compacted dark grey black 
ash and charcoal with flecks of slate and lumps frequent lumps of charcoal, that runs W-E alongside 
{0376}.  (0408) extended to an area of 0.20m S from {0376}, before tapering to a finish without 
reaching (0407).  In the small space between the two deposits (0409) was visible beneath.  (0409) was 
a loosely compacted orange brown silt sand of 0.01m depth.  Beneath this lay (0647), a hard, light red 
grey clay including c.10% small stones.  This deposit had a depth of 0.14m; a series of three W-E 
aligned linear indentations cut across it at regular intervals – sockets for earth-fast beams supporting 
floor boarding.  Directly beneath (0647) was (0410), a loosely compact light red sandy silt with 
occasional flecks of stone that covers the whole of the area S of {0376} and E of {0375}. 
 
Because of limited space and safety constraints at this depth only a small slot was excavated in the 
middle of the area S of {0376} and E of {0375} into underlying levels.  The deposits encountered 
therein were sufficiently far away that no direct relationship was discernable with {0376}.  The first 
deposit visible beneath (0410) was (0617) and subsequently (0618).  (0617) was a moderately compact 
off-white mortar deposit of 0.08m depth and 0.06m width running N-S alongside {0375}.  Beneath 
this was a hard dark grey clay with 10% small to medium stones.  The extent of this layer was not 
defined, however reached a depth of 0.70m, the base of the slot terminating at the natural subsoil 
(0146). 
 
{0373} was another number assigned to {0375} and the two numbers are synonymous.  The cut for 
{0375}, [0564] was not visible in Sondage 7, but the base of it was encountered beneath (0618) in the 
small exploratory slot.  Thus it is known it was c.0.80m deep, but little else could be deduced. 
 
c.  Summary and Discussion 
 
The actual stratigraphy in most of Sondage 7 was uncomplicated and in terms of excavated volume 
consisted mainly of a large demolition deposit (0405).  This deposit was mirrored in other areas of the 
site and can be equated with (0472) in Sondage 9, (0337/0317) in Sondage 11.  (0405) was mortar rich 
and consisted of debris from the demolition of the actual buildings on site themselves.  In this area this 
could be dated relatively securely on the basis of historical information to c1827.  (0186) in Sondages 
2 and 4 and (0318) in Sondage 3 have the same appearance and function, but as it is known the 1617 
and 1642 buildings were demolished at different times, it is unlikely these deposits are concurrent with 
(0405).  The ‘cundy’ drain {0374} cutting through this deposit was part of the network of such drains 
(including {010}, {045} and {008}) inserted by Playfair post-1830.  Above this (0406) must represent 
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a minor levelling phase undertaken at some point since 1830, whilst the drainage scheme (007/0161] 
visible across the site is accepted as late Victorian.  This leaves the installation of the lead water pipe 
(0587) which can only be taken as having occurred since (007) and still provides water into the Quad. 
 
Wall {0373/0375} formed part of the W wall and principal frontage (as originally built) of the 1617 
building and is contiguous with {0241/0258} in Sondage 11.  {0376} was a later addition as a cross-
wall dividing the interior into separate chambers; the wall seemed too substantial to have acted 
primarily as a sleeper wall for floor timbers and, indeed, retained plastered faces on either side.  Either 
side of {0376}, beneath (0405) the occupational deposits were of varying character.  The initial 
deposits encountered, (0407) and (0411) may have been synonymous, as were (0409) and (0481).  
(0647) was a re-deposited clay floor surface with the series of W-E linear beam slots representing the 
existence of floor joists indented into the surface.  N of {0375} there was nothing similar to this, yet 
the deposit beneath (0647), (0410) matched that visible to the N – (0482).  This seemed a little 
problematic, but not impossible to accept.  If it is assumed (0482) and (0410) are the same, and (0481) 
and (0409) are the same, then how does a floor surface (0647) become inserted between them S of 
wall {0375}, but not N of it.  (0647), the surface in question, was a permanent fixture, displaying the 
existence of floor timbers.  It can only be suggested that a similar surface may have been excavated or 
removed from N of {0375} prior to the deposition of (0482/0409). 
 
The small investigative slot dug into the base of Sondage 7 did not reveal the limit of [0564], the cut 
for the {0373/0375} wall, but after removal of (0618), this was found to be grounded on natural 
(0146).  This indicates the existence of [0564], but little more than this other than its depth – perhaps 
the structure had been built up upon a broad platform terraced into the natural slope at this point.  
(0618) was the makeup above [0564] and, with the other deposit encountered in this slot, (0617) 
accepted as relating to the construction of {0375}. 
 

  
 

Plate 73: S facing section of investigative slot 
through (0618) (Photograph 1371) 

 
Plate 74: W facing elevation of {0375} in 
investigative slot placed through (0618) 

(Photograph 1372) 
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{0640} was the S wall of the 1642 building (for further discussion see Section 4.8, v., a.), built onto 
the 1617 building to enclose the N side of the High College court.  Sondage 7 confirmed the exact 
location of this junction.  The earliest records of the 1617 building illustrate the existence of the 
sunken courtyard located to its W, but it is not clear whether this was constructed with the 1617 
building, or when the 1642 library was erected.  Regardless Sondage 7 revealed the very well 
preserved cobbles and flags of this courtyard area (0372), and these were further revealed when the 
rest of this area was stripped. 
 
ii.  Sondage  9  
 
a.  Strategy  
 
It was hoped Sondage 9 would reveal the E wall of the 1617 building, following up on preliminary 
work undertaken in the NE corner of the site and confirm the extent of the structure.  Due to the 
logistics of the site, the sondage was placed in the only available place this could be done, midway 
along the E perimeter of the NE area, directly below the existing parapet.  The sondage had the 
additional advantage of analysing the linear disturbances visible within the cobbling (085).  Sondage 9 
measured 3.5m W-E by 2m N-S. 
 
b.  Description  
 
As with many of the sondages opened across the site, the initial contexts encountered in Sondage 9 
related to drainage networks placed post-1830s.  After removal of (002), a cobbled surface (085) was 
encountered.  This was reasonably roughly constructed, with some cobbles roughly triangular in shape 
in order to fit them in spaces.  The whole area of (085) measured >5m N-S by c.3.5m W-E.  (085) lay 
atop (0648), a firmly compacted lime mortar and loose stone deposit of 0.10m depth.  It was clear that 
something had disturbed (085) and (0648), with a track of mixed soil visible running NE-SW across 
the cobbled area.  Excavation through this revealed the disturbance to be part of the drainage system 
(007).  Aligned NE-SW across the W end of Sondage 10, the red salt glazed piping of the drainage 
network (007) was encountered within cut [0161] and the surrounding backfilled material (0162).   
 
At the E end of the sondage, aligned N-S was a stone lined drain, or ‘cundy’ {0474}.  {0474} was a 
particularly impressive ‘cundy’ of large, rectangular stone slabs, well tooled with sharp corners and 
bonded by lime mortar.  The slabs forming the base of the ‘cundy’ were tooled to form a concave 
channel.  {0474} lay within [0650], a cut of c.1m width with angled sides, a flat base and a depth of 
1m.  The backfilled material around the drain was (0649), a loosely compacted white grey crushed 
lime mortar silt abundant in angular stones.  {0474} was no longer functioning and within was (0563), 
an accumulated deposit of heavy black silt. 
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Plate 75: Well-tooled stone-lined drain {0474} (Photograph 

1235) 

 
Plate 76: Well-tooled stone-lined 
drain {0474} (Photograph 1422) 

 
 
{0474} was cut through (0472), a loosely compact grey to light brown yellow mortar-rich silt 
abundant in angular stones and fragments of lime mortar with a depth of up to 0.70m.  At the E end of 
the trench removal of (0472) revealed a substantially constructed N-S aligned wall {0473}, certainly 
the E wall of the 1617 building.  However, stratigraphically beneath (0472) lay (0651), a firmly 
compacted layer of dark grey gritty silt with areas of a reddish hue and mortar, small stones and flecks 
of charcoal.  This lay atop a firmly compact red brown silty sand with large sub-angular stones and 
occasional thin lenses of white gritty mortar material.  This was (0588) and had a depth of 0.16m.   
 
Due to the depth of Sondage 9, a small exploratory slot was excavated against wall {0473}, hoping to 
reveal more of its character and depth.  The excavation went down through (0739), a firmly compacted 
brown to yellow brown clay abundant in medium to large angular stone inclusions.  This deposit was 
c.1m deep, and it became clear after removal of (0739), that it was the fill of [0763], the construction 
cut for {0473}.  {0473} was a stepped foundation constructed from angular and rectangular sandstone 
blocks bonded with lime mortar.  Aligned N-S, only the W face of the wall was visible in Sondage 9 
and thus the full extent remains unknown.  The construction cut [0763] was not clear and only visible 
in a small section at the base of the slot.  However what was clear was that near the limit of 
excavation, [0763] cut through a cobbled floor surface (0740).  (0740) was a rough surface of stones 
bonded with clay, 0.20m deep. 
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Plate 77: Post-excavation shot of Sondage 9 

looking W (Photograph 1505) 

 
Plate 78: Pre-excavation shot of the W half of 

(085) (Photograph 133) 

 
 
c.  Summary and Discussion 
 
The first archaeological deposit of importance, cobbled surface (085) was of considerable interest.  
The level of the cobbles and the fact they overly the remains of the 1617 building clearly indicates that 
these must post-date the lowering of the courtyard in 1829.  The earliest recorded pictures of Old 
College Quad dating to around 1900, show the ground surface to consist of gravel much the same as 
that which was removed and recorded as (001) and (002).  This leaves a roughly seventy-year window 
for the cobbled sets to have been in place and then become disused.  It is possible these cobbles were 
part of the original design, forming a cobbled area behind the sweeping ballustraded carriageway of 
Playfair’s entrance.  If this was the case, it may just be over time they have become gravelled over, 
although the existence of the hardcore build up material (002) renders this interpretation problematic.  
This leaves the possibility that these cobbles relate to the short period of 1829-1833, between the 
lowering of the ground level and the eventual agreement on the insertion of the staircases and 
gravelled surface.  This period was a curious hiatus caused by difficulties in securing funding and the 
newly lowered Quad remained unpaved and with temporary staircases providing access to the higher 
level.26  It is thus possible to deduce that these cobbles may be a survival of an undocumented area of 
paving, inserted near the entrance, possibly to provide access to these temporary stairways during this 
hiatus in construction.  (0648) was the bedding material for the cobbles. 
 
 

                                                 
26 Fraser 1989, 264 
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The stone-lined drain {0474} was part of a wider series of such features found elsewhere in the Quad, 
including {010} and {045}.  Much more finely and solidly constructed built than the others, these 
were confined solely to the corners of the existing courtyard and it is clear in both the NW and SW 
areas that this set of stone-lined drains pre-dates those (including {010}, {045} and {0374}) inserted 
by Playfair post-1832.  As discussed above, {0474} et al follow the shape of the current edifice on site 
and it could thus be deduced that these may be stone-lined drains inserted by Robert Adam in the late 
18th century, on a grander scale than the later equivalents as the financial difficulties had not yet 
begun to dog the project. 
 
(0472) was synonymous with (0405) in Sondage 7 - a large levelling deposit of demolition rubble, 
built up after (and from) the destruction of the 1617 library building in c1827.  Beneath this lay in situ 
archaeological occupation deposits. 
 
(0651) was interpreted as a floor surface, whilst the underlying (0588) was also interpreted this way.  
As discussed previously (0588) was a very important levelling deposit for phasing the sunken 
trackway as encountered on the site further W, and allows layers of metalling to be associated. 
 
The exploratory slot revealed (0739) to be the backfilled material within/upon the construction cut 
[0763] for the visible wall foundation {0473}.  {0473} was the E wall of the 1617 building and thus 
contemporary, and in all probability the same as, {0375} visible in Sondage 7. 
 
It had been expected to find the remains of the 1617 building within Sondage 7, but the appearance of 
cobbled surface (0740) pre-dating this was unexpected.  Unfortunately the deposit was encountered at 
the limit of safe excavation and could not be explored further.  The nature and location of (0740) 
makes it possible that this represented a continuation of the metalled sunken trackway noted to the W 
in Sondage 13W, 14, 12, 1, 15 and the NW area.  Unfortunately without further excavation it was 
impossible to deduce which of the contexts assigned elsewhere may be the equivalent of (0740). 
 
iii.  Sondage  13  
 
a.  Strategy  
 
Sondage 13 was originally planned to straddle a section of early walling {026} revealed following the 
initial cleaning of the site following removal of the (002) overburden in the area a little to the S of the 
NE Playfair staircase.  It was intended to assess its survival whilst investigating an apparent 
construction break and change in build in it to the N, and nature of the surviving deposits on either 
side.  The sondage was to be a large one, with a mechanical excavator reducing an area 4m by 4m E of 
the wall onto a roughly level well preserved cobbled surface.  W of the wall was the series of deposits 
located beneath the charnel layer (064) and an area of 4m N-S by 1m W-E was excavated.  These were 
already under investigation at their W end through Sondage 12, but it was felt understanding could be 
enhanced by further reduction here, whilst providing a view of the wall itself and look for any visible 
construction cut.  As a result of this E-W division of the Sondage by {026}, deposition on either side 
of the Sondage was categorised differently: Sondage 13W for the deposits W of the wall, and Sondage 
13E for those excavated to the cobbled surface E of the {026}. 
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Plate 79: Mid-excavation shot of 
Sondage 13W looking N 

 
Plate 80: Post-excavation view of Sondage 13E looking W 

towards {026} 

 
 
b.  Description  -  General  
 
{026} consisted of a grey and red sandstone, lime mortar bound N-S aligned structure of 0.72-0.79m 
in width.  Revealed to a depth of 1.13-0.95m, {026} was markedly different on each of its facing 
sides.  The E facing side in Sondage 13E was of dressed stones, a view meant to be seen.  In sharp 
contrast the W facing side visible in Sondage 13W was very rough and unfinished, with a marked 
overhang on the top courses – evidently the structure was intended to retain higher ground to the W.  
The change in the character of the walling towards its N end mentioned above, was revealed to have 
been a secondary wall section built against the surviving N end of the existing {026}.  This walling 
was of pale lime mortar bonded sandstone blocks, only 0.48m wide but continued the line of {026} for 
a further 1.38m.  It was assigned the number {0632}, it was not visible within the limits of Sondage 
13E due to disturbance from later services.  This wall continued to form the E limit of 13W when this 
was further extended N.   
 
c.   Sondage 13W 
 
The archaeology in Sondage 13W was complex and difficult to interpret, but due to the analysis of 
neighbouring Sondages 1, 12 and 14 in the NCA, Sondage 13W is now suitably understood. 
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Plate 81: View from the E looking into Sondage 13W.  Note the complexity of the stratigraphy and 
layers of cobbles/metalling (Photograph 1716) 

 
The first deposit removed in Sondage 13W was (064).  This was the charnel-rich moderate to firm 
mid-grey/red brown clay silt with a depth of c.0.10m.  This was removed by hand prior to the 
commencement of Sondage 13W due to the high volume of human bone contained therein.   
 
The N end of the trench uncovered service trench [0161/007) – stratigraphically the most recent 
deposit/feature in Sondage 13W.  In this exploratory slot the [0161] trench cut was 1.10m deep with 
sharp sides and a flat base.  The maroon slat-glazed segmented pipe (007) was also present.  The 
backfilled material was here assigned the number (0724) as it appeared different from elsewhere on 
site.  Here the fill of [0161] was a loosely compact mid brown sand abundant in large sub-angular and 
angular stones of <0.80m diameter.   
 
Immediately N of (007/0161] and not beneath (064), a series of deposits were present which were not 
visible elsewhere in the trench.  The uppermost of these was (0745), a very loosely compact orange 
brown sand, 0.47m deep and abundant in medium to large sub-angular stone inclusions.  This lay 
directly above (0752).  (0752) was a loosely compacted grey sand of 0.23m depth with frequent 
medium sub-angular stone inclusions.  The final deposit was recorded as (0753); also loosely 
compacted, this consisted of grey brown sand with frequent stone inclusions and demolition rubble.  
(0753) was recorded as having a depth of c.>0.40m. 
 
The S end of Sondage 13W revealed the existence of a series of deposits filling a deep cut [0637] 
running down from the surface of the trench.  The uppermost of these was (0263), a friable mid red 
brown clay silt of c.0.45m depth with frequent small to medium rounded and sub-angular stones, 
occasional charcoal flecks and mortar pieces.  (0263) lay atop (0743) – a loosely compacted very dark 
brown/black clay sand abundant in medium sized sub-angular stones of <0.10m.  (0743) sloped down 
from S-N.  Beneath this was (0744), a moderately compact deposit of mid brown clay sand with 
occasional sub-angular stone inclusions of <0.50m diameter.  (0586) lay below (0743) and consisted 
of loosely compact mottled dark brown/black and red brown clay sand abundant in large sub-angular 
and rounded stones of <1.80m in diameter.  (0586) was the primary fill of cut [0637].  Aligned W-E, 
[0637] had sharp near vertical sides, although to the S this slope levels out slightly two thirds of the 
way down onto a roughly flat base.   
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Across the middle of Sondage 13W, yet not directly affecting either of the series of deposits described 
above, was a confused, mottled and very mixed series of soils of roughly contemporary date.  (0578), 
(0604), (0630), (0631), (0638), (0696) and (0697) were all described as different fills, or had more 
than one number assigned to the same context.  All were accepted as fills of [0759], a linear cut 
containing a disused lead pipe.  [0759] had varying sides and dimensions, more gradual to the W, and 
much steeper to the E.  It had a slightly concave base, a width of c.0.60m and a depth of c.0.60m.   
 
To the S a further deposit was visible, this clearly truncated by [0759].  (0562) comprised the fill of 
[0774], but only the S side of [0774] was visible, recorded as gently sloping and with a flat base.  
(0562) was a loosely compact deposit consisting of 60-70% large pieces of angular slate and the 
remainder of silty sand.  This deposit was 0.60m deep. 
 
[0759] bottomed on its N side against a structure {0725}.  This structure is formed by three lime 
mortar bonded sandstone blocks forming three sides of a square, open to the N and resting atop a thin 
line of cobbles.  The feature is 0.46m in diameter with a depth of 0.38m.   
 

 
 

Plate 82: General view looking N to {0725}.  Note (007) in the foreground (Photograph 1572) 
 
Beneath {0725} was (0714), a moderately compact pale yellow mortar sand, 0.10m deep and forming 
the base of {0725}.  (0715) was located below (0714) and comprises c.0.07m deep firmly compacted 
dark brown sandy clay with occasional mortar fragments and angular and sub-angular stones around 
<0.40m in diameter.  (0716) lay directly below (0715) and consisted of a firmly compacted pale 
orange brown clay sand with large pieces of mortar and occasional small, sub-angular stones.  This 
deposit was >0.18m in depth. 
 
To the S of {0725}, a further set of deposits was visible.  The uppermost (0695) was a moderately 
compact deposit of dark brown sandy clay with occasional angular and sub-angular stone inclusions 
<0.50m in diameter.  (0695) abutted the N-S aligned wall {0632} to the N, and sloped downwards to 
the W.  This overlay (0694), a loosely compact light grey sand with medium stone inclusions <0.90m 
in diameter.  The next deposit was (0693).  Also loosely compacted, (0693) was 0.04m deep and 
consisted of a mid brown loamy sand with very occasional small sub-angular stones of <0.15m 
diameter.  (0692) lay below (0693) and was a spread of loosely compacted brown grey sand, with very 
occasional small stone and mortar fragments.  This deposit was 0.06m deep and located above (0691) 
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– a loose spread of dark brown loamy sand with occasional very small stones and mortar inclusions.  
Located beneath the E end of (0691), (0689) was a small deposit of loose black silt 0.12m wide with a 
depth of 0.12m.  The final deposit above the natural (0146) was (0690).  This consisted of orange 
brown silty sand, 0.11m deep and of moderate compaction. 
 
Both the sets of deposits described above (those beneath and S of {0725}) abut wall {0632} and thus 
lay stratigraphically above this wall.  As already touched upon above, {0632} constitutes a later wall 
built onto the edge of {026} and continuing its line northwards for a further 1.38m.  0.48m wide, 
{0632} comprises lime mortar bonded rectangular sandstone blocks.   
 
The large N-S aligned wall {026} was the next feature in stratigraphic sequence.  This feature 
dominated Sondage 13 as a whole and has been described above.  Most of the deposits recorded W of 
{026} were earlier than this wall, while no context to the E predated {026}.  {026} was constructed 
atop upon the remains of wall {0636} which runs W-E from the junction between {0632} and {026}.  
{0636} consisted of yellow lime mortar bonded sandstone blocks 0.97m in width.  The construction 
cut for this wall was recorded as [0628] while (0629) was interpreted as the backfill of this cut.  [0628] 
was 0.20m wide and 0.55m deep with steep, vertical sides and an irregular base.  (0629) comprised 
moderately compact dark brown clay sand and 10-15% large sub-angular and rounded stones. 
 
The uppermost layer within the complex series of deposits W of {026} was (0742).  Firmly compacted 
dark brown clay sand, (0742) was 0.16m deep by 2.57m N-S and contains frequent medium sized, 
sub-angular and angular stones of <0.12m diameter.  Underlying (0742) was a deposit recorded as 
(0561).  This was a loosely compact dark brown grey clay sand abundant in charcoal and bone 
alongside occasional small sub-angular stones.  (0561) measured 1.57m N-S and is 0.57m deep.  After 
removal of this soil, (0584) became apparent.  This was a moderately compact mid brown/grey clay 
sand, c.0.40m deep at its maximum extent and with frequent medium stone inclusions.  After 
weathering and further scrutiny during the recording process it was noted that (0688) was located 
beneath (0584).  This was not recorded during excavation and as a result all finds form (0688) in 
Sondage 13W were bagged as (0584).  (0688) consisted of mid grey sandy silt of moderate 
compaction and made up of around 40% small sub-angular stones.  The average depth of this deposit 
was 0.20m.  Beneath (0688) was the first noted layer of metalling in Sondage 13W.  (0635) consisted 
of small to medium rough cobbles bonded in areas by a mid brown sandy clay.  Orientated W-E it had 
a depth of c.0.05m, a width of 1.40m and was of unknown length.  (0635) lay directly upon (0663).  
This deposit sloped from N-S and consisted of moderately compact pale yellow/red brown mortar and 
sand with no real inclusions, c.0.10m deep and 1.05m wide.  Beneath this layer was a further metalled 
deposit initially labelled as (0741), but subsequent analysis led to this being re-numbered as (0775).  
This was a rough surface of medium rounded cobbles and small stones, aligned W-E and sloping 
significantly from S-N for c.0.70m before levelling off.  It has a depth of c.0.05m and is set within a 
red brown clay bonding material.  This bonding material was recorded as (0674) and was 0.02m deep 
by 1.23m N-S.   
 
At the S end of the Sondage adjacent to the negative cut feature [0637] described above, a series of 
deposits lay beneath cobbles (0741) and the last cobbled deposit above natural (0668).  These did not 
however extend very far into the sondage, only covering 0.50m N from [0637].  The uppermost 
deposit was (0664).  This was a moderately compact brown grey clay sand, 0.04m deep and directly 
above (0665) – a moderately compact brown grey clay sand with frequent flecks of charcoal 
measuring 0.60m N-S and with a depth of 0.05m.  This deposit overlay a spread of firmly compacted 
orange brown sandy clay; 0.60m N-S by 0.06m deep with occasional small sub-angular stone 
inclusions.  Both (0665) and (0666) abutted a small deposit (0675) that consisted of a moderately 
compact pale yellow sandy lime mortar, 0.40m N-S by a maximum of 0.04m deep.  It directly overlay 
a metalled surface, (0741).  This consisted of a compact layer of medium and small rounded stones, 
aligned W-E for c.1.80m and with a thickness of c. 0.05m.  Stratigraphically the subsequent deposit 
was (0667), lying just S of (0741) directly beneath (0666).  (0667) was a firmly compact deposit of 
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mid brown clay measuring 0.53m N-S by a depth of 0.12m.  It overlapped (0713); a compact deposit 
of light grey yellow white mortar deposit of gritty gravel.  This extended >2.0m N-S, abutting wall 
{0636} and had a maximum depth of c.0.08m with stones from overlying metalled surface (0741) 
pressed down into it.  The final deposit at the base of Sondage 13W was (0668).  This underlay (0713) 
and consisted of a firm surface of sub-rounded cobbles pressed into the natural subsoil (0146).  The 
diameter of the stones varied from 0.04-0.20m although those of 0.10m diameter dominate the 
assemblage.  The deposit covered c.2.50m N-S and had a depth of <0.50m. 
 
d.  Sondage  13E  
 
Excavation of Sondage 13E was markedly different from the W side of {026}.  Initial cleaning post-
removal of (002) revealed a spread of darker soil to the N of what would become Sondage 13E, lying 
atop a lighter deposit.  The darker of these was (0406), a fairly compact mottled dark brown, grey 
black silt with frequent small to medium stone inclusions.  This was the same context visible in 
Sondage 7 just to the NE.  Deposit (0405) was the lighter context visible beneath, and to the S of 
(0406), and this too was recorded in Sondage 7.  (0405) was mortar-rich, loose to moderately compact 
yellow to mid brown sandy silt with frequent small to large stones.  Directly beneath (0405), but 
confined to a N sloping layer along the S side of the sondage, was (0612).  (0612) was a loosely 
compact dark brown friable sand with rare irregular stone inclusions.  It was 0.16m deep, sloping N 
and petering out after 2.25m.  (0612) lay directly atop a cobbled surface (0611). 
 
Upon cleaning the sections and (0611) after the completion of the machine excavation, a number of 
features were noted in the sections.  These were all post-1832 and stratigraphically are the most recent 
events in Sondage 13E.  In the W facing section, two features were visible – ((0605/0606] to the N and 
(0607/0608] to the S), whilst in the NE, an area cut from {026} revealed a further feature – 
(0578/0579].  
 

 
 

Plate 83: W facing section of Sondage 13E showing (0605/0606] (left) and (0607/0608] (right) 
(Photograph 1313) 

 
(0578) was loosely compacted dark brown friable sand loam with very rare small irregular stones.  It 
was the fill of [0579], a seemingly NW-SE aligned cut of 0.75m depth with c.0.79m width, gradual 
sides and a flat base.   
 
(0605) was a loosely compacted dark brown sand with a high percentage of irregular stones.  This was 
the fill of [0606], seemingly W-E aligned cut with sharp, near vertical sides and a roughly undulating 
base sloping N-S.   
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Deposit (0607) to the S of (0605/0606] was a loosely compact dark brown friable sandy silt, with very 
frequent irregular and rounded stones.  It was the fill of [0608] – a seemingly W-E aligned cut, 
(0607/0608] was 0.61m deep and 0.55m wide, with sharp, near vertical sides and a near flat base atop 
cobbles (0611).   
 
The cobbles (0611) were a firmly compacted whinstone surface of regular squared and irregular sub-
squared cobbles, dry-stone packed and with sand between some spaces.  A NNW-SSE aligned channel 
consisting of two rows of roughly rectangular cobbles ran on a gentle slope down to the N at the E 
edge of the Trench.  (0611) extended across the trench area, but terminated c.0.50m short of {026}.  
This space was occupied by (0609), the fill of [0610] cut.  (0609/0610] filled the space between the 
wall {026} and cobbles (0611), running across Sondage 13E in a N-S alignment.  (0609) was a loosely 
compact mortar-rich grey brown gritty sand.  As (0609/0610] were unexcavated, little can be said of 
[0610], other than its length was >3.7m N-S with a variable width of 0.60-0.85m W-E. 
 
e.  Summary and Discussion 
 
Prior to any work in the embryonic Sondage 13, (064) was removed by hand W of {026} in order to 
secure and preserve the significant volume of human remains contained therein.  Initially it was 
unclear if this deposit overlay the service cuts [0579] and [0759] with their associated fills, but due to 
the nature of the respective deposits this is now accepted as unlikely.  (064) was understood to be a 
spread of levelling material deriving from the neighbouring cemetery area to the S.  This was perhaps 
deposited during the lowering of the Quad in the early 1830s, running up to {026} as it survived in its 
reduced state to a slightly higher level than the deposits already landscaped to the W.  If this 
interpretation is accepted, this would make (064) akin in purpose and date to (0148), the charnel-rich 
deposit covering much of the SWA and the SCA. 
 
N-S wall {026} formed a convenient division between the W and E sides of Sondage 13.  For the most 
part the deposits W of {026} predated the wall’s construction, whilst those E of the wall were later in 
date.  This obviously precludes the service trenches W of {026} which cut through the wall. 
 
Unfortunately at the N end of {026} between the important junction of this wall with northwards-
running {0632} and W-E aligned {0636}, a great deal of disturbance had occurred, including breaking 
through the walls where services had been laid.  In Sondage 13E this disturbance was recorded as 
(0578/0579].  It was likely that (0578/0579] was a mixture of both features (0605/0606] and 
(0607/0608] visible in the E facing section of 13E, as the space initially created in the wall was re-
used to pass the line of services or drainage through, yet unfortunately it was not possible to determine 
this with accuracy.  Likewise the varied and mixed deposits (0604), (0630), (0631), (0638), (0639), 
(0696) and (0697) noted W of the disturbance in the wall could be roughly equated with (0578), and 
likewise [0579] in 13E was synonymous with [0759] in 13W.  These cuts, fills and lenses within fills 
of service trenches were all datable to after the levelling of the courtyard c.1829 and of limited 
archaeological interest.   
 
{026} was unusual in that it provided no evidence of a construction cut nor associated backfilled 
material around it.  At first analysis this would seem to indicate the deposits in Sondage 13W abut 
{026} and thus be later, but this was not the case.  {026} had a smooth, worked and presentable E 
facing elevation, but a very rough, un-worked and seemingly undercut W face.  This indicated {026} 
to be a retaining wall, with a face to the W that was never meant to be seen,   The undercut nature of 
this wall indicates the digging of a construction cut, with the W face of {026} constructed hard against 
this and thus retaining its shape.  This wall formed the W side of the sunken courtyard attached to the 
1617 building, and was likely to be of similar date.   
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Wall {0632} overlay the N end of {026} and continued its line N.  It was likely that this thinner 
section of walling can be associated with the construction of the 1642 library wall {0397}.  This ran 
N-S just beyond the N end of Sondage 13W and was noted in both Sondage 7 to the NE and Sondage 
14 to the NW.  It was likely that {0632} was constructed concurrently with {0397}, allowing this wall 
to tie into the earlier construction, {026}.   
 
{0725} was the down-pipe built at the NW corner of the court, likely contemporary with {0632}.  The 
series of deposits including (0714) recorded beneath {0725} and those to the S topped by (0695) and 
ending with (0690), represented deposits quickly placed within the construction cut for {0632}.  Any 
trace of this cut however had been removed by the disturbance caused by the services [0759] in the 
middle of the trench. 
 
Upon demolition in the early 1800s, both the 1642 library range and then the 1617 building were in-
filled with demolition rubble.  In Sondage 13W, the deposits at the N end (0745), (0752) and (0753) 
were likely contemporary with the series of dumped deposits in Sondage 3, including (0320) and 
(0318).  In Sondage 13E this deposit was (0405), located beneath the minor levelling event (0406).  
Both of these deposits were recorded in the sections of Sondage 7 and were akin to (0257), (0317), 
(0337), (0472) and (0543) elsewhere across the site.  Beneath these demolition layers was the cobbled 
floor surface of the sunken exterior court of the 1617 building – (0611).  The surface is complete and 
homogenous however, running right up to the 1642 wall {0632}, and {0397} in Sondage 7.  This 
suggests this courtyard surface not to have been laid until the 1642 library had been completed, 
forming the N side of the courtyard.  There is no direct evidence as to whether the courtyard existed 
prior to this point, but the entranceways and room levels at the W end of the 1617 building indicate 
that a lowered area would have been in place.  It could be argued that {0397} and associated {0632} 
were constructed around 1642, superseding earlier walls on the same line.  The disturbance in the 
cobbled surface (0611) along the side of {026} likely attests to a period of stone robbing in the 19th 
century.  The perimeter of the cobbled surface was lined with large slabs, yet in this area these are 
missing.  It is likely they were removed during destruction, possibly to provide capstones for the new 
stone-lined drainage system including {010}.  (0611) was also recorded as (0602) in Sondage 11. 
 
Wall {0636} underlies {026} and thus likely predates 1617.  It can be said with some certainty that 
this wall is a continuation of {0580}, the N retaining wall of the sunken trackway encountered in 
investigative slots across the site.  The alignment of the wall is the same as seen in neighbouring 
Sondages 12 and 14 (i.e. ESE-WNW).  At the S end of Sondage 13W it would be expected to see a 
continuation of the parallel wall to {0580}, {017}.  Whilst the wall itself had not survived the ‘robber 
trench’ first encountered in Sondage 1 was clearly visible, allowing [0637] to be equated with [0236] 
in Sondage 1.  All the fills were thus of similar date and function, backfill of the ‘robber trench’, but it 
is useful to equate (0586) with (0211), and both (0743) and (0744) with (0261).  The uppermost fill 
(0263) was visible across the space between both trenches and assigned the same number in each.  
Above the N boundary {0636} there was also a further ‘robber trench’ visible – [0774].  This was a 
continuation of [0615] from Sondage 12, although only one fill was visible with (0562) likely to be the 
same as (0494).  This trench was not as deep or conclusive as in Sondage 12 with a final course of 
stone being left in place on wall {0636/0580}.  Likewise the full extent of the feature was obscured by 
the insertion of later service through the hole between walls {026} and {0632}.   
 
All the features between these two walls, or ‘robber trenches’, naturally related to the sunken roadway.  
As discussed elsewhere, the rough nature of the metalled surface and continued use of the trackway 
make tying together the deposits and contexts from each trench problematic.  The surface would be 
continually patched and repaired as required.  This would often be localised to an area of difficulty or 
subsidence and not necessarily involve the relaying of the whole metalled surface.  It is possible 
however to tie a number of contexts together, tentatively or otherwise, thus giving a rough phasing for 
the road.  It is clear that this road had gone out of use by 1617 when {026} was likely constructed 
across its path.  It is not clear when it first came into use, but at the earliest a 13th century date may be 
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a possibility – the time of the foundation of St Mary’s in the Fields.  Analysis of the finds from the 
various cobbled surfaces across the site will perhaps provide a clearer picture.   
 
As elsewhere, the existence of the thick band of firmly compact, red brown clay sand with mortar 
inclusions (0585) is very helpful in this regard.  This deposit has been variously recorded as (0210), 
(0558) and (0588) across the site, but is a very clear and diagnostic band, allowing the deposits above 
and below to be categorised with more certainty.  In Sondages 12, 13W, 14 and 1 there were two clear 
layers of cobbles beneath (0585).  These are all so similar enough to each other that (0741) can be 
equated with some confidence to (0559) and (0700).  The next cobbled surface (0668) can be taken as 
(0560) and (0720).  Lying directly above the natural subsoil, (0668) can also be seen as synonymous 
with (0160) in Sondages 1 and 2, and (0385) in the NWA.  Using this logic it was also acceptable to 
tentatively equate (0559) with (0159) and even (0378).   
 
Unaccounted for above, the existence of cobbles (0775) below the red layer (0585) in Sondage 13W 
may initially seem problematic, but the conditions in this trench were difficult and the relationship 
between the two unclear.  (0775) may in actual fact have occurred after (0585), and if not, its small 
size and location could lead to its interpretation as a patching or levelling deposit atop the drainage 
gutter along the road’s edge.  The deposits from (0664) to (0667) beneath (0775) have been interpreted 
as a build up of material within this area.   
 
As in the other investigative slots, the nature of the build-up above (0585) made identifying the 
metalling, or patching problematic, but Sondages 12, 13W and 14 all had one recorded set of cobbles 
above the red layer and (0726), (0635) and (0678) can all be seen as similar if not in date, then 
certainly in function.  The rest of the deposits in this area represent phases of accumulated debris or 
levelling of the roadway. 
 
The depth and lack of excavation around cobbles (0740) in Sondage 9 makes it impossible to ascertain 
exactly which phase in the road’s history it relates to. 
 

iv. Removal of slabs at the base of the NE Playfair stairs 
 
The stair slabs were removed with the exception of those to the W and E - these ran beneath the corner 
piers and were left in situ during the excavation.  A further area to the E was left in situ and un-
excavated; this was the fairly solid rubble stone and lime mortar foundation for one of the slabs, 
apparently rebedded/replaced historically 
 
Following the removal of surface debris the two strip foundations {0801} of the stairs were exposed 
(c.0.30m wide), of similar construction to those revealed beneath the NW stairs already described.  A 
narrow sondage was excavated between these footings to the E on what was judged to be the line of 
the E side of the passageway known as the High Transe from historical mapping (including the 1767 
site plan – figure 6) as well as a single probable quoin-stone at the corner of the transe entrance noted 
within the main excavation in 2010.  (For further discussion see section 4.8, v., a., b. and plate 112). 
 
The upper deposits between the foundations of the stair comprised (0800) to the W and (0802) to the 
E.  (0800) comprised a mix of darker deposits and dirty crushed lime mortar and smaller rubble stone, 
whilst (0802) consisted of loose large rubble stone fading into cleaner creamy lime mortar beneath 
with a fairly high % of loose rubble stone.  The approximate change in the fill lay on the line of the E 
wall of the High Transe pend.  The actual remains of the latter were revealed at a depth of about 1m, 
{0799}.  {0799} was capped with a spread of construction debris, rubble mortar droppings and sands 
as before.  The deposits excavated were all of crushed lime mortar and rubble demolition deposits.  
The reduced wall head of the pend wall lay precisely on the projected line and measured 0.82m in 
width; it was built of reddish sandstone rubble, bonded with a creamy lime mortar. 
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Plate 84: W-E wall {0799} within the Playfair foundations {0800} 
 
A further slot was excavated along the W half of the trench in an attempt to locate the other side of the 
High Transe.  This slot excavated through the (0800) destruction deposit to a similar, and indeed 
greater depth as the exposed wall head of {0799}, but within this the masonry was not encountered nor 
was any former paving or flooring.  Excavation was stopped at this depth on account of Health and 
Safety considerations. 
 
In summary within the trench the E side of the High Transe was exposed precisely where it should 
have been according to the cartographic evidence and aligned precisely with the apparent corner stone 
revealed just to the S in 2010.  The E end of the 1642 library (W side of the High Transe) was not 
located despite deep excavation and a reasonably good fix on its position from the historic mapping.  It 
is possible the masonry may have survived a few cms below the limit of excavation and still exists.  
Alternatively it is possible that the 1642 library was demolished more thoroughly than the 1617 
building, the latter surviving for a further few years until its own demolition.  The phased demolitions 
were in evidence within the overlying deposits (0800) and (0802).  (0800) to the W was more mixed 
and dirty compared with (0802) which was a much cleaner mix of creamy lime mortar.  Probably the 
dirty mixed deposits represent levelling while the 1617 building stood following 1642 library 
demolition, and the fill within the 1617 library relating to its own demolition.  These demolition 
deposits were evidently themselves truncated with William Playfair’s further reduction of levels 
within the courtyard area. 
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4.5.  South-East Area – SEA (See figure 19) 
 
a.  Footings of the SE corner stair (c.1833) and associated features 
 
As with the other corners of the site, the SWA revealed the footings of a William Playfair staircase set 
at a 45° angle into the SW corner.  Recorded as {0248}, this feature was contemporary with {003} in 
the NWA, {086} in the NEA and {011} in the SW corner.  These stairs were demolished in the late 
1950s.  In common with the other examples, {0248} is square in shape, with a cross wall dividing the 
NW third into a separate compartment, this cross wall marking the base of the stair flight.  The stair 
footing was aligned SE-NW and was constructed of roughly hewn, rectangular sandstone blocks 
averaging 0.20m-0.80m in length with a width of 0.30m and bonded with a hard pale greyish-brown 
mortar.  The whole feature measures c.4.7m squared and lay within construction cut [0701].  After 
placement of the {0248} footings, loose light brown clay mottled with lime mortar, recorded as 
(0702), was placed in the spaces within, [0701].   
 
The NW void within {0248} was filled with (0566) – moderately compact brown clay and coarse sand 
with patches of mortar and c.20% stone inclusions.  The deposit as a whole measured 1m by 2.4m and 
was either a post-demolition feature or part of the construction - likely the latter.   
 
An investigative slot was opened within the NW void beneath (0566) which was found to overlie a 
deposit of loosely compact very dark brown to black coarse grit and sand with <10% coal inclusions 
and a depth of 0.15m, (0567).  This was a localised deposit of dumped material overlying cut [0574] 
beneath.  [0574] is a roughly N-S aligned linear, >0.90m deep and 0.80m wide.  Within it lay (0573), a 
live lead water pipe of 0.07m diameter.  This was later seen to be the same as (0587) in the NEA.  The 
[0574] was backfilled with (0575) – loose to moderately compact dark brown clay with some sand 
inclusions and rare small stones.  This deposit contained occasional sherds of green-glazed 
medieval/early post-medieval pottery.  (0573) thus appeared to predate the construction of stair 
foundation {0248} in 1833 as this was laid over the top of the [0574].  [0574] also cut through 
deposits (0250) and (0248), both visible within the SW compartment of {0248} and outwith the 
foundations to the N.   
 
(0250) was a firmly compact light to mid brown coarse mixed clay and sand mottled with abundant 
crushed lime mortar and infrequent small stones.  It had a depth of 0.15m and extended across much of 
the SEA, petering out to the N.  This has been interpreted as a mortar working surface and abuts 
against the remnants of an expansive cobbled surface (0249).  This deposit was recorded as (0391) in 
Sondage 8 and can possibly be dated to the short spell between the levelling of the courtyard in 1829 
and the instalment of the permanent stair foundations in 1833.   
 
The (0249) cobbling was recorded in three distinct parts around the {0248} stair footing.  The largest 
of these was located within the larger SE section of the foundations and measures c.2m N-S by 
c.1.20m W-E.  Two further spreads of cobbles were revealed N of {0248}, the westernmost measuring 
c.1.80m W-E by c.1.20m N-S, and that 0.80m to the E surviving with dimensions of c.1.30m N-S by 
c.0.55m W-E.  These stones were irregular in shape, roughly rectangular with rounded corners.  They 
averaged 0.20m by 0.07m by 0.10m in size. 
 
[0574] was cut through (0568), a loose to moderately compact dark brown clay with infrequent small 
stone inclusions and lenses of sand.  This deposit was only viewed in the small investigative slot 
within {0248} and the extent was not fully realised on account of Health and Safety concerns.  The 
depth of (0568) is thus recorded as >0.70m and it must be presumed it is a levelling deposit, but of 
unknown date.  The sherds of green glazed pottery within (0568) may be redeposited.   
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A line of four negative cut features were recorded running W-E across the S third of the SEA, just N 
of the existing Playfair stairs.  These were cut into either the undisturbed natural subsoil (0146), or the 
graveyard soil (0485).  From W to E these features were: [0302/0303); [0304/0305); [0306/0307); and 
[0308/0309).  All these features were circular with a diameter of 0.40m, with [0306] being slightly 
larger.  The fills were all dark brown grey or red grey clay silt with abundant small stone inclusions – 
likely re-deposited natural material.  The alignment of these features did not tie in with the known 
locations of bollards across the site, but they were judged to be relatively modern in date, certainly 
post-dating lowering of the courtyard in 1829.  It is also possible they were on the same alignment as, 
and can be accepted as contemporary with, [0229/0330) and [0230/0331) in the SCA.  All that can be 
said with certainty is that these features represent ground breaking works undertaken at some point 
after 1829. 
 
 
i.   Sondage 8 
 
a.  Strategy  
 
Sondage 8 developed out of the need to better understand the nature of deposits revealed at the surface 
by the general cleaning back of the SE area.  Initially begun as an ‘L-Shaped’ trench running N for 5m 
to the S side of wall {0258} (adjacent to Sondage 11) with the arm of the ‘L’ orientated 5m W along 
this wall, Sondage 8 was expanded with extensions undertaken within the corner of the ‘L’.  The N-S 
orientated section was placed to investigate the deposits appearing in the SW corner of the site, while 
the W-E alignment aimed to analyse the S wall of the 1617 building and determine whether the 
cemetery continued into this area. 
 
b.  Description  
 

 
 

Figure 37: W facing section of Sondage 8 (Drawing 268) 
 
After the removal of the (002) overburden, the uppermost deposit in the area of Sondage 8 was (0391), 
this a lightly compact light to mid grey brown silty clay with a depth of c.0.12-0.20m.  (0391) was 
much deeper to the N, where it sank down against the S wall of the 1617 building {0545} (also 
recorded as {0258}).  In this area, (0391) was removed to reveal (0361), a small area of rounded and 
angular cobbles with no bonding, running W-E alongside {0545}.  These visibly dipped across their 
W-E alignment and were laid atop (0360), a moderately compact light to mid brown silt clay with 
frequent charcoal inclusions along with occasional shell, glass, ceramics and bones.  These were 
interpreted as sitting within cut [0755], cutting through underlying (0392) and showing gradual 
sloping sides onto a rounded base.  Stratigraphically beneath [0755], yet stretching under (0391) from 
the N end of Sondage 8 to the S, was (0392).  (0392) was a moderately compact mid brown gritty clay 
with occasional patches of mortar, rare charcoal flecks and occasional small to medium stones.  It had 
a depth of c.0.20m and was also numbered (0477).   
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Stratigraphically beneath (0392) were two deposits which have no discernable relationship.  The first 
of these was {0491}, running N-S across the W edge of the western arm of Sondage 8.  {0491} was a 
clay-bonded wall footing surviving for three courses of small to medium shaped boulders averaging 
0.25m by 0.20m by 0.15m depth.  The wall itself survived to 0.37m in height, with a width of 0.80m.  
It was well faced to the E but only coarsely faced to the W. 
 

 
 

Plate 85: E facing elevation of {0491} (Photograph 1355) 
 
Stratigraphically beneath (0392), but with no relationship to {0491} was (0654).  This was the top fill 
of [0687] - the construction cut for {0545}.  [0687] was not visible in the E facing section and was 
only discernable in the W facing section.  This was because of the presence of {0582/0583}, an early 
W-E aligned wall footing running across the N end of Sondage 8 (figure 38), yet stopping short of the 
W facing edge of the sondage.   
 

 
 

Figure 38: Plan of the N end of Sondage 8 showing early walls {0491} and {0583} 
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The deposits within [0687] abut the {0545} wall (to be discussed below).  As mentioned above, the 
uppermost deposit within the [0687] cut was (0654) – moderately compact brown silty clay with very 
frequent charcoal flecks and occasional small to medium rounded stones.  (0654) had a depth of 
c.0.35m and measured 0.62m N-S by >1m W-E.  Beneath (0654), but confined to the E of the 
exploratory slot sunk through [0687] and between {0545} and {0582}, was (0683).  This was almost a 
paved surface of regular and irregular flat, medium sized slabs averaging 0.24m by 0.20m by 0.08m.  
The deposit as a whole was c.0.14m deep by 0.52m N-S and 0.50m W-E, although its extent was not 
fully revealed - it disappeared into the W facing baulk.  This sat atop (0682), a moderately compact 
mid brown sandy clay with occasional small stones.  The {0545} S wall of the 1617 building itself 
was W-E orientated, 1.10m – 1.15m wide and surviving to a depth of c.1.60m.  It consisted of lime-
mortar bonded irregularly shaped stones and slabs of varying sizes.  The gaps between the larger 
stones were packed with smaller, irregular stones.  {0545} was the primary fill of [0687]. 
 
Deposition along the E edge of Sondage 8 was markedly different from that further W, and during 
excavation it became clear this was due to the existence of a large N-S linear cut [0404].  The upper 
fill of [0404] was (0393), this is a very firmly compacted red brown silty clay comprising <20% small 
stone inclusions and with occasional flecks of animal bone and charcoal.  This has a depth of c.1m.  
(0393) infilled the [0404] cut but also overlaid the top of the cut itself by c.0.20m.  Located beneath 
(0393) at the middle, toward the N of Sondage 8 was (0403), a moderately compact, mid brown silty 
clay constituting <20% of small stones as well as occasional fragments of bone, ceramic and oyster 
shell; this proved to be the primary fill of [0404].   
 
[0404] was cut into (0485), but (0485) also underlay the {0491} walling to the W.  (0485) was a 
moderately compacted red orange clay.  This was located above (0395/0653), a compact grey and 
orange brown clay with occasional small stones, charcoal flecks and rare fragments of bone.  This 
material butted against {0582}, a W-E aligned, clay-bonded wall of medium-sized slab-like pieces of  
sandstone averaging 0.20m by 0.15m by 0.15m.  The overall dimensions of {0582} were 0.80m in 
width N-S, by 1.65m W-E with a surviving depth of 0.30m.  The clay bonding {0582} was assigned 
the number (0583).  This was compact yellow brown gritty clay.  {0582} sat directly atop the natural 
subsoil (0146).   
 
c.  Summary and Discussion 
 
The deposits and conditions encountered during excavation of Sondage 8 were challenging, but after 
careful consideration are now suitably understood.  The nature and placement of the trench ensured 
that few sections or elevations in the sondage proved worthy of recording or facilitated understanding 
of the chronology of Sondage 8.  Both the S facing section and much of the E facing section were 
dominated by walls encountered during excavation, while the existence of the large N-S linear [0404] 
and associated fills, made much of the W facing section redundant for assessing the relationships 
between deposits.   
 
The uppermost deposit in Sondage 8 was (0391).  This is identifiable with (0250), the mortar spread 
located across the SE area of the site generally.  This was interpreted as a levelling and working 
surface prior to the deposition of (002) general surfacing make-up.   
 
Removal of (0391) revealed a cobbled surface (0361) adjacent to wall {0545}.  (0361) is likely to be 
contemporary with (0249), the cobbled deposits located within and around the SE stair foundation 
{0248}.  It is also possible that (0361) is contemporary with (028) and (085), the cobbled surface atop 
Sondage 9 in the NEA (for discussion see Section 4.4, ii., c.).  The bedding material (0360) could thus 
tentatively be equated with (0648).  These contexts together may represent the vestiges of a large 
cobbled area running up to and around the 1617 library building.  It is also now felt that [0755], 
described and recorded on site as the cut for the cobbles, did not in actual fact exist, but represented 
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the lie of the land upon which the cobbles were sat with a W-E gulley formed for the collection of 
rainwater and refuse.  These cobbles were sat upon (0392), a levelling layer upon which the cobbles 
were set.   
 
Within this levelling layer a number of shells and Fe artefacts were recovered, but SF0695 requires 
particular note.  This part of the stem of an early wine glass or decorative vessel of probable late 16th 
century date of a type known as façon de Venise (in the Venetian fashion [of glass blowing], but 
probably manufactured in the Low Countries); the stem fragment is mould-blown and detailed with 
gadrooning and lion masks (plate 86).  This decoration is of a well known but very rare type, possibly 
unique from a Scottish context, and of the highest status.  This artefact had clearly been deposited on 
site and has been the victim of landscaping and human interference, leading it to be re-deposited in an 
insecure context – (0392).  The existence of a high-status object such as SF0695 may find an 
appropriate context within the site - both Hamilton House and/or the Provost’s Lodgings, the latter 
lying in the immediate vicinity, to the S of the find spot. 
 
 

 
 

Plate 86:  SF0695 – Lion-mask baluster stem fragment of a wine glass 
 
 
The 1617 building is represented by {0545}, or {0258}, the W-E aligned wall at the N end of Sondage 
8 and marking the S gable wall of the building.  The construction cut for {0545} was [0687] with 
associated fills (0682), (0683) and (0654).  Of these (0683) requires further discussion (see plate 87).  
This feature had the appearance of a roughly laid floor or surface, and it has been interpreted as a 
‘working-surface’ placed at the base of [0687] in order to facilitate construction of {0545}; that it 
might represent part of the footing of a pre-existing structural feature was an alternative possibility, 
possibly the foundations for the N return of the principal’s house N range.   
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Plate 87: View looking N into [0687] and onto (0683) (Photograph 1489) 
 
The E edge of the trench was dominated by the presence of the large N-S linear cut, [0404], this of 
undetermined purpose.  Excavation revealed this to be c.1m deep, with very sharp, vertical edges.  The 
initial interpretation that this was a ‘robber trench’ now seems unlikely due to the complete absence of 
mortar or any other significant building debris within.  It seems more likely that [0404] related to 
terracing, construction of a flat base to build upon, into what is already understood to have been N and 
E sloping topography.  The absence of retaining walls might suggest the feature may be related to 
cultivation – possibly a very substantial bedding trench.  According to Laurie’s plan of 1767 (figure 6) 
this area had been open ground between the Provost’s Lodging and the 1617 building, closed off to the 
W by a high wall (as seen in early 19th century views) and a further boundary further E. 
 
The deposits and conditions in Sondage 8 were difficult and whilst it was interpreted on site that 
(0393) was the solitary fill of [0404] across the S of Sondage 8 and overlay the cut itself by c.0.20m, 
this may not in actual fact have been the case.  It is possible that the 0.20m of (0393) overlying [0404] 
may have represented (0393) in its entirety, with the deposits below in actual fact being (0403) or 
another deposit altogether.  Whilst this interpretation may slightly alter the position of (0393) in the 
stratigraphic matrix, it does not much alter the interpretation of (0393) as a levelling deposit post-
[0404]. 
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Plate 88: N-S linear cut [0404] looking S (Photograph 1767) 
 
The two walls that, along with [0404] dominated Sondage 8 were both significant discoveries.  {0491} 
was later than {0582/0583}, and aligned differently.  {0491} ran N-S along the W limit of Sondage 8 
and seems likely to have been part of the E boundary of the medieval Kirk O’ Fields cemetery.  The in 
situ skeletons survive in close proximity to the W of this wall, but no bones were discovered in the 
deposits E of {0491}.  Excavation within [0161] (the drainage trench running across site) 
demonstrated there to be no cut visible for {0491} and that, as suspected from Sondage 8, the 
graveyard deposit (0485) had built up against this.  The exposed section of {0491} was well faced on 
its E side but, without facings on its W side, had the appearance of the base of a retaining wall 
supporting higher ground to the W.  {0582/0583} was more enigmatic, but represents the earliest 
archaeology in Sondage 8 and perhaps one of the earliest features on site.  This is substantial a clay-
bonded wall-foundation that seems to have been cut to the W by {0491}, and to the E by [0404].  If 
[0404] is indeed terracing, then it is unlikely any more of {0582/0583} will survive further E.  This 
can only be very tentatively interpreted, but it is proposed that this wall represents the fragmentary 
remains of outbuildings associated with the occupation of Kirk O’ Fields’ as a collegiate foundation – 
perhaps part of one of the prebendaries’ lodgings.  Certainly the manuscript view of 1567 suggests the 
presence of a range in this area. 
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Plate 89: View of the NW end of Sondage 8 looking W showing {0491} running N-S in the background 
and early clay-bonded wall {0582} aligned W-E along the right (Photograph 1345) 

 
ii.  Sondage  11  
 
a.  Strategy  
 
Initially the area at the E end of the courtyard was deemed as requiring minimal excavation and 
Sondage 11 was placed at the SW angle of the main 1617 building in order to better understand its 
construction and assess deposits surviving beneath destruction deposits internally.  The sondage 
initially measured c.5m N-S by c.5.5m W-E, extending across the line of the {0241} S wall and 
{0545} of the 1617 building in order to assess deposition and features on both sides.  This was 
subsequently superseded however when the decision was made to remove much of the build-up from 
the 1617 building’s sunken courtyard and W wall, linking Sondage 11 with Sondage 7 and 13E (see 
Section 4.8: The sunken courtyard – Student Exercise). 
 
b.  Description  
 
The uppermost deposit in Sondage 11 was a demolition deposit, (0337), and was for the most part 
mechanically excavated.  This material consisted of moderately compact light to mid brown, mortar 
rich gritty silt and rubble with frequent fragments of charcoal and plaster.   
 
Following removal of (0337) a N-S aligned wall became visible, neatly dividing Sondage 11 in two.  
{0241} was also recorded as {0258} and was the earliest feature encountered in Sondage 11, running 
N-S before returning E.  The W ‘arm’ of this junction was formed by wall {0545} continuing the line 
of {0241} W.  {0241} was constructed of red sandstone rubble and shaped rectangular blocks bonded 
with lime mortar.  Both the N and E facing walls preserved the remnants of internal wall plaster 
{0593}.  {0593} was a creamy, mid to hard lime mortar surface with traces of white lime-wash.  W-E 
wall {0545} was a lime-bonded rubble-stone wall of mixed sandstones. 
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W of {0241} the most recent feature stratigraphically was (0599), a deposit of coal remnants and coal 
dust located within a small area, bounded by {0596} and {0597}.  These are both contemporary 
features to one another and comprise linear strips of plaster on the floor lipping up slightly against a 
removed below-stair timber partition.  {0596} runs W-E, while {0597} runs W from upstanding 
{0241}. 
 
Slightly S of {0596} a large semi-circular shape running W-E is built into wall {0545}.  Events and 
features within this area have been categorised as the next stratigraphic contexts in the matrix.  At the 
W end of the semi-circular wall, a series of contexts and events are evident that provide evidence of 
the usage and phasing of this part of the structure.  Stratigraphically the most recent in this area is 
(0623).  This is an area of secondary plastering, spread onto the wall after an earlier disruption.  This 
was white in colour, with traces of lime mortar and visible remnants of a red orange ‘paint’.  (0623) 
had been set atop {0600}, an area of lime bonded rubble-stone patching in {0545} measuring 0.40m 
N-S by 0.20m W-E and filling the cut [0622].  {0600} had been built in the gap created by [0622] after 
{0601} had been placed in the space.  {0601} gives the clear impression within {0600} and {0623} of 
the imprint of now lost timber stair treads.  The bottom ‘step’ is 0.18m high, by 0.38m – the step itself.  
The actual height of the next step is not clear.  The treads are 0.03-0.04m thick.   
 
It is likely that these secondary stairs {0601} were put in place after the insertion of flag floor surface 
(0544), but the evidence cannot allow a direct relationship to be made between the two with absolute 
certainty.  (0544) constituted the remnants of a flagstone floor, with only around six flags, or partial 
flags surviving.  These were bedded on firm lime mortar, and the impressions of further robbed flags 
were visible.  The alignment of the stones was N-S and the average size of the surviving examples 
c.0.50m by 0.30-0.40m.  (0544) was located at roughly the same level as {0601}, and comprised an 
area of stone flooring secondary to (0598).  The extent of (0598) was not revealed as it remained 
unexcavated and beneath (0544).  (0598) consisted of disrupted, irregular, smoothed stones with round 
edges similar to those within the courtyard.  A few larger slabs were also noted abutting the W wall 
{0241}; again these were similar to those seen within the courtyard and may represent the original 
exterior courtyard surface prior to the extension being constructed.  Further removal of the later (0544) 
and (0599) floor deposits would potentially have revealed an almost intact cobbled surface preserved 
within the footprint of the extension.   
 
E of the dividing line formed by {0241}, the deposits were of different character and as {0541} was 
constructed abutting {0241}, it is likely the primary deposits in the E of Sondage 11 are earlier than 
those to the W.   
 
Like (0544) and (0598) W of {0241}, E of the wall there was evidence for two phases of flooring 
within - {0591} and {0621}.  The secondary flooring would have rested atop {0591}, a pair of E/W 
aligned ‘sleeper walls’ composed of lime-bonded rubble stone of different types and colours.  These 
walls were 0.30m wide and presumably extended to the width of the range.  Upon wall {0241} further 
contemporary evidence existed for this secondary flooring.  0.15m above {0591} was evidence for a 
hard greyish mortar applied over the original plaster {0593}.  The base of this is horizontal and lips 
out onto where the former timber floor would have sat, showing the joists and flooring to be about 
15cm deep (the secondary plaster - {0594}). 
 
{0591} and the secondary flooring represented by {0594} overlay the earlier floor surface 
[0592/0621}.  [0592] consisted of two linear sockets running W-E, these with sharp vertical sides and 
a flat base.  These were filled by {0621}, degraded and rotting remains of actual joist timbers 
extending along their excavated length.  These features were cut into (0546), a bedding of moderate to 
hard mottled orange brown clay. 
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One final deposit revealed in a localised dump at the NE corner of Sondage 11 was of particular note – 
(0595).  This comprised loose to moderately compact mixed white to black gritty degraded lime 
mortar and plaster fragments - including sections of cornicing.  The latter was of a substantial classical 
profile that included sections of a pulvinated frieze.  It seems likely that the cornice had formerly 
adorned the chamber at the principal level of the 1617 building in this area – perhaps the common hall 
itself.  It is possible that parts of this deposit extended across Sondage 11, but was removed by 
machine as part of the overlying (0337) destruction deposits.  The (0595) deposit measured 0.05-
0.10m in depth.   
 
On the S of the {0545} wall, (0361) was technically just outside the limits of Sondage 11, but is useful 
to discuss here in relation to the overall matrix of the site.  (0361) comprised a small area of rounded 
and angular cobbles with no bonding, forming part of a gully drain running W-E against the S side of 
{0545}.  This was recorded and removed during excavation of Sondage 8 (see Section 4.5, i.). 
 
Similarly (0602) was only just visible at the NW corner of Sondage 11.  This is the very edge of the 
paved surface later revealed as the floor of the sunken courtyard (see Section 4.8).  (0602) abuts the N 
facing elevation of {0545}, the N wall of the ‘cottage’ building associated with the 1617 building.  
Within this wall, an area of disturbance possibly indicates the existence of an entrance opening from 
the building into the courtyard.  Unfortunately the damaged and degraded nature of this make it 
impossible to state with absolute certainty.   
 

 
Plate 90: View of probable robbed 
threshold of doorway through {0545} 

into the sunken courtyard 

 
Plate 91: Detailed view of the imprint of stair treads 

{0601} 

 
c.  Summary and Discussion 
 
The uppermost deposit (0337) is a demolition deposit and characterised by layers of tipping and 
building debris.  It is synonymous with (0317), and the contexts located outside the 1617 structure.  
This would make (0337) akin to (0257) and (0405).  This deposit dates to the destruction of the 1617 
building, known to have taken place in 1827.  The lack of significant stones can be explained by their 
removal for re-use elsewhere, leaving the mortar, plaster and unusable stone debris alongside 
occasional worked architectural fragments. 
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Plate 92: Architectural fragments from demolition fill of 1617 library (SF0756) 
 

 
 

Plate 93: Architectural fragment from demolition fill of 1617 library (SF0756) 
 
Wall {0241} is the oldest feature in Sondage 11, and represents the wall of the 1617 library.  It was 
double-numbered {0258} and is the same as {0373/0375} in Sondage 7.  It can be accepted that 
[0592/0621) are the remains of the earliest floor in this structure, with wall plaster {0593} running 
down to this floor level, and providing lining for the interior.  The secondary flooring is represented by 
[0591/0594} and abuts the plaster on the wall.  It can be assumed this arrangement continues N, where 
the (0595) deposit was revealed, but for the most part not removed.  (0595) evidently represented a 
collapsed lath and plaster ceiling within the building, perhaps that of the common hall interior itself. 
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The insertion of the secondary floor within the 1617 building cannot be dated accurately, but it could 
be tentatively suggested this re-working coincided with the creation of the small ‘cottage-like’ 
structure {0545} to the W of the 1617 building and major renovation of the building as a whole whose 
method of flooring upon sleeper walls was similar. 
 
This ‘cottage’ building is visible on various drawings and records of the 1617 building (e.g. figure 42 
and plate 99).  The interesting point to note however is the single-storey nature of the structure.  This 
makes the findings in the W of Sondage 11 a little problematic.  The unusual shape of wall {0545} 
with the various elements of re-working can be categorised as an internal spiral staircase, with 
secondary timber treads {0601} inserted within the wall [0622].  The secondary flooring (0544) can 
perhaps be viewed as contemporary with the secondary stairs {0601}.  The spiral staircase is 
problematic as in the drawings and records of this ‘cottage’ structure it is a single storey building with 
no upper level.  There is no evidence available, neither in the early 19th century drawings, nor in the 
visible archaeology to suggest this building was re-worked or reduced in height, but this has to be a 
realistic option.  The drawings available are late in date and may not record such minor architectural 
details, although they also show no evidence for a blocked doorway above this structure, where such a 
feature would have been required to gain access from the ‘cottage’.  The structure {0541} is also small 
in shape, and proportions make it seem unlikely it would have held a second storey.  This is an enigma 
that cannot be easily explained.  Even if the small structure visible in the later paintings is a recent 
build replacing an earlier, unrecorded, larger building on the same site with more than one storey, 
there is no conclusive evidence for this visible in the archaeology, nor on the W facing elevation of the 
1617 building in the records.  Conversely the imprint of the demolished 1642 building is clearly 
visible on the W facing gable at the N end of the 1617 library (see figure 17). 
 
One possible explanation can be proposed if the nature of the topography is considered.  It is known 
this was a continuing issue until Playfair lowered the ground level in 1829 and analysis of Skene’s 
sketch of 1815 (figure 41) and Lizars’ of 1823 (figure 17) show how significant the difference in 
ground levels could have been.  Neither demonstrate this conclusively, but in both cases looking down 
the staircase into the sunken courtyard, no sign can be seen of the door into the 1617 building.  The 
location of this door is known from the excavation of the sunken courtyard (see figure 44).  If the top 
of this is not visible, it can be assumed it lay at a lower level.  This raises the very real possibility that 
the small ‘cottage’ building defined by {0545} was in actual fact two storeys, with an upper floor 
opening into the High Court (as visible in Lizars’ depictions) and a lower floor built into the slope to 
the S, and with an opening into the Quad itself.  This would explain the lack of a visible opening for 
the stair on the S facing external elevation of Lizars’ drawing as this would have been located within 
the first floor – that visible at ground level in these views from the S and W. 
 
The paved surface (0602) just visible in the NW corner of Sondage 11, was renumbered (0611) in 
Sondage 13E and subsequently across the whole area as the overlying demolition rubble was removed.  
This was the floor surface of the sunken courtyard associated with the 1617 library. 
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4.6.  South-Central Area – SCA 
 
a.  Introduction  
 
Initially, following the mechanical removal of the (002) overburden, it seemed apparent that little of 
archaeological importance remained across much of the SCA.  The deposits of charnel-rich material 
(0148) did not at first appear to extend far into this area and the ground surface had the appearance of 
natural subsoil (0146).  Like the area to the W, the whole of the SCA displayed evidence for the 
downgrading and landscaping work undertaken by William Playfair in 1829.  
 
A number of small negative cut features were recorded across the centre of the SCA.  All three were 
recorded in the evaluation phase and formed no real discernable pattern.  [0228] was circular in plan 
with a diameter of c.0.44m and depth of 0.18m.  The break of slope on the E side was sharp with a 
steep slope, while the W was more gradual onto a roughly flat base.  The fill was (0329), a moderately 
compact grey brown silty clay with c.50% stone inclusions.  [0229] was directly S of [0228/0329) and 
similar in most respects.  Measuring 0.34m N-S by 0.37m W-E with a depth of 0.14m, [0229] also had 
a sharp E slope, more gradual to the W, although a slightly pointed base.  It was filled by (0330) a 
moderately compact deposit of dark brown to black silty clay and <50% stone inclusions.  Directly E 
of [0229/0330) a further feature was half-sectioned and found to be 0.44m N-S by 0.36m W-E with a 
maximum depth of 0.16m.  [0230] was roughly oval in plan, with a gently sloping E side contrasting 
with a steeper W one.  It was filled by (0331) and had a roughly flat base.  (0331) comprised of >50% 
mid brown silty clay and <50% stone inclusions and was of moderate compaction.   
 
All three features were accepted as modern, post-dating the landscaping of the Quad in the 1830s.  
Their function remained unclear, but their shape indicates being hand-dug by spade.  They were also 
judged likely to be contemporary with [0302/0303), [0304/0305), [0306/0307) and [0308/0309) in the 
SEA, which seem to be on roughly the same alignment as [0230/0331) and [0229/0330). 
 
A number of these features were cut into what turned out to be re-deposited natural (0148).  This 
material contained frequent human disarticulated bone and extended from the SWA midway across the 
SEA.  Interpretation of this became clearer after the placement of Sondage 5, but was only understood 
in conjunction with Sondage 10 excavated W-E across the two areas.   
 
i.  Sondage  5  
 
a.  Strategy  
 
Sondage 5 was opened on 06/08/10 at the SW edge of the SC area, immediately E of the existing SW 
staircase.  The evidence of the 1567 manuscript view had indicated this to be the approximate location 
of the Kirk O’ Fields church and the grubby nature of the clays spread across this part of the site 
indicated this area may have been disturbed by early construction activity.  Fragments of human bone 
were being uncovered from the surface of this deposit and it was hoped that by placing a machine cut 
trench orientated N-S, the location of the eastern end of the collegiate church might be identified.  
Aligned N-S, Sondage 5 was 1.7m wide, by 5m long. 
 
b.  Description  
 
Very quickly it became evident that Sondage 5 could not be machine excavated.  The upper deposit 
was (0288), a mixed and ‘grubby’ mid brown orange clay abundant in fragments of human bone.  This 
was later found to be identifiable with (0148), the charnel rich deposit encountered across much of the 
centre-S part of the site.  The most recent feature stratigraphically however was the ubiquitous (007) 
drainage piping cutting W-E across the N end of the sondage.  As elsewhere (007) was located within 
[0161] and surrounded by the backfilled material (0162). 
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Following removal of (0288) a linear feature orientated NNE-SSW was discernable.  The upper fill 
was (0294), the lower (0300) and the cut [0293].  (0294) was a fair to moderately hard mottled orange 
and brown slightly gritty silty clay with a high percentage of crushed bedrock fragments.  (0294) 
contained one fragment of 18th to 19th century pottery (SF0488).  (0300) was a loose to moderately 
compact dark to mid grey blue silt clay abundant in rubble and broken bedrock fragments.  [0293] had 
sharp, steeply sloping sides although the base was not realised, disappearing into the section. 
 
[0293] cut through (0290), the fill of [0289].  (0290) was very similar in appearance to (0294) and the 
overlying (0288), consisting of a red to yellow silt clay of firm compaction, with very rare fragments 
of mortar and frequent human bones.  [0289] had sharp, vertical to steeply sloping sides with a 
roughly flat base. 
 
c.  Summary and Discussion 
 
The deposits encountered within Sondage 5 were difficult to interpret and require some consideration.  
Sondage 10 was opened at right angles to Sondage 5 to the N and W and revealed the same (or 
similar) deposits across its length.  As a result all contexts from Sondage 5 can be equated with those 
encountered in Sondage 10.  Likewise as it was in the latter that the nature of the features became 
apparent, it is under the section devoted to Sondage 10 (Section 4.1, i.) that these deposits are 
explained and interpretation advanced, see above. 
 
ii.  Sondage  6  
 
a.  Strategy  
 
Sondage 6 was opened during the removal of (001) and (002) on the S side of the site on 09/08/10.  
The clean nature of much or the re-deposited natural material appearing across much of the E half of 
the SWA and the SCA, meant that confirmation was required as to whether the clay at the E end of the 
SCA was natural (0146), or very clean re-deposited material (0148).  The trench was machine 
excavated and measured 1.7m wide by 4.6m in length. 
 
b.  Description  
 
Very quickly it became clear with the excavation of the bladed machine bucket, that this area was 
indeed undisturbed natural orange brown clays (0146).  The trench depth was c.0.20m.   
 
c.  Summary and Discussion 
 
Sondage 6 confirmed there were no graves in this area, and that the clay visible was undisturbed 
natural subsoil (0146).  This indicated the existence of some large feature, or deposit within the W side 
of the SCA and E side of the SWA, where the clay appeared ‘grubbier’ and charnel material was being 
revealed. 
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4.7.  The  Cemetery  
 

 
 

Plate 94: The N parts of the cemetery under excavation, looking W 
 
a.  Strategy  
 
The survival of an area of the medieval cemetery associated with the collegiate church area was 
initially confirmed by the discovery of the articulated bones of Skeleton 1 (SK 01) and SK 02 (plate 
98), revealed on the surface exposed by machine removal of (002) on 01/07/10.  The wider area was 
then cleaned by hand and evidence for further burial cut identified across the SE part of the NCA, the 
E side of the SCA and extending into the W parts of the NEA and SEA.   
 
Over the course of the excavation, a total of 57 potential graves were identified; these were only fully 
excavated if there were exposed human remains judged to be under potential threat of damage by 
subsequent construction works on the site.  Each grave was assigned a grave-number, which was also 
given to the skeleton which it contained.  A total of 44 graves were fully excavated; grave 035 
contained a triple burial (SK 035, SK 036 and SK 041 – plates 95 and 96) bringing the total of in situ 
inhumations excavated to 46). 
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Plate 95: Triple burial of SK 035, SK 036 and SK 
041.  Note the modern service cutting through the 

graves. 

Plate 96: Young juvenile SK 041 has been 
removed, showing SK 035 and SK 036 facing one 
another.  Note the two are holding hands. 

 

  
Plate 97: SK 08 looking W.  Note the volume of 
charnel material from earlier graves.  This grave 
was dug particularly wide to accommodate this.  
The head has been removed by the insertion of 

main service trench [0418] 

Plate 98: Excavating SK 02.  The clay soils of the 
site made excavation a time-consuming process 
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Inhumations were hand-excavated and drawn in situ at either 1:10 or 1:20 scale prior to being lifted 
(see figure 39).  A detailed digital photographic record was kept of all skeletal remains, complimented 
by both colour and black and white shots as the situation merited.  After the skeletal remains were 
lifted, recorded and deposited within their own individual storage boxes, a post-excavation plan of the 
grave cut was completed alongside profiles of the cut itself.  All cuts, fills and the inhumations 
themselves were recorded on Addyman Archaeology pro forma record sheets. 
 

Figure 39: An example of a field drawing (SK 
013). (Drawing 0109)  Compare with Plate 99. 

Plate 99: Post-excavation of SK 013 
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Sections of modern and 19th century service tracks were also excavated where adjacent to individual 
graves, this partly to recover any redeposited bone in the fills which may have derived from graves cut 
by these features. 
 

 
Plate 100: General mid-excavation shot of SK025 (left), SK024 (centre) and SK022 (right).  Note lack 

of visible cut for SK024. (Photograph 1038) 
 
b.   Description 
 
Graves were identified within an area bounded to the N by the line of wall {017}, to the W by the 
large service/tunnel trench cut [0418/025), to the S by the extant Playfair SE quadrangle stairway, and 
to the E by the W wall of the sunken courtyard {026}, by the extension of the 1617 Library building 
and by wall {0491} (see figure 40).  That no graves were identified further W, to the W of the tunnel 
cut, is clearly a consequence of the major down-cutting of the quadrangle of 1829-33.  The natural 
topography rose further to the W and S with St Mary’s church evidently occupying a high point to the 
SW.  Even within the area just defined no graves were identified in its SW part.  Walls {017} and 
{0491} seem likely to have formed sections of the medieval perimeter walling for the cemetery, at 
least during the final phase of burial activity, although it is entirely possible that the area of burials had 
extended further to the N and E in earlier phases.  
 
All of the surviving grave cuts were heavily truncated by the 19th century levelling event, to the extent 
that in some cases only 0.02-0.05m of fill depth remained, with only very scant skeletal remains 
surviving. In the central and NW part of the cemetery area, the grave-cuts were only seen within the 
natural underlying clay, (0146); in the NE part, a layer of graveyard soil (077) survived, to a maximum 
depth of <0.10m.  Similarly in the SW part of the cemetery some stratigraphy survived above natural 
subsoil, a similar lower graveyard soil layer survived, (0485) , this containing a small quantity of 
cemetery charnel.  Bone preservation was generally fair or good, although almost all bones were 
fragmented to some extent, this in part because they lay so close to the modern surface long used for 
vehicle access (between 0.10m and 0.40m, depth increasing further S)  Where graves were completely 
preserved in plan, all had the same general shape, sub-rectangular, widest at the shoulder area and 
narrowing towards the foot, or E end.   
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There was no evidence in any grave for the use of coffins for burial; some graves contained evidence 
of shroud fastenings.  Little other artefactual evidence was discovered within the graves to provide 
information on the status, material culture and age of the individuals.  Four coins (SF01145, SF0546, 
SF0890 and SF0892) were recovered from within graves 09, 016, 029 and 046 respectively, alongside 
occasional objects such as fragments of pottery.  However these are in all likelihood artefacts mixed 
within the soil and not necessarily contemporary with the inhumations themselves.  The discovery of a 
further three coins (SF052, SF056 and SF01118) within a surviving pocket of graveyard soil (077) 
supports this hypothesis, showing there to be a concentration of such items within the soil. 
 

 
Plate 101: Detailed photograph of both obverse and reverse of SF01145, a James II-III copper ‘Crux 

Pellit’, Holmes (2008a) type IIR (c. 1450 – 1482) 
 
A number of copper ringlets were recovered, specifically from Graves 01 (SF0142) and 053 
(SF01015).  It is unclear if these are items associated with the shroud, or whether they were on the 
clothing of the individual interred.  Further study will assist in clarifying this. 
 

  
Plate 102: Cu ringlets (SF0142) in situ on SK 01  Plate 103: Very close detail shot of Cu ringlets 

(SF0105) in situ on SK 053  
 
On the whole the grave fills consisted of re-deposited natural clays mixed with other soils and detritus 
accumulated during the burial excavation process.  Although each was described and recorded 
differently it is acceptable to describe the fills of the various graves generally, as a firmly compact mid 
brown clay silt with occasional stone inclusions.  The colour of the fill varied according to the nature 
of the banded natural, often displaying a more orange or grey hue. 
 
Many graves were intercut, allowing the development of a wider picture of the evolution of cemetery 
burial relative stratigraphy.  A stratigraphically consistent pattern of orientations emerges, suggesting 
four phases of use of the burial ground: 
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- The earliest graves (14, 25, 42, 48, 54, 55, and 59), burial phase 1, were oriented with heads to the 
SW, feet NE. 

- Burial phase 2 (Graves 4, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 27, 29, 31, 38, 39, 40, 44, 45, 47, 50, 
53, 56, and 58) were oriented almost due W –E. 

- Burial phase 3 (Graves 9, 22, 26, 28, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 49 and 52) were oriented WSW – ENE. 
- Burial phase 4 (Graves 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 16, 17, 23, 24, 30, 43, 46 and possibly 57) were oriented 
WNW – ESE and apparently respect the orientation of the N cemetery wall {017}. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 40: Location plan of graves showing phasing 
 
 
There were many cases where graves of the same orientation are intercut, suggesting that each phase 
of use might have continued for a considerable span of time, certainly decades at a minimum. 
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After going out of use as a cemetery and the building of the 1617 building and its extensions, there is 
no evidence of any further disturbance of this area until the groundworks and service-trenches 
associated with the construction and use of the existing Old College buildings.  As discussed above 
cuts associated with these features had impacted many graves.  The only service exclusively within the 
cemetery area was a N-S aligned pipe-trench [067/0669), crossing the area just to the W of the existing 
SE Playfair stairs. 
 
c.   Summary and Discussion 
 
The surviving area of the cemetery is much truncated, both by levelling and later building work.  It 
may be assumed that the original extent was very considerably greater to the W and S, surrounding St 
Mary’s church.  It is likely that the walls revealed to the SE and the N represent the contemporary 
boundaries of the burial ground, at least in its final phase of use. 
 
The stratigraphy and orientations of the graves indicate four phases of use.  In the latest phase graves 
were dug on the same orientation as the N perimeter wall of the cemetery, and it may be that the 
diverse orientations in the earlier phases also respected the orientations of nearby structures, now lost. 
 
Ongoing analysis of the skeletons indicates that individuals represented are of both sexes and all age 
groups from newborns to old age.  The excavated group would seem to represent a typical medieval 
urban population as opposed to, say, a population exclusively associated with the collegiate church 
foundation.  No evidence of coffins was found, perhaps indicating a lower social status of the 
assemblage; this might also be the reason for these burials being the furthest possible distance from the 
Kirk.
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4.8.  The sunken courtyard – training exercise 
 
i.  General  
 
After removal of the (002) overburden below the gravel quadrangle surface it was very clear that the 
underlying deposits over much of the E end of the site consisted of a loose to moderately compact 
mortar rich rubbly deposit, evidently demolition residues.  After compaction tests, the engineer 
determined that the surface of this deposit was a suitable base for the proposed repaving and could be 
left in place.  In order to precisely confirm the extent and state of buried preservation of the sunken 
courtyard and structures fronting on to it recorded in historic sources, particularly on the 1767 plan by 
Laurie, Sondages 7, 11 and 13E were placed within, or across, its predicted area. 
 
The results of Sondage 13E in particular (see Section 4.4, iii., d., above) indicated the survival of the 
cobbles (0611) in the courtyard to be very good and the overlying material (0337/0405) to consist of a 
single build-up of destruction rubble consisting of stone and crushed mortar, evidently the products of 
the demolition of the 1617 building and associated annex to it SW.  In consultation with The 
University of Edinburgh it was agreed that the removal of this deposit to reveal the courtyard in its 
entirety would be beneficial to the overall project.  It was agreed to undertake this exercise in 
conjunction with the Department of Archaeology, operating as a training exercise following 
completion of the main excavation phase and providing a platform for University of Edinburgh 
undergraduate students to benefit from archaeological experience on a professionally run site. 
 
The demolition infill (0337) was successively machine-excavated to just above the 17th century 
cobbled surface; the operation was carefully monitored throughout and the few significant finds 
recovered from the overburden.  This deposit dates to c.1823 when the 1617 building was finally 
demolished.  The majority of the artefacts recovered from (0337) were associated with the building 
itself, including plaster, cornicing, worked stone (see Section 4.5, ii, c. and plates 92 and 93).  These 
provide further evidence as to the former appearance of the structure, including indications of the 
internal paint scheme.  In addition to the structural remains and assorted glass, ceramics and metal 
fragments, a number of bones were recovered which subsequent analysis has proven to be of 
significant interest.   
 
An assemblage of bones collected and recorded as SF1125 (plate 104) have been identified as 
containing human remains.  The density of charnel and re-deposited human bone across the site does 
not make this a remarkable occurrence in itself, but the SF1125 group displays evidence that suggests 
the remains may not have originated in the cemetery, this in the form of two fragments of tibia and 
two pieces of cranium that have all clearly been neatly cut through by a saw.  Both fragments of tibia 
also display evidence for additional, evidently abortive cuts through the bone.  The existence of these 
incomplete cuts suggests the amputations were not completed on a living patient, and more likely 
work on a cadaver.  It is known the Anatomy Class and Museum resided in the S end of the 1617 
building in the mid-18th century,27 being replaced by a purpose-built octagonal anatomy theatre in 
1764.28  The anatomy theatre of 1764 was located under what is now the entrance pend into Old 
College Quad and was demolished in 1793.  Thus the anatomy theatre was in relatively close 
proximity to the present find-spot for a significant proportion of the 18th century and there is 
considerable likelihood the SF1125 assemblage may be related to these anatomy classes.  Whilst this 
does not alter the overall interpretation of the wider site and the understanding of the distribution of re-
deposited human remains, an element of caution must be retained as it is now clear these ex situ 
human bones had more than one source. 
 

                                                 
27 Fraser 1989, 34 
28 Ibid, 43 
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Plate 104: SF1125 – Fragments of human bone showing saw marks 
 
The courtyard area was found to survive in tact to a remarkable degree, in spite of individual areas of 
disruption and probable robbing. 
 

  
Plate 105: Working shot showing student 
participation in the sunken courtyard 

Plate 106: The cobbled surface is revealed 
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Plate 107: Post-excavation view of the sunken courtyard of the 1617 library looking W 
 
The archaeological remains uncovered were thoroughly cleaned by hand and recorded at 1:20 with the 
various architectural features and deposits assigned individual context numbers, integrated in to the 
overall site record.  Other than removal of the demolition materials no in situ archaeological remains 
were disturbed, all contexts were left in situ and ultimately reburied as found.  The results of this phase 
greatly increased knowledge of the site and complimented the findings from Sondage 11, allowing the 
structural phasing in this trench to be tied into the rest of the 1617 building and courtyard. 
 
ii.  The  cobbled  courtyard  
 
As can be seen from figure 44 and the elevated perspective of plate 107, the cobbled surface (0611) 
survived nearly intact across the N and the S parts of the courtyard interior, but had been significantly 
disrupted across the middle.  Removal of the overlying demolition deposits revealed this area to 
comprise of soft to moderately compact clean orange yellow and brown sand with occasional flecks of 
charcoal and mortar.  This was recorded as (0769) and was evidently the bedding material for the 
overlying cobbles, which seem simply to have been lifted.  The existence of (0769) indicates the 
removal of the cobbles to be a robbing event as no further excavation had been undertaken beneath 
them into the bedding material. 
 
The N-S aligned gulley drain appears to be inserted into the cobbling of the main courtyard area; the 
drainage channel itself appeared to be associated with a slight, but clear difference in the cobble sizes 
and their alignments within an adjacent zone of the general courtyard surface.  This was noted from 
above as a clear slightly darker linear disturbance in the cobbling.  The gulley drain may relate to the 
secondary (westwards) extension to the S end of the W façade of the 1617 building, its S end being  
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approximately centred on the N elevation of the later range.  Whether this does relate to the extension 
or an intermediate drainage improvement phase is not entirely clear as the gulley could run under or be 
cut by cut by the extension. 
 
Further possible confirmation of the gulley’s secondary nature may exist at the NW corner of the 
courtyard where a stone drain discharges though the masonry of the {0632} courtyard boundary wall 
directly onto the cobbled courtyard surface, draining the higher ground to the W.  Within the 
undisturbed cobbling below this no formed surface gulley was built to take the discharge away; 
perhaps this indicates none were part of the original design.  As discussed above, (see Section 4.4, iii, 
e.) {0632} has been interpreted as contemporary with the construction of the 1642 building, tying the 
S wall of that building {0397} with the W wall of the 1617 sunken courtyard {026}.  If these 
interpretations are correct, it can be assumed the insertion of the gulley drain post-dates 1642. 
 

 
 

Plate 108: Stone drain running through masonry {0632} in NW corner of sunken courtyard 
 

To the S the pre-existing courtyard surface was had clearly been cut through when the secondary range 
was built, this demonstrated by the exposure of areas of in situ cobblling and edging slabs beneath the 
range’s floor deposits within both the stairwell and the W room. 
 
iii.  Later stone-lined drains 
 
The system of stone-lined drains prevalent across the W end of the site continued to a much lesser 
extent into the E.  Drain {010} ran W-E along the length of the site just to the N of its centre line, 
running across the cobbled court surface and cutting through the W wall of the 1617 building before 
disappearing into the baulk to the E.  This drain could be viewed intact along the length of the site, but 
its neighbour {0776} running parallel to the S proved more interesting.  As discussed previously 
(Section 4.1, f. above), the stone lined-drain {040} terminated at its junction with {004} in the SWA.  
The line of {040} was then continued beyond this by a linear feature [041/042) which mirrors the 
stone-lined drain {010} to the N.  This linear feature terminated against (0777) – one of the features 
that forms the W wall of the sunken courtyard.  At the E side of the courtyard {0776} a short ‘stub’ of 
a stone-lined drain was revealed, this, projecting from the W facing baulk and lipping up onto cobbles 
(0611) where it terminated. 
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Plate 109: View of stone-lined drain {010} 
looking N as it cuts through the {0780} stair 

between the courts (at top) 

 
Plate 110: {0776} lipping up onto (0611), at the 
SE corner of the cobbled court.  Looking SE. 

 
On the evidence revealed, particularly at the W end of site, it was hypothesised that the intended 
network of stone-lined drains for the Quad was begun but never fully completed.  To the W this 
network proved to be extensive, but only {010} was revealed to extend fully to the E end of the site.  
The linear features [041], [043] and [0773] were all interpreted as part of this drainage network for 
which preparation was made but never completed.  The discovery of the {0776} part-drain appeared to 
demonstrate that this had indeed been the case – at least in the instance of [041] as it lay on precisely 
the same alignment as {0776}.   
 
The underlying demolition and built-up deposits at the E end of the site were markedly different from 
the situation to the W where the thick clays and bedrock would have been an obstacle to drainage 
construction.  It may be that the network was begun, but it was quickly realised that such an extensive 
network was not required to such an extent across much of the site and was never completed.     
 
iv.  Stone stair on the W side of the court 
 
The stone-lined drain {010} had been cut directly through the remains of a broad masonry staircase 
that had provided access from the upper, western part of the High College court down into the sunken 
court on its W side, {0780}.  This stair, well documented in historic plans and views between 1767 
and 1823, was heavily truncated.  Its upper parts, to the W of the {026} W retaining wall of the sunken 
court, had been wholly scoured away with the 1820s courtyard reduction.  The surviving lower parts 
of the stair had been extensively robbed of its stone – both the flanking walls (as shown on Laurie’s 
plan of 1767 and Lizar’s of 1823, figures 6 and 7, and figures 16 and 17 respectively) and the stair 
treads (see plates 109and 111).  This event may have coincided with the removal of cobbles (0611) 
across the central area of the courtyard.  What remained was the base of the stair, whose core appeared 
to be a projecting bulk of undisturbed natural subsoil (the S end of Sondage 13W had demonstrated 
the W side of the sunken court had been deeply terraced back into natural).  Parts of the masonry side 
walls of the stair, of which the lower parts remained, had been built directly against this baulk.  The 
masonry of the N side of the stair was contiguous with that of the W wall of the court, {026}.  The 
impressions of the lower four individual stone steps, which had been laid upon a mortar bed onto the 
natural, still remained.  Other than a few small fragments only a solitary section of the lowest step, of 
fine-grained pale grey sandstone, also survived, this slightly displaced. 
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Plate 111: View looking SW of {010} cutting through {0780}.  Note the possible fragment of stair 
tread visible just above and to the left of the scale 

 
The relationship between the S side wall of the stair and the masonry walling retaining the W side of 
the courtyard perimeter remained unclear, with stone robbing on such an extensive scale that no direct 
link could be made between {0780} itself and walls {0777} and {0790}. 
 
Rather than discussing this relationship here, it is more productive to discuss the relationship of the 
walls and buildings across the whole of the sunken courtyard, thus developing a chronology for this 
area.  Figure 44 gives a detailed picture of the sunken courtyard, associated outbuildings and the W 
edge of the 1617 building. 
 
v.  Structures and features along the N side of the sunken court 
 
a.  Construction  sequence  
 
It is clear that the sunken courtyard is situated within the corner formed by what has been recorded as 
the N-S aligned 1617 building and the W-E orientated 1642 building.  However analysis of both the 
cartographic and visual resource (see figures17, 41, 42 and 43) show that a third building existed at the 
join between the two.  This interpretation is substantiated by the archaeological evidence itself in 
Sondage 7 (Section 4.4, i.) and subsequently by the excavation of the sunken courtyard itself.   
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Figure 41: View of the sunken courtyard between the 1617 (right) and 1642 (left) buildings as drawn 
by James Skene of Rubislaw in 1817.  The pend is not visible, but likely to lie at sunken courtyard level 
in the bottom right of the 1642 building.  The opening visible represents a window, evidence of which 
was discovered in Sondage 7.  Note the clear construction break between the 1642 building and the 

corner tower 

 
In Sondage 7 it was demonstrated that W-E wall {0640} was cut into and post-dated {0375} – the wall 
of the 1617 library (see figure 36).  It was initially assumed that {0640} was the wall of the 1642 
building, built into the 1617 building to form the corner in which the sunken courtyard was situated.  
However analysis of the archaeology and a view of 1817 by Skene, figure 41, in particular now 
demonstrates that the 1642 building did not run directly into the 1617 building, but into the W wall of 
a short jamb that extended westwards from the 1617 building.  This structure incorporated a part-
projecting turnpike stair turret corbelled out at the re-entrant angle.  Though distorted Gordon of 
Rothiemay’s view of 1647 shows a short jamb in about this position, this detailed with a gable to the 
W (in the same view the relationship of library to jamb is incorrectly represented), figure 5.  A further 
view of 1823 by W.H. Lizars, figure 17, shows the tower following the demolition of the 1642 library 
– from this it is clear that the library building had simply been built up against the side of the jamb; 
this view also shows that a string course on the S frontage of the jamb returned along its W wall.  The 
jamb therefore seems to have been constructed between the completion of the 1617 building and the 
commencement of construction of the 1642 building, perhaps shortly after the former.  It is recorded 
that in 1753 when the roof of the 1617 building was raised, that this corner tower was also raised and 
provided with a flat roof to act as ‘a simple observatory for their scientific experiments’.29  The 
surviving early views after that date clearly show the tower construction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
29 Fraser 1989, 35 
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b.  Evidence for a pend 
 
Another interesting feature to note is the existence of a pend or passage known as the High Transe.30 
This passed through the E end of the lower level of the 1642 library, against the former W wall of the 
jamb.  The pend linked the High College court with the Printing House Yaird that lay down slope to 
the N.  This is clearly visible on the majority of the 18th century maps of the site (compare Edgar’s 
map of 1742 (figure 42), Laurie’s map (figure 6) of 1767 and Kincaid’s map of 1784 (figure 43)) and 
is clearly discernable in the archaeology.   
 

  
Figure 42: The first accurate plan of the Old 
College Quad by William Edgar in 1742.  Note 
the existence of the pend running N from the 
sunken courtyard (Fraser 1989, 29) 

Figure 43: Old College Quad in 1784 by Alexander 
Kincaid.  This is the last map drawn before Adam 
began the rebuilding project and shows no pend 
running from the sunken courtyard (NLS) 

 
Unfortunately the base of the existing NE Playfair stairs lay almost upon the N wall of the sunken 
courtyard (S wall of the jamb and the 1642 building) and existing piping immediately below made 
thorough investigation of this area impossible.  However recording of the cobbles revealed two 
obvious anomalies that require explanation.   
 
The first is the curious angle at which the gully drain running roughly NNW-SSE is set across the 
courtyard.  This alignment is not mirrored by any of the buildings around the courtyard and does not 
run into any drainage network, instead terminating at an area of disturbance in the NW of the 
courtyard just prior to the S facing baulk at the base of the existing stairs. 
 
The second obvious discrepancy in need of explanation is the incomplete nature of the (0372) 
flagstones bordering the cobbling around the perimeter of the court.  The surface across the sunken 
courtyard comprises an irregular mix of squared and sub-squared whinstone cobbles of varying sizes 
set into a sand base (0769).  As discussed above (see Sondage 13), these cobbles were recorded as 
context (0611).  The general clearance of the courtyard revealed the (0372) flagstones to border the S, 
E and eastern part of the N perimeter of the courtyard.  The absence of (0372) along the W wall can be 
explained by the later insertion of the small outbuilding {0777}, the presence of the stairs {0780} and 
robbing further N at the base of the {026} perimeter walling.  As shown in Sondage 13E, (0372) does 
not run up to {026}, but stops <1m short.  This space is a continuation of the robbing of (0611) across 
the centre of the courtyard and it was noted on site that the flags (0372) were the correct size and 
shape for the caps of the stone-lined drains such as {010} that snake across the Quad.   
 

 
 

                                                 
30 Fraser 1989, 32 
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Plate 112: View looking N over (0611) showing the cobbles continuing into the baulk beneath the 
pipe, and wall {0640} seeming to end and return N with a faced stone visible 

 
What little analysis that could be made of the N wall of the Quad revealed the presence of a stone, 
faced to both the S and W and located just E of the drainage channel discussed above.  In light of the 
map evidence, discontinuous nature of (0372) and placement of the drainage channel in (0611), this 
stone was interpreted as the surviving remains of the E jamb of the pend to the Printing House Yard.  
Unfortunately the placement of the ceramic pipe (007) and the upstanding Playfair staircase made any 
investigation of this impossible in the initial excavation phase, but the evidence for its existence is 
clear.   
 
Subsequent excavation (see Section 4.4, e. v.) provided further evidence for the existence of the High 
Transe, with the alignment and placement of wall {0799} continuing the E edge of the pend tunnel. 
 
Having confirmed the existence of the pend, an inspection of the sketch by James Skene of Rubislaw 
(figure 41) presents an issue requiring clarification.  This image was drawn in 1817 and is the best we 
have of the seventeenth century Quad buildings in use prior to their demolition and redevelopment.  It 
does not however show a pend existing between the 1642 building and corner tower.  A second image 
by John Sime is slightly earlier and survives as a lithograph. 
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Figure 45: John Sime’s view of the Old College as it would have been in the 18th century.  Drawn in 
1815.31 

 
The absence of the pend in both these images can be explained.  Alexander Kincaid’s map of 1784 
(figure 43) fails to show the break between the buildings shown on other maps of the period.  It can be 
accepted from this that the pend was not an open break between the two buildings, but a covered 
passageway unrecorded by Kincaid.  This ties in with the image by Skene.  It is known that the 1642 
building was built into the N sloping natural topography and whilst initially one storey on its S side 
(facing the sunken courtyard), it was underpinned to the N by an arched basement that housed the 
university printer.32  This information demonstrates that the pend was located at the level of the sunken 
courtyard and would have descended further still down to the N.  This explains why this is not visible 
in Skene’s image, as his viewpoint could have left the opening just below the parapet of the wall 
around the courtyard.   
 
Sime’s image could be similarly dismissed, but his viewpoint is better than Skene’s for showing any 
opening.  However there are real issues with this image as Sime has been drawing structures which no 
longer existed at this period and seems to have leaned heavily on other sources such as the idealised 
view by Gordon of Rothiemay (figure 5) to complete his understanding of what the Quad could have 
looked like. 
 
It is a matter of debate whether the sunken courtyard existed prior to the construction of the corner 
tower and 1642 building (see Sondage 13).  The 1617 building has windows and a door in the primary 
construction at this level, but the natural topography evidently comprised a gentle slope to this level.  
As discussed the N side of the courtyard was formed by these later buildings and the cobbles run 
undisturbed to the footings of these walls – specifically the corner tower.  As has been shown, the 
corner tower was built after the construction of the 1617 building, with stones tying {0397/0640} into 
the 1617 wall {0375} (sondage 7).  The findings from Sondage 13 led to the interpretation that {0632} 
was part of the 1642 library wall and was constructed atop {026}, the N-S aligned W wall of the 
sunken court.  This makes it likely that the courtyard existed prior to the construction of the 1642 
building, perhaps completed after work was undertaken on the corner tower at some point after 1617 – 
thus explaining the continuous nature of the cobbles (0611) and flags (0372) up to{0397/0640}.  There 
is of course a good chance these cobbles were not the primary surface in the sunken courtyard and 
were a later addition, although their irregular nature indicates they may be early. 
 

                                                 
31 Fraser 1989, 36 
32 Fraser 1989, 34 
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If it is assumed that the sunken courtyard was constructed prior to the 1642 building, the wall {026} 
and contemporary {0780} are likely to be the only surviving examples of this phase.   
 
vi.  The E side of the sunken court – the 1617 building 
 
The E side of the court was bounded by the very substantial 1617 building.  This structure was aligned 
N-S and extended beyond the court area both to the S and, very considerably, to the N – out-with the 
excavation area.  The majority of the W wall of the structure, including the area of its principal facade 
within the court, was revealed by the excavations – the courtyard excavation itself, within Sondage 7 
further N and within Sondage 11 to the S.  At 1.10m this wall, {0241} (also {0373/0375} further N), 
was of substantial thickness.  For most of its length only its wall head was revealed and, in spite of 
pictorial evidence for windows facing into the court, the surviving remains only preserved evidence 
for the courtyard-facing entrance, {0786}.  Of the entrance only its three substantial threshold slabs 
remained in situ, these subsequently impacted by the construction of the [0010] stone-lined drainage 
channel. 
 
The {0786} entrance was located off-set to the S within the courtyard-facing frontage as excavated, 
although it lay both on the centreline of the courtyard stair on the W side of the court and on the 
centreline of the visible W frontage of the 1617 building if the range flanking the S side of the court 
were excluded.  It is possible that this was the intended original arrangement – and that the court had 
originally extended further S.  This is strongly suggested by the best of the surviving early 19th century 
views of the structure, that of Skene (1817, figure 41) and especially that of Lizars (1823, figure 17).  
These both show a rigidly symmetrical 3-bay fenestration arrangement for the upper two floors of the 
building.  At ground floor level windows must have been similarly arranged on either side of the 
entrance; the northern is visible in the early views while the southern must have been subsequently 
overlain by the S range of the court.  It is possible that the latter was formed into an internal entrance 
into the S range. 
 
vii.  Structures on the S side of the sunken court 
 
a.  General  
 
Two further structures lay on the S perimeter of the courtyard.  The larger, occupying most of the S 
side, {0545}, was identified during the general surface clean following the removal of the (002) 
overburden; its eastern parts were further explored in Sondage 11.  During the training excavation 
exercise this structure was fully revealed, as was a further, less substantial building abutting its N side 
at the SW angle of the court immediately S of the {0780} stairs (see figure 16 and figure 44). 
 
b.  Two-storied range on the S side of the sunken court 
 
Structure {0545} is clearly depicted in a number of the early 19th century visual representations of the 
Quad – notably Skene’s image (figure 41) and the drawings undertaken in 1823 by W.H. Lizars 
(figures  17 and 46).   
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Figure 46: The 1617 building from the S with the small building {0545} visible as a small, single-
storey structure 

 
Through a detailed assessment of the images compiled by both Skene and Lizars, it was concluded this 
small structure had been of two storeys height, with the lower storey, which only fronted onto the 
court to the  N, rendered invisible in the pictorial evidence by the presence of the W screen wall of the 
court.  This has been covered in significant detail under the section dedicated to Sondage 11 and does 
not require further discussion suffice to say this explains the existence of the spiral staircase and lack 
of a link between this structure and the 1617 building in either the archaeological remains, or above 
the single storey in the Lizars painting (figure 17).  This link would in all likelihood have been found 
at the top of the stairs, at ground floor level if entering the upper storey from the S.  The early views 
also show a chimney with twin pots that would indicate two fireplaces within, one of which was found 
at the lower level within the excavation, the other was evidently on the floor above. 
 
The structure was aligned W-E with a double-pitched roof, a gable surmounted by a chimney to the 
W.  It abutted the S end of the W frontage of the 1617 building to the E and its S wall lay in the same 
line as the latter’s S gable wall.  Overall the structure measured 7.15m by 4.80m.  Its N and S walls 
measured 0.60m in thickness while the more substantial E gable wall measured 0.78m.  Towards its E 
end the N wall decreased in thickness to 0.35m; in this area likely lay its entrance to the court. 
 
Internally the structure was divided into two chambers by a N-S aligned cross-wall some 0.35m in 
thickness, these interconnected by means of an entrance at its N end.  To the E lay a narrower hall and 
stairwell arrangement while a more commodious room existed to the W.  The latter preserved the base 
of a fireplace in the centre of the W wall, [0783], this with a large sandstone outer hearthstone also 
surviving in situ [0782].  Towards the W end of the S wall a splayed ingo indicated the likely former 
position of a window above.  There was extensive preservation of evidence for the floor structure 
within the room.  This had been supported upon three W-E aligned sleeper walls, one each at the foot 
of the N and S walls, and one on the centreline of the room [0780 / 0781].  N-S aligned rectangular-
sectioned joists had been embedded into the sleeper walls, their voided sockets still remaining, 
demonstrating the former presence of 8 full joists; further part-joist sections must have existed on 
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either side of the [0782] outer hearth.  The N and W walls of the chamber survived to some 0.30m – 
0.40m or more above the historic floor level.  Preserved on these wall-faces were extensive remains of 
internal wall plaster with paint residues upon; the lower edge of the plaster silhouetted the position of 
now-lost skirtings (see background of plate 115). 
 
c.    Single-storied structure at the SW angle of the court 
 
The smaller structure located off the NW corner of the ‘cottage’ {0545} was possibly a later addition, 
evidently constructed off the side of {0545}.  The building appears on Laurie’s plan of 1767 and plans 
of 1818 and 1823 (figures 6, 12 and 16).  However it remains invisible in Skene’s and Lizars’ 
depictions, where it is screened by the W wall of the court.  The structure thus seems certainly to have 
been of a single storey, perhaps with a lean-to roof structure running down to the E from the court 
perimeter wall.  This further supports the view that the {0545} range bounding the S side of the court 
was of two storeys height if it is presumed the one-storey outbuilding was not visible from ground 
level outwith the courtyard when these drawings were made.   
 
The phasing of the building’s walls is unclear, with three different structural phases represented with 
no direct relationship visible between either.  The structure was clearly in existence by 1767; its N 
walling clearly post-dated that of the S side of the early 17th century stair {0780}, which it overlay.  It 
seems to post-date the southern courtyard range whose details suggest an 18th century date. The overall 
dimensions of the structure were 2.40m N-S by 2.20m W-E internally, with external dimensions of 
c.3.50m N-S by c.3m W-E.   
 
As figure 44 shows, wall {0777} formed the entire E side of the structure and half of its N wall.  This 
wall comprised rough rectangular white sandstone blocks bonded with a hard pale brown lime mortar 
with a width of c.0.25m.  The N wall formed the S limit of the stairs into the sunken courtyard {0780}.  
An entrance threshold stone and impressions of jamb dressings on either side occupied the centre part 
of the {0777} E wall of the structure – an entrance to the court.  The threshold consisted of a large, 
rectangular sandstone block measuring c.1m N-S by 0.34m W-E, {0779}.  
 

 
 

Plate 113: Image looking W across the small outbuilding.  Note {0779} in the foreground. 
(Photograph 1895) 
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As can be seen from plate 113, no direct physical relationship survived between walling {0777} and 
{0790}, the W wall of this structure.  The latter was of very slight width, only 0.22m wide.  The 
construction is similar to {0777}, but the discrepancy in style and width cannot be readily explained, 
especially as this wall would have acted as a retaining wall for the natural clays to the W.   
 
The junction of {0790} with {0789} was also very curious with no formal join between the two.  The 
SW corner of {0790} was linked to the NE corner of {0789} merely by a thin slither of mortar.  This 
makes the relationship between these two unclear.  {0789} was a substantial stub of walling, 
comprising rough white sandstone bonded by lime mortar.  It measured 0.90m W-E by 0.68m N-S and 
seemed to abut {0545} to the E.  Whilst the construction of {0777}, {0789} and {0790} is of very 
similar character, relationships cannot be seen between the three and none are of the same width.  All 
are plaster faced internally.  It was initially supposed that {0789} may represent the eastwards return 
at the S end a continuation of the {026} court W wall, with the rest of this wall removed by the 
insertion of the small structure and {0790}, but as can be seen from figure 44, the alignments do not 
match, although the respective widths are very similar.  In lieu of further evidence it must be assumed 
{0777} and {0789} are contemporary with one another and with {0790} though why this wall was so 
insubstantial compared to the others was not clear.   
 
The floor of this structure was made up of a series of eleven well preserved wooden planks placed N-S 
atop five timber joists – (0778).  The preservation of this surface was excellent.  The function of the 
building remained unclear. 
 
 

Plate 114: View of outbuilding showing the 
survival of (0778) (Photograph 1898) 

Plate 115: Junction of {0789} (right) and {0545} 
(left).  Note the door inserted through {0545} to 
the left of the picture (Photograph 1900) 

 
 
Internal access to the outbuilding was provided from the S range, {0545}, through an entrance inserted 
at the W end of its N wall.  The opening was angled to the NW as indicated by its surviving W jamb; 
the latter preserves the socket for its door-frame, this located at the interior face of the {0545} walling. 
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4.9.  Evaluation  Results  
 
In light of the subsequent work and discoveries during the excavations at Old College Quad it was 
important to tie the findings of the evaluation with the later work.  The contexts assigned during the 
evaluation have been re-appraised and recorded alongside those numbers allocated during the 
excavation.  This work is visible in Appendix B.  All contexts and interpretations associated with the 
evaluation were accepted and found to be in concordance with the results of the excavation, with only 
a limited number of issues as discussed subsequently. 
 
Trench 6 was opened in the NW corner of the site and encountered the structure that would later be 
excavated and revealed as the corner and stairwell of the probable Hamilton House building.  Trench 6 
revealed the wall footing {6002} and disturbed floor paving (6007).  As shown in Appendix B, 
{6002} is now {0116} and (6007) is synonymous with (0118).  The initial interpretation during the 
evaluation was that these features represented the fragmentary remnants of the basement level of 
Hamilton House.  This was shown not to be the case, with {6002/0116} actually sitting outside the 
Hamilton House building.  There was also no equivalent to (6011) encountered during the excavation.  
This was interpreted during the evaluation as a possible floor surface atop the paved area (6007/0118).  
This was wholly sampled during the evaluation and subsequent work in this area throughout the 
excavation revealed no further trace of this deposit as the paved area (6007/0118) did not continue 
beyond the footprint of the evaluation trench.  Thus the interpretation for (6011) remains, but this 
context must be added to the chronology and matrix of the NWA. 
 
A number of other contexts assigned during the evaluation were re-appraised as lenses within larger 
contexts and thus dismissed whilst only one feature encountered in the evaluation was not recorded in 
the excavation phase.  [5006/5004) was recorded as a small circular feature in Trench 5, but was not 
seen to be present in the later works.  This may be due to the peripheral nature of the feature (recorded 
as 0.18m deep), the fact it was 50% excavated during the evaluation and the poor weather conditions 
during soil stripping in this area. 
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5.  Summary and discussion 
 
5.1.  General  
 
The general excavation of the lower interior of Old College Quadrangle proved a major archaeological 
undertaking, the extent of buried remains belying the very limited results of the evaluation of the site 
undertaken in March 2010.  The general archaeological works were undertaken to satisfy the planning 
condition imposed by the City of Edinburgh Council Archaeological Service following completion of 
the evaluation stage.  This stipulated that the mechanical reduction of levels within the lower 
quadrangle be monitored, that the upper surface of significant archaeological remains be defined, and 
that any further excavation was to be carried out under archaeological control and with particular 
emphasis on understanding the nature and extent of any such remains.   
 
Extensive remains were indeed found and the approach to their recording and investigation was 
reappraised at regular intervals in discussion with the site contractors and the City of Edinburgh 
Council Archaeologist, John Lawson.  In practice it was possible to investigate the site 
comprehensively – through a combination of open area excavation and by means of additional targeted 
evaluation trenching – Sondages 1-15.   
 
Considerable understanding of the underlying natural topography, subsoil and geology was achieved.  
Archaeological remains were recorded from the medieval occupation of the site through to the present 
day, with major structural remains revealed on the site dating from the medieval period, and the 16th, 
17th, 18th and early 19th centuries.   
 
Overall the excavation represents a major contribution to the understanding of the evolution of the 
urban landscape on the southern side of the early city, confirming the presence of actual remains of the 
medieval collegiate church foundation of St Mary’s in the Fields and its associated cemetery – as the  
Kirk ‘O Field site much of the physical context of the scene of the murder of Lord Darnley in 1567 is 
now better understood.  The remains of a major aristocratic townhouse, Hamilton House, erected for 
the Duke of Chatelherault, possibly incorporating parts of the collegiate infirmary, was a very 
significant find.  Perhaps most importantly was the opportunity to investigate and understand the early 
college founded in 1582-3, the institution that became the University of Edinburgh.  The evolution of 
the early college is now far better understood, its physical remains now firmly correlated to surviving 
17th, 18th and early 19th century views and plans, and other historical documentation.  Individual finds 
related to the on-going occupation and function of specific areas of the complex up to the early 19th 
century, the most notable discovery being the early 19th century contents of a laboratory that may have 
been associated with the great Enlightenment chemist, Joseph Black. 
 
This report provides an detailed account of the excavation that will form a basic record of the works 
and will form the basis of continuing post-excavation analysis and research into the evolution of the 
site.  It is intended that this process be continued through to formal publication of the findings in 
monograph format. 
 
5.2.  Natural topography and deposition 
 
The actual stratigraphy of the site proved on the whole to be uncomplicated in terms of layers of 
deposition.   
 
After removal of the modern landscape and car parking surfaces (001) and (002), a close analysis of 
the underlying deposits clarified understanding of the natural topography of the site.  The majority of 
the W end and centre of the Quad was revealed to be natural subsoil (0146), bounded to the N and E 
by surviving structural remains.  The discovery of 57 inhumations cut into the E end of this deposit 
confirmed that had these continued W towards the site of Kirk O’ Fields, then they must have been 
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buried much shallower in order for them to have been landscaped away; or that the natural topography 
had sloped up towards the N and W.  The latter explanation seems much more likely.  The lack of any 
archaeological features pre-dating the early-mid 19th century in this part of the site further confirms 
that the earth moved from this area by Playfair included any archaeological deposits and cut deeply 
into the natural subsoil.  The fractured nature of the bedrock seam running across the SEA confirms 
the severe nature of the down-cutting in this area. 
 
The majority of the contexts removed consisted of 19th-20th century demolition and landscaping 
deposits.  Whilst these levelling and landscaping events destroyed much of the archaeology across the 
W, and specifically SW end of the site, they conversely protected and preserved the archaeology in the 
N and E.  The topography of the site had been a continuing issue throughout its occupation (note for 
example the existence of terracing [0404], the sunken 1617 courtyard, sunken roadway, steps 
{0225/0265} etc.) and obviously the gradient was so severe, that whilst the W end of the site was 
heavily scarped, disturbed demolition material was deposited across the E of the site in order to 
provide a level surface.  This protected the archaeology beneath. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 47: Phasing of the archaeological features in Old College Quad 
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5.3.  Medieval  
 
a.  Collegiate  church  
 
The collegiate church of St. Mary in the Fields is known to have been located in the vicinity of Old 
College Quad.  The only source that can be considered to be even verging on reliable for the actual 
location of the Kirk, is the well known manuscript sketch of the scene of Lord Darnley’s murder 
(figure 2 and 3).  This depiction is problematic for a number of reasons, but has been analysed 
extensively and been shown to be a first hand drawing of the site as it existed in 1567. 
 
Disentangling and re-interpreting this image has plotted the Kirk at the SW corner of the present site, 
perhaps partly within the Quad itself and/or directly beneath the existing Adam and Playfair buildings.  
As has already been discussed, Playfair’s landscaping works significantly altered the topography of 
the site.  The recorded archaeology indicates that the natural topography at the SW corner once lay at a 
much higher level than at present, and gently sloped both N and E where it must be noted both 
Chambers St and the pend area lie at a much reduced level.  The choice of an elevated location for a 
church site is a common occurrence and the SE area of what is now the Quadrangle seems likely to 
have been just such a favourable site. 
 
The 19th century court reduction removed any last vestiges of Kirk O’ Fields within the interior area of  
Quad.  However it remains possible that remains do survive beneath the SW parts of the raised 
perimeter walkway and, perhaps, beneath the area of the Talbot Rice Gallery (the only sector of the 
existing buildings not to have been provided with cellarage).  Although as the foundations and 
basements of this structure are substantial and any remains of the Kirk would have sat on higher 
ground still if in this area.  It seems unlikely any traces have survived successive generations of 
development. 
 
b.  Cemetery  
 
Whilst the structural remains of the Collegiate Church of St. Mary in the Fields seem to have been 
wholly eradicated from the archaeological record, a number of inhumations survived as testament to 
its existence.   
 
57 graves were located and recorded across the centre of the E half of Old College Quad and showed 
evidence for four distinct phases of use.  Of these 44 were excavated and recorded.  The extent of the 
original cemetery is not known, but walls {017} to the N and {0491} to the E are interpreted as the 
boundaries of the graveyard and give some indication as to its original size.   
 
The natural topography of the site and its subsequent ground reduction explains the pocket of 
graveyard survival.  The existence of the natural slope explains why no inhumations were encountered 
at the W end of the site where the landscaping had the biggest impact, removing a significant volume 
of both topsoil and subsoil along with the footprint of the church.  At the E end of the site the probable 
junction between {0491} and {017} was destroyed along with the extreme E end of the cemetery by 
the placement of the 1617 building and associated sunken courtyard.   
 
The inhumations were representative of a general population, with both sexes and a wide range of ages 
recovered.  The existence of a triple inhumation comprising an adult male and female facing each 
other, holding hands with a young juvenile placed on top is of particular interest.   
 
The graves themselves showed no evidence for the use of coffins, although a number contained shroud 
fastenings.  Artefacts recovered from within the graves likely represent material deposited within the 
backfill and not items buried specifically with the body. 
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c.  Cemetery boundary and roadway to the N 
 
The cemetery was clearly bounded to the N by wall {017} and to a lesser extent to the E by {0491}. 
 
{0491} survived as a small stub of N-S aligned masonry.  This was interpreted as the E boundary of 
the cemetery, with an early age indicated by the use of clay in place of lime-mortar.  No inhumations 
survived E of this wall, whilst those to the W ran right up to its base.  The actual age of this wall is 
unclear, but it may be contemporary with {017} to the N. 
 
{017} is clearly the N wall of the cemetery.  This wall is cut into the natural subsoil so the S, but 
consisted of built up occupation deposits to the N.  The alignment and bonding is different to {0491} 
(lime mortar as opposed to clay), so it cannot be said for certain the two are contemporary with one 
another, but in all likelihood they mark the limits of the medieval cemetery. 
 
The deposits N of {017} provided the most challenging stratigraphy on site and required a great deal 
of careful analysis.  {017} lay parallel to {0580} to the N and together the two walls formed the limits 
of a sunken lane running along the side of the cemetery towards the collegiate hospital and/or 
Hamilton House.  {017} is a primary construction relating to the sunken roadway, providing a secure 
retaining wall against the weight of the natural subsoil to the S.  Conversely {0580} does not appear to 
have been constructed until sometime after the use of the road, overlying the primary metalled 
surfaces.  This can be explained simply if the topography is taken into account.  The road was initially 
terraced into the natural subsoil, but as layers of cobbling, metalling and debris built up within the 
roadway, {0580} was required to keep the surface in place and prevent it dropping onto the surface 
below to the N; the opposite purpose of {017} to the S.   
 
The deposits within the stretch bounded by {017} and {0580} comprise a mixed series of cobbling, 
metalling, levelling and depositional debris.  It is clear the roadway was repaired and replaced a 
number of times.  Often these repairs would not stretch the length of the road and the investigative 
sondages provided a wealth of information that required careful analysis.  Deposit (0210) was hugely 
important in tying the respective layers to one another and other deposits of similar date.  Stretching in 
a thick band across the roadway, this easily recognisable red deposit provided a solid check with 
which to place the chronology of the neighbouring surfaces. 
 
It is unclear where the road led and whether this was a major thoroughfare through the city or a private 
entrance to the collegiate hospital or Kirk O’ Fields complex.  The sunken roadway’s survival 
stretches to the extant recorded remains of Hamilton House.  It is thus tempting to tie the roadway to 
the creation of this building in the mid 16th century, but the cemetery, and thus wall {017}, would have 
pre-dated this point by some time.   
 
d.  Structures and deposits to the SE 
 
The SE corner of the site provided tantalising structural remains that may represent the earliest 
archaeological features on site.  As discussed above, wall {0491} is clay bonded and thus accepted as 
early in date.  This wall in turn cuts an even earlier wall running W-E and surviving to 1.65m in 
length.  This too is clay bonded and has been tentatively described as the remnants of an outbuilding 
associated with Kirk O’ Fields – possibly the Prebendaries Lodgings.   
 
The large N-S cut [0404] has been interpreted as terracing into the natural slope in order to provide a 
flat building surface and to ease the difficulties presented by the topography.  This event cuts through 
{0491} leaving very little to work from regarding the date and function of this wall. 
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5.4  Early post-medieval : Hamilton House 
 
It can be stated with certainty that the excavation of Old College Quad uncovered the structural 
remains of Hamilton House, but it is not possible to say with absolute certainty which remains these 
are. 
 
The structural remains encountered in the NWA and within Sondage 4 displayed two major phases of 
building and re-alignment.  It is known that Hamilton House was predated in this area by a collegiate 
hospital or infirmary associated with the collegiate church of St Mary and it is unclear whether the 
earliest structural phase {0114/0187} in this area represents this structure, or Hamilton House itself.  
Hamilton House survived until 1790 and the secondary structures {0115/0189} visible in the 
archaeological remains indicate a major re-working and re-alignment of the building.  There is no 
record of such work having been undertaken in Hamilton House and the evidence does tend to suggest 
the earlier masonry in actual fact represents the kitchens of the collegiate hospital.  The date of this 
hospital is unknown.  The structural remains show this to have been a substantial building of 
predominantly white sandstone, with the walls and features in Sondage 4 representing the kitchen area.  
This room was substantially re-worked prior to the insertion of {0115/0189}, with the fireplace being 
blocked up.  The existence of a stone-lined drain {0311} is likely tied to the ‘slop basin’ {0465} and 
the samples from the residue (0316) within this drain could provide interesting dating evidence. 
 
Constructed in the 1560s, Hamilton House was the townhouse of the Duke of Chatelherault and was 
one of the original buildings incorporated into the embryonic University of Edinburgh in 1583.  
Despite the importance of this structure, no image of it survives (other than Rothiemay’s somewhat 
unreliable representation of 1647 – figure 5) and all our knowledge of this building was previously 
based on cartographic evidence.  The discovery of these remains in the NW of the site greatly 
increases our knowledge of this important 16th century townhouse. 
 
 
5.5.  Early  college  
 
The lands upon which Old College Quad now stands were granted by the City in 1582, and the college 
itself was founded in 1583.  A number of the existing buildings on the site were adapted for the uses of 
academia (although St Mary’s church itself was dismantled), whilst other structures were added at 
various points throughout the 17th century. 
 
a.  Quarrying in the Quad 
 
Initially it had been assumed the spread of charnel rich material (0148) located across the SW of the 
Quad was the result of landscaping by Playfair, with this material from the down-cut area of the 
graveyard being redeposited across the rest of the site.  This was no doubt partly true, but excavations 
in the SEA revealed the existence of a previously unrecorded quarry pit, dated (in all likelihood) to the 
period between the early 1580s and the foundation of the Teviot Chambers from 1660.   
 
An organic deposit in the base of this feature revealed it had lain open for a time and it can be 
presumed that the stone quarried was used in building works around the Quad. 
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b.  The 1617 building 
 
The 1617 building survived as an integral part of The University of Edinburgh until its demolition in 
1827, undergoing numerous modifications of the structure and changes in function. 
 
The bulk of the building itself remained unexcavated, with the depth of the archaeological remains and 
demolition deposits precluding the need to uncover the interior.  Sondage 11 uncovered some of the 
character of the interior, whilst the W and E walls were uncovered in the sunken courtyard excavation 
and Sondage 9 respectively.  The walls proved to be substantial mixed sandstone constructions, whilst 
Sondage 11 showed to distinct phases of flooring.  Moulded cornice plasterwork of 17th century 
character recovered from Sondage 11 indicates the presence of a well appointed chamber above, 
perhaps at first floor level. 
 
c.  NW extension to the 1617 building 
 
A combination of the archaeological excavations and the historical research revealed the existence of a 
further structural addition between the 1617 and 1642 buildings.  No mention was made of such a 
separate structure in the historical documentation and it was presumed the tower visible in this 
location in the sketches by Skene and Lizars was part of either the 1617 or 1642 buildings.  The 
excavation of Sondage 7 demonstrated that the {0640} S wall of the addition was cut into the N-S wall 
of the 1617 library {0375}.  The pictorial evidence (Lizars and Skene) proves that the 1642 building 
abutted this corner tower and demonstrates that this tower was a separate building built at some point 
between 1617 and the start of construction on the 1642 building. 
 
This building was later modified in 1753 when the roof was squared off to provide a platform in order 
to function as a simple observatory. 
 
d.  The sunken courtyard 
 
Excavation of the sunken courtyard revealed a number of interesting issues and dilemmas regarding 
the phasing of the various walls and buildings around the perimeter.   
 
It was accepted the sunken courtyard is contemporaneous to, if not the 1617 library, then certainly the 
corner tower between the 1617 and 1642 buildings.  Detailed scrutiny of the archaeology of the 
courtyard surface and the cartographic resource proved the existence of the ‘High Transe’ – a pend 
running between the sunken courtyard and the Printing House Yaird. 
 
e.  The 1642 library 
 
The construction of the 1642 building is well attested and the remains were uncovered across the N of 
the Quad.  Sondages 2, 3, 4 and 14 all uncovered the S wall {0397} of the 1642 library and it is known 
from the map and pictorial evidence that this wall continued on the same alignment to meet the corner 
tower and the 1617 building. 
 
The junction of wall {0397} with Hamilton House (and possible re-used hospital wall) {0187} is 
interesting with a large wall ‘stump’ {0188} providing a junction between the two.  This has been 
interpreted as a buttress built in a clumsy attempt to form a seamless junction. 
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f.  The Laigh College court 
 
Very little of the Laigh College courtyard lay within the boundaries of Old College Quad, but 
excavations in the NWA did uncover significant remains dating to the 17th century. 
 
The structure of Hamilton House formed the E side of the Laigh College court and disturbed cobbled 
deposits (0163) were uncovered immediately W of this building.  These cobbles are the last surviving 
vestiges of a 17th century surface that would have stretched to the NW across the Laigh Court and 
would have been reached by a set of stairs {0225/0265} leading from the main High College to the 
SE.  These stairs were put in place by James Jossie between 1640 and 1644 and survive in a much 
damaged form in the NWA.  Any evidence of buildings adjacent to the stairs has been truncated by 
Playfair and Adam’s building works, but a small section of walling {0113} linking Jossie’s stairs to 
Hamilton House was revealed and also dates to this period.  This wall incorporated an earlier stone-
lined drain running from Hamilton House. 
 
g.  Adaptation of Hamilton House 
 
Hamilton House was constructed in the 1560s and survived at the centre of the University of 
Edinburgh from its foundation in 1583, until the building was knocked down by Robert Adam in 1790.  
The building was adapted for academic usage, although little evidence of this can be seen in the 
structural remains. 
 
As discussed previously, it is entirely possible that the remains of the collegiate hospital are lost and 
that two phases of occupation are visible within Hamilton House itself.  The major re-building and re-
alignment of the walls represented by {0115/0189} may represent a later re-working of Hamilton 
House, perhaps to bring the internal orientation on a par with the new, purpose-built buildings 
constructed by the University in the 17th century.  This however, remains problematic as it is unclear 
why such effort would be expended on aligning the interiors with the exterior remaining on a different 
orientation. 
 
5.6.  The college in the 18th and early 19th centuries 
 
a.  Extensions at the SW of the 1617 building 
 
The structures along the W perimeter of the sunken courtyard were both seen to be later additions to 
the 1617 building.  The existence of a spiral staircase within the structure shown in Lizars’ sketches to 
be a small single storey ‘cottage’, presented a dilemma.  The detail of Lizars’ sketches is excellent, 
and there is no evidence for a doorway, or an earlier staircase within the wall above the roof of this 
structure.  It is now agreed that the small structure visible in Lizars’ sketches of the Quad was in actual 
fact two storeys, with the bottom level providing access to the sunken courtyard and the upper floor an 
entrance to the High Court and the 1617 building.   
 
The small building immediately S of the stairs and N of the ‘cottage’ was a later addition still, and 
existed as a single storey building with a wooden floor.  A door was knocked through the wall of the 
‘cottage’ to form a link with this building. 
 
b.  Secondary modification to the 1617 building 
 
The 1617 building saw a number of secondary modifications during its lifetime.  Archaeological 
evidence remained in Sondage 11 at the SW corner to demonstrate that a secondary flooring 
arrangement superseded the original, with the insertion of new W-E aligned sleeper walls to take N-S 
aligned joisting, {0591}.  The addition of the S range of the courtyard likely obliterated a southern 
ground floor window in the W frontage of the range, the window possibly formed into an entrance into 
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the secondary range.  Within Sondage 7, against the interior face of the W wall close to the N 
boundary of the site, a secondary W-E masonry cross wall had been inserted, its fabric simply built 
against the wall plaster of the original construction.  On the limited exposure it was not possible to 
determine whether this was an early sub-division or later.  It seems probable that when the northern 
parts of the range were demolished in c.1818 or shortly thereafter that the structure was reduced to this 
wall-line; this is suggested by Lizars’ plan of 1823, figure 16. 
 
c.  Later occupation of the college buildings 
 
Where floor levels were encountered within the demolished buildings of the college some evidence for 
the more recent occupation of the structures before their demolition was in evidence – within the S 
range of the sunken courtyard, within the building at the SW angle of the court, within the interior of 
the 1617 building at its SW angle (Sondage 11), and occasional finds in the area of the sunken 
courtyard interior.  This principally consisted of occasional finds of food residues – animal bone, shell, 
etc., occasional fragments of bottles and ceramics and other miscellaneous finds.  These finds have yet 
to be fully assessed. 
 
d.  Chemical apparatus and materials within the 1642 building 
 
The in situ interior deposits within the 1642 building on the whole remained unexcavated due to their 
contaminated nature.  Tests proved these to far exceed safety levels for human contact, but 
interestingly showed them to contain chemicals such as mercury and arsenic that would have been 
used during Chemistry experiments in the Enlightenment period.  These were discovered alongside 
glass debris reminiscent of chemistry apparatus.  A reference in The Edinburgh City Archives records 
that in 1800 Thomas Charles Hope stored Joseph Black’s old chemistry apparatus in the basement of 
the 1642 library.  It is rare in archaeology that such references can be tied completely to the 
archaeological evidence, but this statement does appear to tantalisingly indicate that these samples and 
artefacts are those of Joseph Black.  Further study is required, but it is sufficient to suggest the 
chemistry detritus encountered within the 1642 building belongs to the Enlightenment and has 
enormous potential for furthering our understanding of this important period. 
 
5.7.  Removal of the old college (1790 - 1833) 
 
When Robert Adam began work on the New College in 1789, it was agreed the work would be 
undertaken in a piecemeal manner in order to allow funding to be secured and teaching to continue.  
Various financial difficulties and the death of Robert Adam resulted in the process not reaching an 
acceptable degree of completion until 1840, when William Playfair completed the project he inherited 
from Adam. 
 
a.  Progress of demolitions 
 
Adam began work in the NW corner of the High College and Hamilton House was one of the first 
structures to be demolished in 1790, with Jossie stairs to the Laigh Courtyard and associated buildings 
also making way for Adam’s corner block.   
 
Adam’s work continued establishing much of the entrance façade to the E of the 1617 building as well 
as demolishing those building forming the W perimeter of the High Court.  However financial 
constraints meant that by 1804 work had halted, with only the NW corner block of the new structures 
fit for occupation.  The Speculative Society (SW corner), The Teviot Chambers (S range), Principal’s 
House as well as the 1617 and 1642 buildings all remained in use within the unfinished Adam New 
College. 
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William Playfair was commissioned in 1816 and begun the process of completing Adam’s vision to 
his own specifications.   
 
The Speculative Society was demolished in 1817, predating the removal of the Principal’s House by 
one year.  The 1642 building was gone by 1823 when Playfair’s plan of the University at this point 
show the 1617 building and the Teviot Chambers as the last surviving remnants of the High Court. 
 
The 1617 building, or ‘Old Library’, was finally demolished in 1827, by which time the Teviot 
Chambers had also disappeared. 
 
The phasing of these demolitions is invisible in the archaeological record, but plenty of evidence exists 
to show this event.  The interior of both the 1617 and 1642 buildings as well as the sunken courtyard 
consisted almost entirely of mortar rich demolition debris and architectural fragments.  Likewise a 
similar deposit was removed from the NWA where Hamilton House and the Laigh Court were 
uncovered. 
 
 
5.8.  Construction of the Old College Quadrangle 
 
a.  Adam’s rebuilding (1790 – 1804) 
 
Beginning work in 1790, Robert Adam’s project was beset by financial difficulties and the need to 
keep the University functioning throughout the construction process.  Adam died in 1792 and by the 
time his work was halted in 1804, only the NW corner block was complete and in use.  A great deal of 
work had been undertaken constructing the entrance block to the E of the 1617 building and the W 
range of the New College, but these remained incomplete and unused. 
 
Adam’s phase of building in the college led to the destruction of Hamilton House and the SE corner of 
the Laigh Court.  In the archaeological record this is attested by the deposition of mortar rich 
demolition debris within the Hamilton House structure. 
 
b.  Playfair’s College (1816– 1840) 
 
William Playfair was commissioned to complete Adam’s design and set about re-designing the 
buildings to his own sympathetic specifications.  The result is the current building in use today. 
 
In the archaeological record this process is visible in the vast quantity of re-deposited demolition 
material spread across the E end of the site and the N side within the confines of the 1642 building. 
 
c.  Reduction in levels (c.1829) 
 
The topography of the site had been an issue throughout the history of the University and a reduction 
in the ground level across the Quad had been an important part of Playfair’s revised design of Adam’s 
work.  It is recorded that the base of Adam’s NW corner block sat nineteen feet above the ground level 
outside the entrance he had begun.  Playfair originally envisaged a continuous flight of nine steps 
running around the courtyard33, lowering the ground level in the centre by nine and a half feet from the 
level of the terrace and leaving a gentle ascent through the entrance to the courtyard.  The lowering of 
the courtyard surface was begun in 1829 as Playfair attempted to solve this issue.  Obviously the area 
most significantly affected by the reduction would have been the W end and SW corner of the site 
where the natural topography was at its highest. 
 

                                                 
33 Fraser 1989, 177 
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d.  Playfair’s courtyard interior (1833) 
 
Playfair’s courtyard interior remained a work in progress and was not completed to his satisfaction 
until the latter half of 1833.  Finances had once again become an issue and his plans were forcibly 
modified as a result.  It is arguable that the courtyard never looked how he would have wished it to be 
and the completion of this project by Simpson and Brown is the concluding chapter in the creation of 
Old College Quad. 
 
Having lowered the ground surface in 1829, work did not begin on the staircases to reach the raised 
walkway until 1832.  During this hiatus the Quad was left unpaved and with temporary wooden stairs 
in place.  The cobbled surface encountered N of the entrance at the top of Sondage 9 in the NEA 
arguably dates from this period.  Eventually finances were secured and Playfair modified his plans to 
construct a series of nine staircases leading to the raised walkway.  This work was completed in 1833. 
 
The network of rough stone-lined drains across the Quad respect and weave around the Playfair stairs 
and have been interpreted as drainage put in place by Playfair during this phase. 
 
It is unknown how either Playfair or Adam envisaged the surface of the completed court would look, 
but with funding again proving difficult the interior of Old College Quad was covered in grey gravel 
as a temporary measure.  This has remained in place ever since. 
 
Five of Playfair’s staircases survive within the Quad today, but the archaeology uncovered the 
foundations of each of his corner stairs which had been demolished during renovations in the 1950s.  
The excavations also revealed the changes wrought on the grand W staircase which was re-worked for 
the current splayed design and the balustrades removed.  At the base of these steps the foundations of 
the original stair alignment still survived. 
 
5.9.  Later constructions and modification of the Quadrangle interior 
 
The Quadrangle has undergone numerous slight changes and transformations over the 171 years since 
Playfair’s last input when he oversaw the erection of the cast-iron entrance gates.   
 
The most obvious of these is the demolition of the corner staircases set in place by Playfair.  These 
were removed in the 1950s and numerous architectural fragments and demolitions deposits were 
recovered in or around the foundations of these.   
 
The most notable addition in the archaeological record was the plinth recorded in the W half of the 
Quad, within the centre on the courtyards N-S axis.  This provided the base of the Cumming Fountain, 
a cast iron structure inaugurated in December 1886.  This feature survived until the 1920s when it was 
removed for proposed re-erection elsewhere on campus.   
 
A number of drains and services have been put in place since 1840, many of which truncated earlier 
archaeological remains or cut through skeletal remains. 
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6.  Mitigation and recommendations 
 
The important archaeological remains encountered during the excavation and their historical 
significance in relation to the previous uses of the site demonstrates the need for protection and further 
archaeological monitoring on any future ground works.  These archaeological remains survive despite 
the levelling undertaken in the 19th century and the fact that natural subsoil was encountered in many 
places in close proximity to the base layers for the proposed new ground surface.  Further invasive 
work is planned in the entrance tunnel to the Quad, but this will be completed at a future date towards 
the end of the renovation project suitably monitored by trained Addyman Archaeology staff.  The 
results and findings for this project will be reported separately.   
 
The site has a well documented history and virtually every phase of its development and past were 
discovered and recorded to some degree.  The landscaping of the 19th century had significantly altered 
the topography, but archaeology survived to remarkable depths along the N and E sides of the Quad.  
Structural remains of what may represent the Collegiate Hospital of St. Mary in the Fields were found 
underlying the stately home of the Duke of Chatelherault; attached to this building was the substantial 
wall footings of the 1642 Edinburgh University Library building while the E end of the site revealed 
structural remains of the 1617 library building and associated sunken courtyard, complete with early 
17th century cobbled surface.   Within the 1642 building deposits of heavily contaminated materials 
were uncovered alongside glass and ceramic laboratory apparatus.  Early indications tentatively tie 
these materials with renowned renaissance Chemist Joseph Black.  Running NNW-SSE across the site, 
a sunken cobbled road with multiple phases of re-use was revealed, running towards Hamilton House.  
It was bounded to the S by the wall of the 13th century Kirk O’ Fields Church cemetery, behind which 
66 inhumations were encountered a matter of centimetres beneath the modern surface.  44 of these 
were exhumed for analysis and preservation.  Early fragments of clay bonded walls in the SE of the 
site may represent outbuilding associated with the Kirk O’ Fields Church. 
 
In addition to the enormous quantity of disarticulated and re-deposited human remains, the excavation 
team recovered a significant degree of pottery, glass and metalwork – specifically coins.  In particular 
one glass object, a 16th century mould-blown section of the stem of a facon de venic lion masked wine 
glass was discovered. 
 
It is thus recommended that archaeological monitoring should be undertaken during the course of any 
further ground-breaking works on site.  The remains at the W end of the site have been 
comprehensively recorded and documented, but those of Hamilton House in the NWA are of some 
significance.  Across the centre of the site there remain graves in situ and care must be taken not to 
disturb these.   Little was excavated in the SE of the site and potential remains in this area for the 
survival of early archaeology associated with Kirk O’ Fields.  It is hoped that, in consultation with 
Historic Scotland and The University of Edinburgh, the human remains exhumed during the 
excavation can be re-buried in the centre of the courtyard and marked appropriately.  Should this work 
be undertaken it is recommended it be monitored by a fully qualified archaeologist.  Any mitigation 
strategy to minimise the impact upon surviving archaeological remains would have to be agreed in 
consultation with the City of Edinburgh Council Archaeology Services.   
 
The archaeological remains encountered at Old College Quad are of considerable and in parts 
outstanding importance and undoubtedly of public interest.  Detailed artefact and finds analysis and 
conservation of the artefacts recovered are required as part of the planning condition, and given the 
significance of the excavation and expected post-excavation results, a monograph publication should 
be aspired to widely disseminate the findings.  All information, from the archaeological excavation, 
the finds analysis and the historical reappraisal should therefore form the basis of a major publication 
of the history and archaeology of the early University of Edinburgh.  Such a monograph would be of 
interest to both the academic audiences concerned with particular research subjects and the early 
history of the University, and to a wider readership, interested in Edinburgh’s history and Scotland’s 
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important international role in the history of education.  A detailed proposal for the post-excavation 
work will be submitted with this report.  After completed post-excavation analysis a separate proposal 
for the publication will be presented, allowing to outline the details of the proposed publication in the 
light of the excavation and post-excavation results. 
 
Simpson and Brown Architects in consultation with The University of Edinburgh and Addyman 
Archaeology have designed a series of carvings and designs on the paving slabs around the Quad, 
representing the location of significant archaeology.  If completed, this will be a fitting record to the 
history of Old College Quad. 
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1.  Introduction – background to the present project 
 
i.  General  
 
Addyman Archaeology undertook extensive archaeological works for The University of Edinburgh 
within Old College Quadrangle in 2010 - this relating to the laying of new paving throughout the 
lower quadrangle area.1  The paving is being laid to the design of Simpson & Brown Architects 
(contacts, James Simpson and David Borthwick) by contractors, Land Engineering.  The project 
overall is being managed by George Boag, Estates and Buildings, University of Edinburgh.   
 
During the 2010 archaeological works, which extended to the cleaning off of the whole lower 
quadrangle area, a series of deeper test excavations were undertaken.  Most of these were in the form 
of sondages (test trenches); however some larger areas were also opened up.  Medieval features 
(remains of the medieval cemetery of Kirk O’ Field) were overlain by a number of the late 16th and 
early 17th century college buildings, revealed by the excavation – parts of the Laigh College Court to 
the NW, Hamilton House to the centre/NW, the 1642-6 university library building along the N/centre 
part of the site, the very substantial 1616-7 Common Hall building, occupying the whole of the 
centre/E and NE end of the site, and a sunken cobbled courtyard along its principal façade. 
 
Parts of the 1642-6 library building were revealed within a number of individual sondages.  These 
exposed the footing of its S wall – the principal façade fronting on to the High College Court – at 4 
points along its length; its SW corner, which met and was built around the SE angle of the earlier 
Hamilton House, was revealed in its entirety. 
 
ii.  The 1642 library and its later history2 
 
According to a plan of the university complex as existing in 1767 by John Laurie, figure 1, this range 
was substantial – second only in scale to the 1616-7 Common Hall – and of notable length.  Gordon of 
Rothiemay’s view of 1647, figure 2, gives an impression of the range as originally built – notable for 
its crenellated parapet.  In the later 18th century the building was raised by a further story, a 
development well illustrated in a number of early 19th century views.  Further plans made during the 
gradual redevelopment of the quadrangle between c.1790 and c.1830, as well as cartographic sources, 
show additional details of the range and adjacent structures at that period.  Finally a view of 1823 by 
WH Lizars, made after the demolition of the range, shows its section in the form of a silhouette against 
a pre-existing gable wall at its E end.   
 
Combining this early visual evidence it is clear that by the later 18th century the range was a structure 
of three stories and of 8-10 bays (the number of windows varies between views).  The range was 
partly terraced into the natural slope of the ground that descended northwards towards the Cowgate.  
The lower storey was accessed directly from Printing House Yard on its N side.  Early 19th century 
views only indicate the presence of two small cellar windows on the S side.  At its E end the lower 
level included the principal access between the courts, known as the High Transe, which linked the 

                                                 
1 Excavation field directed by Ross Cameron with Kenneth Macfadyen 
2 This section largely based upon the research and documentation presented by Andrew Fraser in his The 
Building of Old College (1989) 
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sunken court in front of the 1617 building to Printing House Yard to the N.  A stair at the W end of the 
principal S-facing frontage gave access to the library proper, which seems to have occupied the length 
of the range.  The upper storey was added later in the 18th century to provide further accommodation.   
 

 
Figure 1: Map by John Laurie (1767).  1642 

building indicated 

 
Figure 2: Gordon of Rothiemay (1647) 

 

 
Figure 3: Sketch by Skene of Rubislaw (c.1817) 
showing the 142 building (left) and the 1617 

building (right) 

 
Figure 4: A lithograph from work by John 
Sime (c.1815) showing the 1642 building 

 
 

Figure 5: Transcription of a plan of 1818 (A Fraser, 1989, 45) 
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In 1777 Joseph Black, Professor of Medicine and Chemistry, moved into the 1642 library building, but 
he soon had to share with John Walker, Regius Professor of Natural History, and the growing Natural 
History Museum of which the latter was Keeper.  In 1780 both professors petitioned the City for the 
provision of more suitable accommodation.  Though Black proposed to use the 1617 Common Hall 
building, it was decided that a new purpose-built chemistry block be located within Printing House 
Yard.  This was erected in 1781 and first illustrated upon John Ainslie’s town plan of c.1781.  By the 
time the plan of 1818 was drawn (Figure 5), the new block had been connected directly to the lower 
level of the 1642 building by an additional link.  Both the chemistry block and the 1642 library were 
demolished in 1820 to make way for the intended N range of William Playfair’s scheme for the 
existing quadrangle. 
 
iii.  Archaeological contents of the lower level of the 1642 library 
 
Three of the archaeological investigations in 2010 extended to just above the floor of the lower level 
of the 1642 library range, two of these towards its W end.  Sondage 4 examined the SE corner of 
Hamilton House and the interior of the SW corner of the 1642-6 library range.  Sondage 2, a N-S 
aligned trench positioned a little further to the E, examined the relationship between deposits on either 
side of the S wall of the library range.  In each case excavation involved removal of a deep deposit of 
demolition rubble (0186) relating to the dismantling of the building in the works of 1820. 
 
A number of finds were recovered from the lower parts of this rubble fill and from immediately 
beneath – where a level of artefacts were found to overlie a dark humic deposit that was felt likely to 
closely overlie, or constitute the original floor level within the range.  This deposit was recorded as 
(0205) in Sondage 2, and (0209) in Sondage 4.  These included assorted sections of glass tubing 
(plates 1-3), some fragments of ceramic (plates 4-6), and various brightly-coloured chemical 
compounds (plates 7-8).   
 
With the discovery of the latter a clear health and safety issue was raised.  Excavation was terminated 
at that point and the compounds sent to the Scottish Environmental Technology Network for 
identification.  Amongst the materials identified were arsenic, and compounds of mercury and cobalt.  
The highly toxic nature of these substances dictated the termination of archaeological investigation in 
that area and, in the absence of a building contract-related requirement to excavate further, the 
trenches were simply back-filled. 
 
 

         
 

Plates 1-3: Glass tubing, one with ground stopper, and vessel glass with chemical residues 
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Plates 4-6: Laboratory ceramics, likely to have been produced by Wedgwood (note the numbers 
inscribed on the outside of the vessel) (George Haggarty) 

 

  
 

Plate 7:  Finds as recovered 
 

Plate 8:  The chemical compounds uncovered in Old College 
Quad, (photo by Lilly Hunter/SETN) 

 
iv.  Impetus for present project 
 
The origin of the present project followed the preliminary assessment of the chemical materials and 
associated finds recovered from the two sondages.  Apparently representing some of the contents of a 
chemistry laboratory, further assessment was made of available historical evidence in order to identify 
a provenance.3  The possibility that some of the material may have been associated with the tenure of 

                                                 
3 This in the first instance from Andrew Fraser’s The Building of Old College (1989). 
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Joseph Black, Professor of Medicine and Chemistry at Edinburgh from 1766-99,4 and one of the great 
figures of the Scottish Enlightenment, was hypothesised.  It was apparently confirmed by a single 
reference of 1800, the year after Black’s death, that his materials and apparatus were being stored 
within the lower level of the 1642-6 library range by his successor as Professor of Chemistry, Thomas 
Charles Hope.5   
 
Further corroboration came with preliminary assessment by George Haggarty of the ceramics from the 
sondages, where two types of vessel were identified that seem certainly to have been products supplied 
by Josiah Wedgwood to scientist colleagues, including Joseph Black.  The material included sections 
of a white clay retort (distillation apparatus), salt-glazed internally, and a vessel with numerical 
gradations incised into the clay. 
 
The assemblage of material was subsequently assessed by Dr Robert Anderson,6 who confirmed the 
probable association of both the glass and ceramic wares with the laboratory activities of Joseph 
Black.  Some of the excavated items appear to be paralleled in the Playfair Collection (National 
Museum of Scotland)7 – however the archaeologically recovered material was considered to have a far 
more secure context and historical provenance.   
 
In summary it was concluded : 
 
- The find was of exceptional importance in terms of the history of science   
- The objects individually have very great potential to shed light on 18th century scientific 

processes (the apparatus recovered; the chemical compounds present; the direct evidence 
of how they were being used – residues within vessels, crucibles, etc),  

- The find may also shed considerable particular light upon the activities of the pre-eminent 
scientist Joseph Black 

- The find would also provide important new insights on the early development and supply 
of laboratory equipment, particularly ceramics and glass (some of which appears to be 
directly associated with Josiah Wedgwood and Archibald Geddes, a glass-maker of Leith, 
respectively) 

- The contextual archaeological information within the excavated area may also provide 
considerable further insights – the circumstances of deposition, the internal organisation 
of the store, and distribution of materials and equipment within the store 

- There may exist contextual archaeological information within the excavated area in 
relation to other activities – the earlier use of the lower level of the 1642 building; pre-
existing activity on the site from sub-floor levels; and in relation to activities perhaps 
suggested by other categories of find  

 
For these reasons the examination of a more extensive area and the recovery of a larger sample of the 
materials within the building was considered desirable.   
 
v.  The present project 
 
Fortunately the new paving had not yet begun to be laid in the area of the 1642 library.  The 
opportunity to re-examine the area was taken and, in consultation with George Boag, a window of two 
weeks was identified to allow additional excavation but without causing delay to the repaving scheme; 
this was subsequently extended to 3 weeks.   
 

                                                 
4 Black remained professor until his death in December 1799; however he had stopped teaching in the mid 
1790s, this task being taken up by his conjoint professor, Thomas Charles Hope.  Pers. comm. Robert Anderson 
5 Cited by Fraser (1989, 44) - City of Edinburgh, Dean of Guild records : ECA, bundle 16, shelf 36, bay C.  
6 Thursday 9 June 2011, at Addyman Archaeology’s Leith office 
7 Catalogued by Dr Anderson, The Playfair Collection and the Teaching of Chemistry at the University of 
Edinburgh : 1713-1858 (1978), The Royal Scottish Museum. 
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2.  The  excavation  
 
i.  General  
 
Excavation began on Tuesday 14th June 2011 and completed by the 30th June.  Following a prior risk 
assessment and necessary specialist consultation about the handling of the contaminants present on 
site, the excavation was undertaken under a strict Health and Safety regime. 
 

 
 

Plate 9: Working shot showing extension to the trench 
(looking SE) 

 
Plate 10: PPE for excavation 

 
An initial area of about 2.5m by 3.5m (W-E) was opened up at the extreme SW angle of the lower 
level of the 1642 library building, the upper levels being excavated mechanically and the trench edges 
being sloped to a suitable batter, or stepped.  The density and importance of the artefacts recovered led 
to the decision to extend the trench further E and this process was begun on Thursday 23rd June.  The 
final area excavated measured c.2.50m N-S by 5m W-E within the SW angle of the 1642 building. 
 
ii.  Overlying  deposits  
 
The overlying demolition deposit (0186) was removed by a mechanical excavator fitted with a bladed 
ditching bucket and under close archaeological supervision, plate 9.  A few items were recovered from 
the lower parts of the demolition rubble back-fill – including most of two shouldered storage jars (very 
thick-bodied but with extremely thin bases – perhaps for heating liquids (plates 11-12), other ceramic 
vessels, further sections of a white ceramic retort, and most of a large hard paste white-glazed mortar 
(with residues adhering within).  These large mortar fragments were geographically separated from 
one another but proved to be conjoining fragments of the same substantial vessel, broken and mixed 
within the demolition rubble.  Initial examination by ceramic specialist George Haggarty confirmed 
their likely 18th century date and observed that the shouldered storage jars were of a previously 
unrecorded form and fabric. 
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Plate 11: Example of ceramic storage jar SF1290 
recovered from (0186) 

 
Plate 12: Fragments of a storage jar recovered 
from (0186) (note the extremely thin base) 

 
iii.  The artefact spread  (Figures 6 and 7) 
 
Having rapidly dug down to about 0.05m above floor deposits the remaining overburden (0186) was 
trowelled off to reveal the underlying level – predominantly a very dark grey humic deposit, 
(0205/0209).  On the interface between the two an extensive and varied array of finds was revealed, 
immediately overlying the (0205/0209) surface deposits – see plates.  Whilst at this stage no 
excavation into (0205/0209) had taken place, it was realised that this spread of artefacts atop this 
represented a stratigraphic event in its own right and this deposit should be assigned a different context 
number from those within the surface itself.  Fortuitously the surface deposit had been assigned two 
context numbers during the excavations the previous year, with the number (0205) being used for the 
floor layer in Sondage 2, and (0209) cataloguing the same deposit in Sondage 4.  As the number 
(0205) had not been used in order to record any of the artefacts uncovered, (0205) is now used to 
describe the humic surface deposit itself whilst (0209) is attributed to the spread of artefacts overlying 
(0205).   
 
Overlying demolition rubble (0186) was carefully removed at this level to reveal (0209), with all finds 
left in situ for detailed planning and recording prior to removal.  The concentration and array of finds 
was both varied and extensive (see section 2.iv).  The trench was divided into a grid of squares 
measuring 1m2, and catalogued alphabetically W-E and numerically S-N.  Each grid square was 
photographed vertically in order to enable a photographic montage.  The grid squares were 
subsequently planned at a scale of 1:10, with more detailed 1:05 plans being completed for individual 
areas of more highly concentrated artefacts.  Artefacts were removed and recorded according to their 
location on the grid, with finds numbers marked on the drawings to show their location.  This 
information may prove of importance in any spatial analysis of the artefacts’ distribution within the 
building.   
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Plate 13:  Groups of individual finds as revealed upon the 0209 surface (eastwards trench extension, 
looking E) 

 

 
 

Plate 14:  Initial excavation area, with finds overlaying floor levels as revealed (looking S) 
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Plate 15:  Detailed recording of the individual objects’ locations (looking SSE) 
 

 
 

Plate 16: Preparing to plan artefacts (note the postholes with the shallow linear depression running to 
their centre, to right) 
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Figure 7 : plan of lower level of finds as found
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Plate 17: High concentration of finds including a large fragmented glass object, an Fe rim and large 
ceramic vessel (note post-hole to right) 

 
In one area a large concentration of glass clearly belonged to one large vessel, plate 17, and, in 
addition to the detailed recording undertaken already, each shard was individually recorded and 
conjoining fragments marked with chalk in order to facilitate reconstruction in post-excavation.  
Across the trench a considerable quantity of small metal blocks were also recovered – around 47.  
These were initially interpreted as weights of slightly varying sizes, but one in particular displayed a 
large letter ‘M’, indicating that these were in fact pieces of founders’ type, (individual letter-blocks 
and spacers employed in a printing press). 
 
iv.  The finds – a summary 
 
Concentrations of materials, for the most part apparently chemistry-related, were found across the 
excavation area (see plates 13-20 and figures 6 and 7).  Predominantly the artefacts recovered were of 
glass and ceramic with a notable number of metal objects; also apparent were concentrations of 
chemical compounds of a variety of colours.  Many of the ceramic vessels also retained or contained 
apparent chemical residues.  A large number of glass rods were recovered, some solid and some 
evidently thermometer sections, as well as fragments of what would appear to be test tubes.  Of 
particular note was a considerable quantity of small ceramic crucibles. 
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Plate 18: Finds upon the floor surface clustering within a sunken beam slot – a concentration of glass 
rods, thermometer sections and crucibles (note tropical shell in foreground) 

 

 
 

Plate 19:  A concentration of glass and ceramic vessel fragments, crucibles and compounds 
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Plate 20:  Section of glass tubing, bottle fragments and concentrations of chemical compound 
 
In summary these materials included the following (interim list pending post-excavation processing): 
 
Glass 
 

Most of at least 2 large olive glass free-blown demijohns (or similar).  
Necks and fragments of at least 2 mid-late 18th century black glass wine bottles. 
Numerous glass rods of varying section diameters (stirring rods?) – one complete (plate 21e). 
A number of apparent thermometer sections, including a bulb (plate 21f). 
A number of glass tube sections of varying diameters (some with possible residues within), one about 
0.04-0.05m diameter and apparently over 1m long, aqua glass (plate 20) 

A large glass stopper (ground); a small glass stopper (plate 21d). 
A series of further concentrations of vessel glass fragments – forms unclear as yet. 
Some bottle bases containing residues. 
 
Metal 
 

A pewter(?) spoon (plate 21a). 
A number of Fe. canisters/pots, some containing residues. 
Assorted iron objects. 
A lead (?) mass, apparently a smelt dribble? 
Approximately 47 small heavy metallic blocks (+/- 1.5cm x 1cm x 0.5cm) – pieces of founders’ type, 
mostly blank but some with punctuation marks and one with the letter ‘M’ (plate 21b) 
2 or more brass taps/valves, screw-threaded (rather like a pipette tap) (plate 21c) 
A lead (Pb) window came 
 
Ceramic 
 

2 storage jars, complete, speckled brown salt-glazed (plate 21h) 
A storage jar, cream fabric – in fragments 
8-10 small part-conical thin-walled crucibles 
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A crucible lid; a larger crucible fragment with smelted deposits within 
Parts of various other vessels, including retort sections 
 
Compounds 
 

There are a number of concentrations of chemical compounds obviously visible at the surface – either 
spreads of powdered material or solid lumps.  Most are of varying bright colours, some white; there 
are also the congealed contents of the base of a vessel (crucible or storage vessel, now gone) – this 
material of creamy white colour.  A lump of material of metallic appearance – galena??  All of these 
compounds were recovered for further analysis either as samples, or still adhering to finds.  
 
Other 
 

A number of exotic marine shells and fossilised shells; a fragment of leather; a whetstone / touch-stone 
(plate 21g) 
 

     a.   b.   c. 
 

 d.   e.   f. 
 

 g.    h. 
 

Plate 21(a-h): A selection of individual finds (note these remain uncleaned due to potential chemical 
residues) 
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v.  Underlying deposits and features  (Figure 8) 
 
Whilst deposit (0205) was mottled with areas of discolouration, four localised thick deposits of firm 
sticky white clay were revealed; these were assigned context numbers and sampled individually  
(0806) – (0809). 
 
As excavation and recording continued within the E extension of the trench, settling and weathering in 
(0205) to the W revealed voids which, when investigated further, proved to form a group of four 
localised features arranged in a square (across grid squares C1, C2, D1 and D2).  These were 
subsequently shown to be post-holes, and investigated during the removal of deposit (0205) from 
squares D1 and C2, plate 22.  In addition to D1 and C2, square B1 was also excavated; by these it was 
intended to provide a sample examination of the underlying deposits down to natural subsoil.  Some 
excavation was also undertaken in C1 in order to facilitate understanding of the feature. 
 

 
 

Plate 22: Post-excavation view of the Trench looking S, showing the setting of four post-holes 
 
(0205) proved to be 0.01-0.05m thick with very few finds recovered in comparison to the density of 
(0209).  Beneath (0205), localised spreads of a lime mortar rich deposit were recorded – (0814) and 
(0822).  These were interpreted as levelling spreads for the floor of the 1642 building or residues 
relating to its construction.  The postholes appeared to be driven into the corners of a roughly square 
pit-like feature [0810/0817], with a deeper hole of irregular shape at its centre.  [0810] measured 
0.60m W-E by c.0.55m N-S with a depth of around 0.25m.  Whilst the phasing of this feature still 
requires consideration, it seems the corner postholes were coeval with the square feature into which 
they [i.e. the posts themselves] were driven, with packing stones seemingly placed around the one to 
the SE (0811) in particular.  It is likely the cut feature within the centre of the square is also 
contemporary, but this was not entirely clear from the evidence.  The fill of [0810/0817] comprised 
(0812), (0823) and (0818) located across squares D1, C1 and D2 respectively.  On the whole these 
consisted moderately compact mid brown mottled silty clay with patches of mortar and rare flecks of 
charcoal.  Bones recovered from (0818) in C1 proved to be human. 
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Figure 8 : trench location, excavated areas in red
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In both C1 and D1, removal of (0205) revealed firmly compact grubby, re-deposited natural clay with 
impressed stones - (0819) and (0820) respectively.  Bones recovered from this deposit proved to be 
both human and animal. 
 
Excavation of square C2 revealed a pre-existing linear feature [0827] beneath (0205), this running 
roughly W-E and cut into the underlying natural clay to a depth of 0.30-0.40m, plate 25.  Only the S 
edge of this cut was exposed, showing a sharp break of slope, near vertical sides and a roughly flat 
base.  [0827] had both an upper and a lower fill.  Upper fill (0828) comprised sticky mid brown clay 
with c.60% loose small to medium stone inclusions and voids in between.  Fragments of early pottery 
were recovered from this fill (SF1570).  The lower fill (0831) also revealed green-glazed ceramic 
fragments (SF 1573) as well as four pieces of bone (SF1572) and a fragment of lead window came 
(SF1571).   
 

  
 

Plate 23: Ceramic SF1570 
 

Plate 24: Ceramic SF1573 
 
(0831) was a darker brown than overlying (0828), with fewer stone inclusions and of moderate 
compaction.  The alignment of this linear feature was somewhat different to the wall of the 1642 
building, although this cannot be said with certainty due to the constricted nature of the excavation 
within a 1m2 test pit.  Post-hole [0815] had been driven through (0828) and (0832) as well as the 
surface (0205); this demonstrating the linear feature [0827] pre-dated the group of cuts and post-holes. 
 

 
 

Plate 25: Post-excavation view of grid square C2 looking N (note the large W-E aligned linear [0827] 
forming the far half of the trench) 
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Though interpretation of the linear feature [0827] remains tentative it certainly appears to demonstrate 
activity on this part of the site before the construction of the 1642 building.  Although (0828) 
contained a large quantity of stone inclusions, the shape and fill of [0827] makes it unlikely this was a 
drain.  The flat base and slightly different alignment to the 1642 building make it more likely that 
[0827] comprises the vestiges of a foundation trench for a wall, subsequently robbed.  What this 
structure or boundary feature this represents is uncertain, but it is likely that further buildings occupied 
this site in the medieval period; the alignment of the [0827] cut appears to be similar to that of the 
metalled roadway encountered in 2010, running a little to the S, and to the alignment of the S wall of 
Hamilton House, immediately to the W. 
 
vi.  Completion of the excavation 
 
The density of artefacts and time-consuming nature of the recording process precluded any further 
extension of the investigation within the eastern parts of the lower level of the 1642 building as had 
initially been hoped. 
 
The importance of the discoveries and potential for further knowledge from the chemical detritus itself 
dictated that a 100% sample was taken of (0205) in the areas excavated - both for analysis and to 
ensure recovery of smaller artefacts.  Sampling was undertaken on the basis of 1m2 grid squares so 
that concentrations of materials can be located by area – there may prove to be some significance in 
relation to an individual find’s relative position. 
 
Clearly the concentration of the finds-rich deposit extended further – to the N under the existing upper 
level parapet walkway, and to the E – perhaps for much of the length of the building.  It is estimated 
that approximately 20% of the potentially accessible floor area of the structure (the W 20%) was 
revealed by the present investigation and sampled.   
 
vii.  Discussion  
 
a.  The chemistry stores (later 18th – early 19th century) 
 
Upon encountering the deposit of chemistry-related artefacts, it initially proved difficult to explain 
why they were located within a building with no record of chemistry having been taught therein.  
However, the discovery of a single reference of 1800, recorded that the chemistry materials and 
apparatus of Joseph Black were being stored within the lower level of the 1642-6 library range by his 
successor as Professor of Chemistry, Thomas Charles Hope.8  The reference placing his apparatus 
within a building where there is no further record of chemistry having been taught is thus of 
considerable interest. 
 
It is also unclear why so many artefacts were abandoned within the building when it was demolished 
in 1820.  This is especially true considering the monetary value assigned to such apparatus and the fact 
that much of it would be purchased as the private property of the Professor of Chemistry.  This point is 
further illustrated by the existence of the Playfair Collection, a large assemblage of historic chemistry 
apparatus held by the National Museum of Scotland.9  It was gifted to the museum’s precursor in 1858 
by Lyon Playfair, the then Professor of Chemistry at Edinburgh University and comprised chemistry 
equipment held by the Chemistry Department which was now considered obsolete and unused.  Many 
of these objects reputedly date to the tenure of Joseph Black in the second half of the 18th century and 
their preservation within the chemistry department indicates their value and status as working 
equipment to some extent in the intervening period. 
 
 
 

                                                 
8 Cited by Fraser (1989, 44) - City of Edinburgh, Dean of Guild records : ECA, bundle 16, shelf 36, bay C.  
9 Published catalogue by Robert Anderson, 1978 
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b.  Earlier features (18th century) 
 
During the excavation it was hypothesised that some groups of finds seemed to have settled within 
what were interpreted as flooring beam slots.  However there proved to be no clear evidence for what 
type of flooring was present in the 1642 building.  The hollow initially interpreted as a possible beam 
slot was subsequently found to be associated with the four post holes discussed previously.  The 
hollow [0805] is very clear and pronounced and runs W-E to the centre of the four postholes, where it 
terminates.  The function of this feature remains unclear, but has been interpreted possibly as the 
housing/support for some form of machinery.  The location of the room which faced onto the Printing 
House Yard and the density of pieces of founders’ type discovered across the site suggest this may 
have housed some form of machinery associated with the early printing process.  It is perhaps possible 
that some of the chemical residues will prove not to be chemistry-related, plate 24, but rather pigments 
related to the printing process. 
 

 
 

Plate 26: Coloured deposit initially interpreted as chemical detritus 
 
c.  Flooring  
 
As touched upon, it is unclear of what the floor of the building comprised.  The wall plaster on the 
surrounding walling stops abruptly at a horizontal lower edge, indicating the presence of a higher floor 
surface (or skirting).  However, upon the (0205) surface there was no clear evidence for either timber 
flooring or flagstones.  If flagstones had existed and were subsequently robbed prior to demolition, it 
would be expected the bedding material would be in evidence and the outline of the stones visible 
within (0205).  Likewise had timber flooring existed, this would not likely have rotted without leaving 
any indication of its presence – this is especially true considering the survival of the wooden floor 
encountered in an outbuilding of the 1617 Common Hall and impressions within the Common Hall 
itself, revealed during the 2010 excavations.  It is assumed that one of the two of these must have 
existed, but had been robbed prior to demolition - in likelihood the floor comprised timber planking 
which was roughly removed prior to demolition of the surrounding walls.  This event would have 
disturbed the larger objects abandoned on the floor and dropped them on the ground beside those 
smaller artefacts that had accumulated over the years by slipping through the floorboards.  The 
absence of beam slots, sleeper walls, etc. is harder to explain, but may relate to the presence of large, 
heavy printing machinery being placed directly atop a beaten floor or a timber plank surface with no 
significant void between it and (0205). 
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d.  Earlier features (pre-dating the 1642 building) 
 
The density of finds and constraints of the project dictated the examination of the underlying features 
and deposits beneath (0205) was necessarily limited and localised.  However, excavation within grid 
square C2 in particular demonstrated the likely existence of earlier features pre-dating the 1642 
building.  The alignment of the linear cut [0827] appeared slightly different to that of the 1642 
building and apparently similar to that of the S wall of Hamilton House and the sunken roadway 
encountered in 2010.  Fragments of medieval/early post-medieval green-glazed pottery were recovered 
from the cut fills support an early date, and its shape indicates it may be a robbed wall.  Its alignment 
appears to be similar to that of the wall bounding the N side of the roadway, an isolated fragment of 
which was recorded in front of the E end of the 1642 building; they may prove to be one and the same.  
If this were the case it provides further evidence to demonstrate that the S wall of Hamilton House was 
latterly cut across the course of the northern side of the roadway.  Deposits (0819) and (0820) may 
relate to (0160) from the 2010 excavations, similar in appearance and finds to the very bottom layer of 
the metalled road surface. 
 
 
3.  Conclusion  
 
Clearly the 2011 excavation confirmed the importance of the initial find of chemistry materials first 
identified in excavation trenches in 2010, and a far more comprehensive additional sample of these has 
now been obtained.  The artefacts recovered exceeded expectations in terms of their concentration, 
diversity and quality of preservation.  Their presence seems certainly to confirm that the lower parts of 
the 1642 building, at least to the W, were employed for the storage of chemical materials - though this 
may not have been its only function.  The interim finds list, section 2.vi above, demonstrates the 
extreme interest of the assemblage and the considerable potential for a number of areas of follow-on 
research.  Overall the assemblage has great significance for precisely the reasons already outlined in 
section 1.iv, above, and its research will certainly constitute an important contribution to both the 
archaeology and history of science, and in relation to the experimental activities of one of chemistry’s 
most prominent early proponents.   
 
When reviewing the finds assemblage with Dr Robert Anderson10 it was felt that, the building having 
been demolished in 1820, that these materials remaining in the cellar may have been those Professor 
Thomas Hope did not want in his temporary laboratory.  He had certainly inherited Black’s 
equipment: he told the Commissioners visiting  the Scottish Universities in 1828, Dr Black left a very 
excellent Apparatus, and a considerable collection of mineralogy, which, from a private arrangement, 
became my property [i.e. Hope had bought it from Black, presumably between the Autumn of 1796 
and December 1799].  The material within the stores must legally have been Hope’s.11  It was also felt 
that while the majority of the assemblage was more likely to be of 18th rather than early 19th century 
date that some items might even pre-date Black’s tenure – the form of the fragments of the large 
mortar perhaps being somewhat earlier.12 
 
In terms of comparative material from archaeological excavation this find has few parallels, and in 
particular from so apparently secure a context.  Of these few perhaps the most significant was a refuse 
deposit excavated behind the original Ashmolean Museum in Oxford from which were recovered 
crucibles and covers that closely parallel finds at Old College, and other ceramic vessels of early-mid 
18th century date.13  It will be essential to compare the excavated assemblage to the Playfair collection 
held by the National Museum of Scotland (which includes a number of items from Black’s 
laboratories),14 the ceramics with items associated with the experimental activities of Josiah 

                                                 
10 on 22 August 2011 
11 pers comm. Robert Anderson, 23 August 2011 
12 ibid. 
13 Graham Hull, et. al. (2003, 1-28)  
14 Anderson (1978) 
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Wedgwood, and the glass finds with known products of the Leith Glassworks under the tenure of 
Archibald Geddes – both were suppliers to Joseph Black. 
 
In addition to the chemistry-related materials were the unexpected finds of what appear to be a number 
of natural history specimens and an assortment of pieces of founders’ type employed in printing.  The 
former most likely relate to the natural history collections housed in the upper levels of the 1642 
building and may have fallen from above during the demolition process.  However the more numerous 
printing finds seem most likely to relate to activity within the cellar interior itself.  Though somewhat 
intermixed with the chemical materials the pieces of type may have accumulated upon the floor before 
the area became the chemistry store (perhaps small enough to fall between floorboards).  The access to 
the lower storey of the 1642 range evidently lay to the N, i.e. to Printing House Yard, the site of the 
early university press.15  The excavation revealed evidence for pre-existing features that were perhaps 
associated – the setting of four post-holes within a cut (a stout earth-fast support for printing 
equipment?), and the westwards-running channel.  This additional discovery, though still requiring 
additional understanding, seems likely to be of considerable inherent significance in its own right if it 
represents part of the site of the 18th century university press. 
 
It will clearly be necessary to submit the chemistry-related finds assemblage and other materials to a 
combined programme of post-excavation sampling, analysis and research.  Also necessary will be a 
more detailed survey of documentary sources in relation to the find and its physical and historical 
context.  These will be outlined in detail in the post-excavation project design (PEPD). 
 
 
4.  Professor Joseph Black - notes 
 
i.  Commentary,  1789  
 
Joseph Black’s own commentary of 1789, upon the future requirements for the accommodation of the 
Professor of Chemistry, provides a valuable insight into the operation of his existing laboratory.  As 
iterated by Andrew Fraser (1989, 111), 
 
[the Professor of Chemistry] has it is true only one hour of teaching but he must spend several 
hours every day in his laboratory in preparing for his experiments & operations of the next 
lecture or in finishing those already begun and as these operations often last ten, twelve, or 
twenty four hours, or some of them several days, he is under the necessity of looking into it 
frequently during the day & occasionally must be there early in the morning and late at night.  
Nor is this sort of labour confined to the Session of the College, he must have recourse to his 
Laboratory at all times to carry on his Studys and qualify himself the better for the discharge of 
his duty.  To study books he can go to his library but he must have recourse to his laboratory 
when he studys nature, when he wishes to ascertain or to discover new facts.  … 
 
His Office is much more laborious than [the other medical professors] who have only one hour 
of lecturing dayly; it is also attended with considerable expence for fewel, furnaces, Glasses & 
materials … 

 
ii.  Contemporary  representations  
 
Contemporary illustrations exist of Joseph Black that throw some light upon the find of the chemistry 
stores and its contents.  These include an engraving of 1767 by John Kay, an ink sketch by a student 
attendee in 1767-8, and a portrait by David Martin of 1787.  Each shows Black engaged in teaching 
and in each instance are included items of his attendant apparatus – glass tubes, a flask, a bell jar, etc, 
figures 9-11. 

                                                 
15 although which buildings were employed by the press and whether these certainly included the lower level of 
the 1642 building requires additional historical research. 
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Figure 9: Joseph Black by John Kay, 1767, at his bench in the College lecturing from cards and 
surrounded by demonstration apparatus (Kay, Edinburgh Portraits, reproduced in Fraser, 1989, 96) 

 

 
 
Figure 10: Joseph Black lecturing in Edinburgh in Session 1767-8; ink sketch by a student, Thomas 

Cochrane (Andersonian Library, University of Strathclyde,)16 
 

                                                 
16 Reproduced in Anderson (1982) 
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Figure 11: Joseph Black, 1787 by David Martin (National Galleries of Scotland) 
 
Further visual evidence comes from one of Black’s surviving engraved lecture cards, this dated 
October 1769, figure 12.  This illustrates minerals, medicinal plants and pieces of chemistry apparatus 
such as flasks, distillation vessels and, notably, a crucible of precisely the same form as a number of 
those recovered from the excavation. 
 

 
 

Figure 12: Black’s lecture card, dated 1769 
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iii.  Joseph Black - Biographical note 
 
Professor of Medicine and Chemistry, 1766-99. Black was one of the great pioneers in chemistry, 
starting at the age of 26 with his Edinburgh MD thesis which announced the discovery of ‘fixed air’ 
(carbon dioxide) in 1754. While professor in Glasgow, he made his second great discovery, of latent 
heat, announced to the Literary Society of Glasgow on 23 April 1762. After following his old teacher 
Cullen to the Chemistry chair in Edinburgh, he concentrated more on teaching an applications of 
chemistry than fundamental research. 17  
 
Important though his conceptual work was, Black's contribution to Scottish industrialization and 
teaching must be properly recognized. When he was born in 1728, industry in the country was in an 
embryonic state and the youthful medical school, established only two years earlier, regarded 
chemistry purely in terms of its pharmaceutical applications. At the time of his death seventy-one 
years later Scottish industry was poised for its great leap forward in the nineteenth century and 
chemistry had become recognized as an independent subject. Black had much to do with both these 
changes.18 
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